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FOREWORD

*NS handbook- -,haS -been _prepared in- orderteprOvide teachers
of seventh year and -eighth year thatheifia-tic ,with suggeStiens for
teaching Various aspects-of -the-course. It is 'intended' that it _be
used with and supplement _the pepartinent Ittathematiee
gourses for the Seventh Tear and- Eighth Year:

A committee of teachers andiDepartment-persOnnel.met in- May
1966 to- doelop an- -out -line 'for seventh and eighth, grade mathematics:
'this- commit =tee designed a--recoMMended :Nndamental course,- -the
scope and ..ofgilliization, of WhiCh reflected several igniding principles:
(I) the fraMework must be consistent and---reaSobah lei- -(2) 'the-
content should= be ba§cd- on the =1k- and= 8",i( -material's as :modified',-=by

-evalbations and-xecomniendations resulting - -from their use,: and:
(3) the course. =mnst:proVide good _articulation and _cOntilutity_ with

-both Mathematics K - 6,_ A Propoged Program and IlinthiYear Nathema=
tics, -Couree F = Algebra,, as- reViSe(lin 1965.:

The ebiline,,- Alath enzatics- courseci for_ the Seventh Year and
Eighth Year, which ,this-- comMittoe constructed, contains-no-optional

For_ -suggestions in thiS area reference was' -made in the
Syllabus to 7X and-8X -materials-, -sone-ef-whichAre-.now: -61it-of print!.
In order -to-_=proVide'teciehers .iof seventh and-eighth -grade MathethaticS
with a_ bactg-roubd -Of Optibnal _material's , and, a 1Se,to-ficSh Out_ he
"chat " of the otitiine With, _Sonic suggestions_ concerning the 'how,"
this handbook

the suggestions should -prove particularly -helpful- to beginning
teachers_ of mathematics. Such _teachers ,shouldrealiie, however, ,
that the-Methods, find :illUstraii-onS- used ,afe--net prescribed. proce=
duress -teachers will-want-- tO-eXperiMent =with alternate apprOache'S,
as dies's' come -to -their attent-ion-.

. .

Nor Should:=teacherS- feel that everything in thiS -hail-606k, Must
be "covered " in-, every class. A number of areas, which-,are lesignated'
as optional_ have-been -included in deyelopMent., "ironger pupils -
may be led: to ,explare some of theSe -optional topics, -but'- t- is
probable -that.net all of these 'topics can be touched-upon by- -any -one
.group. It is-the-intent of thiS -handboOk to make_ Such explorations,
profitable--wheb, opp_ortunitioS =for -thiS -adtivity' arise: The ,optiOnal
topics open windows upon fascinating viStas , 'but this additional

'Material should not be introdbced where-this iS ,done- at
the expense of adequate treatment -,of the reqUired-topics .

-Experienced, teaCherS, 'too;, will welcome' new suggestions cifi

-presenting-, old= and new -topics. SuCh -bnekgrannd-supplementation - will-
available to thein wider- variety of approacheS-, and ideliniqUeS

Ito-vary their- presentations,: Some of the _suggestions will _provide
the teaChor procedures Which_ willenablegreater:OptiaSiS to-

-bd placed -on-- certain, aspects -of '-'modernI.1-_-thathematicS-.

7
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The-originnl, draft _of the- manuscript -was written .by- Mrs.
Dc Long, thatheihatiOS teacher, Albany Public Schools ._ :She was
advised to draw, freely on the 7X and- 8X publications of the

-pepartMent. -firedriC ,Paul, associate, Bureau of Matheniatics ,EdUca-
tion,, Worked -closely with -MrS.__De-LOn6 and_checkedr-,the-_-mantiscript

,a-S--it:waS :being ,Written-.-- 4

Aaron ,BOchnian- aSSoCiate,.Bureati of Mathematics Education,
-,-

under temperart-asignment. to the Bureau of Secondary ,curriCiilum-
bevelopinent -organited: edited,_ and prepared the final ,manuscript

On

GordonE. -"Vin=HOoft, .o1.2`4C tor
DiVi.eqthi of Scho-al-Supei,ijiiii".oit

4- *

41,
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The topic-,of --sets will need=- thorough development in- some
CiiiSseS;_%btit -review- -stiffiCient in other_ ,ciasseS__dePending
on' liciic-Muchl has been _taught -previously -:_

The term. sat ig-undefineOut can IT eon'Sideted be-,a
collection of-obi eet s--Dr ceeeptiiThi eh _are,_ca 1 led-elements :of
nettheiv of -,the -Set. .The symbol= epSilohE:, indidate -that
a' certain _object element of a- Certain set, "'31.-E -A" is. read:
"3 elethent of. -set -A". '1'5 , an; clement
of set A".. -Sets -may fie- identified -.byliSting in hr.:Ices-the- elements
of _a set such 2 The-Same eSet :May:be-described-
word& aSrAall -_than-ot=equal _to -fout)..-
,SemesetS,May he _gr'aphedi on _a ---number -1 ine:_ si_sugges ted: _that
simple :_repteSentSti-on-,of -set dumber 1 line be taught at this

The -largest -set u-ndeireotiSideratieon- iS the iini0ersai: ,f-3,e; its
symbol= is= usually U. finite-set-Contra inS- a-definite -tiumbet of
elemeritS; _Such--a set ibic,d}. An infinite-sot contairiS an
endless -nuMber-of:eleMetits. :Vet- example,-_ (1 _is an infinite
set; -the- three dots.- denOte _the- endleSs _fiattetn, The null _set cop--
tainS--tio -MeinberS: The Set of '-a11_ -liii,ink,,dogS with- wifigS:=1S--aii
ekaMple,of:the--ntill"-sct which, -is -Symboldied by 1 -)
sets contain -the same- element§, -notineeessati ly-Ari the -same order-.
Equii)ccleni: sets are sets with -the=-Same -catdinal_ nOMber, So__that S-
one-to-One cottespondence-_exiStS. _Sets, which ,Contain,;no- members in

-coalman ate- dihjoiht Set .

When elements of the univvcrsal set groUped in- ira toli's _Ways
_to--fOim_Many sets, these sets are called eubaets . The null- set =is -a.
-subset ,of, ei'retY set. Every set is }a subset of itself.- subSets
-ate _proper- aube -ts ekcePt:the'_Set itself.- If set A IS -a subSet of 13,,
this' can ,be indicated =by -the' SYMb61-, k 'If_Sat --A i proper_
Subset -ati3,.-thiS, can he _Ind idateeby the symbol ,

The Union of set =A--and_ set sWiS- the-Set consisting- of 4111=-the-
elementS:dii .both set s ;._no -_eleMent _May ',be _iisted--mate than- once._ The
union of set A =- and = set- 11.may be indicated _by the use =of the-syMboiS
A u =B.. The intaroectibm of -Set k arid set B is the Set-Contaitiing-
ai 1 -the-eleMentS dommon,tO--both-,Sets-. The -intersection = -of set_ A
-and=_Set 114faY-;be--ilidieated:tiy-the. use -of the :SYMtiolS AA1=13.-

E is -Of
-is element:6f

1)- -empty ,Sot
c .Siib Set

SYMBOLS

-subset
:11 _intersection,_ 1-jati "-
-U union, "or"'
U set
1

"



Identification of Sets

Concept--: tenititig of a set;

(1)-

(2)

Any collect ion _or groiip- of: objects or concepts wit i cli: have
some property_ or-characteristic in-- common may ibe- called L-a-
set . The chairs in -yofir- elaSSroem-Make-np a set-. The
properties they have-itEbormon are that---they are chairs- and`
that, they -are in 'your classroom.

Look around the classroom and 4dentifp collections
or groups' of object.; can ctain.if1761- tIP Cc24.-
Answers_ The set-of ±311.zCliiiiirs in the room

The set-Of -all -deSks- iii the -room=
The set -_of all :-bbokii-, in--the- room
The set- of IT boys- in-the-_roont
,The-set of in- the-roam-
The- set of all -teachers-An-Abe room
The- set of =lights in the room:

hO Set- of all'- clocks room
The Set -df-.al 1 tables _in .the -room:

Notes The--setS 1 istet1--iare=a-representative-saMple-
Fri-ets -which may.- be.-,named =. Pupils --111:1); -nOed
direction itychoosing-_Sets -conta . on ly -One
-element,

Sets dOinot have -tethe -Compeseci;tif objects., They maybe
collections or groups of ;coneepts ,or ideas _such- a:. -numbers ,

and lines,

Name some setti:lhich_'-are corrpoSed of physical.
objects:
AfiSwer:- The set of -all_ even -numbers'

They set =of- al 1-odd -numbers
The -set Of -all fnatural : -nnifiberS,
The set-of all- rational- numbers
The set Of--ail niimbaii-_greater_ than X- -(where
X is -Some- g-iiremtitim-ber).
The Se't-bf_ all numb_ ers-:greater than X but
:less tiian =Y
The Set- of mil-Toints--Aan_!a,given,_line
The set of all line segments:-Which -form a-
given- ;geometric- figure
The set-of :al i-planeS :parallel -to,,,a-giVen,

,

-plane-

Concept:- Sjunixils a set.

-(3) The members, of set are-Called: its 'elements:
any -size -and may -C-OntainEno elements -, -one _element, any finite
number of eleientS,_-Of -infinite-iiiimber -of _elements. iV-set
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is referred to 'by listing -the--names_-of --thC',elements in, the
:se within -braces- or by -describing -the in the- set,
One part set mar-he:referred to .as _"the of' all
nattiral -numbers greater -than -4 and 'less than 10." This -same
set-may be- referred-rozras--(S, -6,, 8; -9).

Mow are setsi,thicl:1 are identified:by describing the
eler:chte in- the set. Ithlntify, these same_ seta 11,1 listing
-their-elements-viihin-Praees:-._
(a)- The-Set- of -it11-=eveii,numberS between : 9-and'-21
(b)- The-set Oral i--oddlnumberi. hetWeen --.10-and 20-

(c). The-sit of -all the months which, begin
Witlythe letter'F'

-(d)_ The-set of all the-:states-W,the- itoited= States
completely = SUrro-un.led by--,Wat er

(e) The set ,ofra1V-men-Who-Seried as - President -of--the
United -States.4t-any-t -duriiig==the -period-
-1931!' -- =1962

-(f)- -The-set of ,a11--states-In--the--United----Sta-tes 'which
-border oiv_theLAtlantic ,Ocean=

(g) -The -Set -Of -a 11-41anets-i n- Our- Solar system- whose
orbits -are inSide2-the.orb_ir of- Jutiiter

Answers: 1(a) '-(10,;12,-14,--16,.1.8; 20)

-(b)- (11:, 15,* 17; 19):
.(February):

(d) (11aWai
-(e) '(12O-OseVel t Truman4rEiSenhower,_ Kennedy)
-(f)- (Florida, Georgia, -5Otith- Carol taa-,_ ,14orth

:Carolina, Virginia ,,-Maryl4nd=, Oelaware ,
New derSey,_-NeWYOrk,_-ConneeticUt,_=RhOde-
Ist_dnd, sMassachusetti , New/ham:Oh ire , _

Maine)
i(g): IMereury, =Venus;. Earth-, -Mari),

-(4) Mow are sate- which are identified_ by -ktotitig the
elements -in-- each-set. Identify -each of these sett-by,
describing the, elements -in,the- set-. There may -be several
-sags -of describing -eaCh--Set-,of -elementi.

(a)i (2, 4,- 6 , -8,-_ 10)

(b) (Alaska-, llawaii,=California;_-Ore_gon,:,Washington)-
(C)_ JUne,_zNovember,November,-September)-.
(d)= (21, -22 13-, 24; 25)
_(e) -(4, 8; '12-, -16; -20, 24)

-Answers:- (a). 'The -set-of :all- natural: numbers -between,
but -not

'(b) -The 'Set -of ,S.11 -States -in -the United
States--that -border on the--Patifia Ocean

(c)' -The set Of =a114ontisi in---the--Year- that.
have .30-days, -ii! 30,days

(d) The set -Of all natural -greater-
-than--20i and Tess than_ 26

(e) The Sec=of -ntimberS less-than,
231:that are- diviiible--by-.4



Concepti' The "Use dotS in iiStihg, elements in .a set.

(5) Thiee dots-may be used in_listing the eleMehts in -a- Set
which 'Contains a lafge-litfinber- of eleibehts and such that
the -element's- fotm_ a definite pattefir., In the set
(1-,, 2, 3 A_, .586),- -the thfee dots- Mean "continuing
in _the' same--niannef:up _to_ and including the number tS6.,"
In the Set 4,_ .;;_} the three -dots -Mean
"continuing _the: sane - Manhef without .end."

Identify each of the fa/lowing sets ;:y Listing
the elements in eaoh_set, zthing.. the -t free jets wneret,er
they are useful._
fa)' -the-Set of all -even _natUrai'-humberS--
-(b)- The set of 51-l- odd -natufar'numbets- Up to and-

ineluding"3339:
(c) The Set-of .al-LlettoiS in the alphabet
(d) The- set of ail= --states in -the _United- StateS
(e).- Theset of all.-ffadtiok-between;l- and 2 mhose-

_ciehothinatfif -is 13
-(a)-
(b); S, ; 3339}

'c; ;-;
f(d.)- {Alabama;_ Alaska, Arizona; Arkansas ;,

Wyoming)
, (13: iA, 1S_ _16 /61

`1-3;?:- 13-?-

TWo Empty tet

Concept: cleaning -of anti,. Symbol fat the empty. Set.

:(1)- Sometime -a set ,wi 1 1-contain no elements at -a 1 1 ;_ Such _a :set-
iS. dalW.-the eMpty or =null Set. The symbol fel; tite- null
set is 4), or Y. The Set'of -two+-headed---elephafits in -Tout
dln-ssrooniniS-,the null set. -The set -of`numbers_ greater than
2 ;ail& leSs, than 1' the' Set. ,Cafe .must-be takeninot to
cohfuS-6 the "number 0 _wit- h,-the 'Leto number`..
It may be listed-as an%olelilent of a set._ The set dantaihS,
no dieTueht; The ,Set of nUmbefs whieh--dah be substituted for x
to -make x + 2 = 2_a true .Stateinent is The--set -numbers

-whiCh can be -SiibStittited.fof -x to-make- x f 2 = --x a title_ state-
ment is.4 or-{ -Thi-s is --a :lief); common point of confusion
With I s ,_ and some time should he doVoted- to -preventing, and-
-ci earik- e

la)
_(b)

(d)

L',.dt the eteinent6 in_each. of-the falloi,;ing gets.
The set of al 1= -liVe dinOSatirs your school`
The Set himbefS_ 'teatef. and _less
than' 3
The -set of all numbers that _may be substituted' for
y to Make the equation 6 = v = 6.4 -ifbe statement-



14 The -Set -of numbers

x_ to-_makc the- equation

(6) The -set of a l,l nuMbers

x to _Makc the equation
-Afiskers: (a) .(b); _4,

that :may be -SilbSt ituted for
a, thic statement

x.
'that may -be- subStituted for

= 0 =n true statement
(0 j -(d) Pi_ -(e) -(0

Finite 'and -- Infinite -Sets

Concept:: beeiri-itiiiiis:Of -finite,-and zinfillite -sets

=is= a_-set- which-_contains- a_ deft:dn.:number-
Of elements.. This -fiuMber-,fiink---be =faniasti ea ily -huge;

=hilt` -a-s -long it is definitely :a (number -then the
set set:_ The,niiMbee-of molecules -of water'
iii =the-Pacific_ Ocean is a--irery number The =number
is- constantly changing;_and there is no war Of. letcrmining-
the-huMberi bat- at -any= giveni-in-Stant there a- definite
nuMber
to name° Many I arge,finitc-=ntimbers, Which exceed; this 'fiumbei%
The -Set of a il-Moledu of---water in the Pacific Odenn _ts-
-thciefore finite-set =An-infinite- set is .a-Set=441iieli-
-c-ontains -an, end l eSS nuinber of- elements: The -set of ail
-the,natural,numberS-1S--aii,infiiiiie- set._

'it is impoSSible--to-determine -;whothcr certain sets-,per
"fa ining-to- objects iii:thciiniVerSe=bre finite --or-infinite --bo,
cause _we ,do--not f the universe =finite or- 'infinite

-1th-chTpupils ,a-Sk if the -Set _,of cleetrons=in the univerrse
is finite or = infinite the _best answct- that--Wc,do-,not_

The pupils should be given experience =at determining -the
-difference between-Sets- that- `hate of -el e-

infinite-§ct:

Idenafy -_each-or -the foi_loi,tng- sate as- being

(a j= The set of l -_the -grains_ of Sand- on-- bbach
-(b), The Set _ot_ail :6)61- ninnbcis- grenter rtilan_10-
-(C) The set of` al 1-ififietionS 'ibetWeen.tlic-iiiiiiiiiers =8 _find:

9-
The -set I-

-(c) -The-Set
aii- lb- lb

-(f.) The set of al
(g) The set of al

W-eic alive -an
-(9- The --set -of- al
(i)- (Li,

I points
1- points i 'segment-' 0':0008 -of-
ligth;
I people iioW al ive on earth
i -htlinan,beings whO rare -or who ever
earth-
protons= in our solar s)iste-

.;._-99990)



.(i)- (-I 3-,
Answers: -(a) Finite

(b). Infinite
(e) Infinite
(d), Infinite
(e)- -Infinite

(f)- Finite
(g) -Finite
-(h)- Finite
(i)- -Finite
(i) Infinite

Equal Sets and Equivalent Sets

befinitionr-of eqqal--sets:

A, set may be- described itymore than-one,way: The- set
of al i-odd-iinfithers-,greater than 2'-ands.lesS than =S is
-ttie set 13, 5_, 1:1: 'the set -of alI prime numberS-
re.sa ter_ -titan, 2-_,and I eSs.,titan: ,7"-5-,

Each- or- theSe sets- contains the snine The
aretunta-1, sets_ Tiro,-sets--are :equal:.'L; and
;they it- -the- Same -e I etheitts.- :the order--ofi-t he-
-eiefitents-ki tifin_-tlie-=sat-Aloes not matter- ; -

-Defi oiyof equivalent _sets

.liquti vat etit sets - are -_satS--_triticili--cOntain
of- elements; Ifitertlko--Sets contain -.the -same_ number-tie
-elements; -.there- exists--.a,:ene-,tO--otte,,eorrespondence--bett;een-
-tite-tno Sets:, For -every- element In :_the 'First set there -i_S

, .
a It orrespond 'eletient second set and for ,therY
element :in the-steend- set there _is-- a'.cOrresiiiinditt
in the First set: Stich -sets i so ied. giatefirWStiS.

-Toiii--,30e; Pete }' are -iconivalent
or-- matching- sets. The sets
arc a ISo-matching set::

Equal -sets _nee- a [ways _eqit irn I etitiAnt -60 ilia lent 'sets,
-are not lideeSSitillyi mina I .- Thc Set of ,a l 1,f-odd _ntitherS 'reater
thait_-ofie.and_ _less ,thnii,-9-,hinrithe Set of al Is_prime-:fitiinlierS
greater than 2-aitd-deSs than =5 hre' =Oita 1 setS:(3 ;5 ,71
-(3,5,71:;_inti: they .are--a I So-erin ira I ent_ _Since-lhe cardinal-
-number-of each set 1S--xlifee..

The sot :or-the-primary 'colors, (red hip; ye i loW)-,
ecpti va lent to-the set -(Mary; :Jane; Seel; but "they -are--tiot
cgiia F.

Tn the 1,7.(inko' belozJ, write the lettei.--otthe Get in
column B which is equal. to the Get erftel!- the- blank -coZiorin

Colurin A Column -13

__11) {17, 15, 9; ii)- (A)- (9; i ,7171
(2) The set of -all .

fin tura I--inithberS greater_ (n) -el I- -17i 23; -13-, -19}-
than_ 20- anal I OS::--than- -I 0-

6



-Co A-

-(3)= The-Set of all
. two-digit numbers

(-1) ' :34

(5) Vie set of all
pr;rie nun''-orS
between 10 and= 24

-(6)-- The -set_ :of -Or ime-
=factorS- of 21:

(7) The sot_of--al-1
digits- in' tile
-manlier=

(3)- The set of al-1_
natfira I fliimhers
dittisitile -by 2-

25),
. (9)

(110)

Answers :

(7i, 31:

(-2-, 8; .)

E,

(3, 4,:5)
-(10; =II, 12, ..._,99)

10:I.5,_-()=.5, 0:151

(2) -(3) -II; (1)- --(5)
(S) II:, -(1)):-C-,_:(10)LI;

In the btanho heio:4,, write the letter ot- the (0-et Ztt
4,oireas B equilyq-lent- to -the 'et aftei- the _biank in
coluinn ii

(1.:; 2

;313

ritic--Sct of wliccIS
ow-

-Answc-rS: (1)- I), -(3)

Concept :

_co funm:Tii

(:i)- sct--of cgs_- oip a_ normal:
doh

-.(R)- 13;3,7,15;45_;971,26;601
-(C) (9,, =101-
119 (A; 11-, c}

_O-f, tiii-i Versa I_ -Set, and SObscis.

The largest -set- inkier is cal led- the
-On iversal- set: Its symbol --is- //: -111cl:tents Within :the
-universal, Set May.-bc -grouficcl n._varlotis -ways to form many
sets: ilie e new Sci's_.ard dal led -subsets of the mil verSa I-
set-.

-if every eicthefit 'A -is- also -an- clethcot_ iii -set_ _11,
_then set is a -Stiiisct -of set -B: if tile nfiiversai---sdt. -is
the -sei-of. all -tittiii I s ifi-the-classreem, -then the set- of al

=boys- is a =- subset of the tini.VcrSa I set.: The-=set of -a I lz r_Is-

7



iii,-the= dlaSsroom is _another subset -of the -univerSat set:
The--set,of _all -With dark -hair subset of thir set
of hoyS in the claSSroOm. -Every:Set is cOnSiclere&-a- SubSet -
of -its-elf. AlSO-, the -null -'set is cOnsiderect- a, subset
every Set-. -The -total number- of subsets in a`set- consisting

of- One ,eielpent is- therefore_ 2. -k-Set consisting Of ,tWO:7-_,i"
elementS,wi 11" Mile- _Vset ,eonSiSeing___ik"

_

3__elementS- EhaVe =8- SUbSets.. -An eicaminationzot--thiS
pattern_ jhoWs that= the---tOtl: littnibern-of-poSSible SUbSets of
a-_Set that -contains M,,eleMentS- 4S- 2 The totar-nUiber of-
,subSetS,61 a- Set 25 or -32 SUbSetS.:

:Itlhen- we -Say--that -Set subset -Tof set B, It is
possible= that -§et.AOcL Set-B_: each:_have:;thef_samefelementi-:
If-set-A- SubSet Ofr-Set,8,,-alid,if set tl_dOntailig_ at
leaSt -,06e-eleient Whidh- is not in Set

ISet__Va,sproper ,StibSet, cif ;Set B.
,

a--s-ubSet o_ f -set_18,_-this -can-be- iii-aidatedf-hy,
-the --symbol, -A is -a- =proper- Subset-Of set

this-__ can -,be- indicated; by- the -SyMbor_
.

In the _e:tthifpleb _Seloz4i the universal set
of -all_ the- whole nUfriberS: In each':eidiiiptei inaioat e -Whether
or riot- one.-Set is- O.:subset -of the other set:dna identify
-Which -set ie =the -Subsa.
,(a). go= 42;

r,(6;,;01-
.(d). k- (4:2 ;14-

41- .4-- (1-, 2, _ 3}=(d):=(d): 'A- =, {11,==6, 91-
16Y- =74_ 9_1

AnSWers: '(a)--. 'Set --A-, SubSet--_of -Set
-(b) Set Subset -cif -Set iB aii.j=-,Set-it

_

-a--.subset of :Set A-
-lel- -Set -k 4-_a-.SUbSet- of set
(d)- -Neither- set- is -a-'subset .of."-the,Other -Set-
(e): 'Set - subset- of Set -11',ancii-set :B is

Sithiet -Of-Set -A

Is =every set: subset . of :iteelf?
'An§Wef::, Every - element in =set A an- element in

set A. -_Thereforei .a, subset=-of Set A..
_

=(3)- If two -s-ete-...ar'le-- each set- cii;sitheet_ of the
Other--"Set?
AnsWer: `Yes: Each.-,element in- one= -set eleMeni in

the -other-- Set . -Therefore ,_eadh__Set- is a =SubSet of
the-other-set.

-(4) to:Didid-ate 'the Universal- -Set. The_
-are-rased- to--inditatez-SUbSets

-of-the -universal` -set.- Subset§
A-, _iiii1-_D-are-zas lows:_



U = (0, 1, 2, ;JO)
A- L..; -(1', 1, 10)

(0', 4_,_ 6, 8, -10):
= ft, 2,. 3,

(ji

indicate which of the following- statements are -true and
Which of then are false:
(a) Set :A is: a- Subset -of Set
(b) is a__stibset of set _C-

-(c) 'Set 0 is a -§(11)S-Ot of-SOt- -A-
ld) Set A is -a -Subt= Of -set-2-0
(e)- Set C-- is :a:- subset of ::1)

-(f): -Set '0 iS a -'111?.se-t. of -_Set I)

Set :C. is--a subset -of set_A--
(h) -Srct silbsOt__=Of. fB-

-(i=)- Set-0- IS .a: subset of -C-

-01 :Set- =D` -is- a subset =of set _A--
Answers_:

-:(a) (c)--:ralSe r(e)!- False -(Q) Ffil$e
(b) "trite False- =(f); false :0):=1,a1§e-.

Condept-: Tfie -numbet of sub-Sets -in ar-T-Set--,

(5) If-the null det is a- subset' -of GO; l'iSt all
-the ,po&sible subset& in-the Set =la;
-AiiS4dt: 404

(6)- -LiSt all the possible subsets of the Set -fa, IA:,
=Afigwet,:- -(b), zb4-

Gist all the :possible subsets of the-,set

-(6),
44; 5)-, -( -, 6)

Cli

tint r7,1 the pobs_ibie .subsets -in the set (14- 3,, 4
42) (3Y_,_ (4)

-(1421-,;(1,31:,
(-2;31:, 4301;
(11,2,3), (2,3,4)",;(1,-3,1);
(11,2-,3,4 )1

(1)_

(9) ilo6; many subsets-are there in a set eontaintng_oriZy one
eleinent? "tijo -etementa thfiee---eleinentS?- foui;- eTements?
five eleinenta n- elements?
Answers: 8,_16, 211

9



Union, and .1literSeCtjon, of Sets

Concept: The "'union of '170 get.s.

--(-1)- Consi-der the set -A1_, 144 -1-1 anii-the- set_
B, =-1-3 -14-; 1S1'. A -,third,Set-C -may "he -Obtained: b}",

grotiOing.:the --elements -in set 'A- Id tiy-the- element:S-11i
Set B-without repeating-eleinentS ch are in 'beth
sets: -- The -new. set Waal& he-C
Set -c is, -the-lin-ion of -sets 11: of two

-the'gets:, A. and, B; -is -the set composed of every -dlenent in
-set A-pleg-every -eleinent an set not in -set k.
The On i_-6f ,course- -includes -throfy-eidifient ihich is in
-set every eiefifent is_ in set zBi_ eVefy
elethent-Olidr -A---and Set :B-;

The tinioi of set A- and-Set- '11.114, indidated,,hy
.the---dse' of the -Syinbols A U -h. -A-0 :B is -read- 10' or

Indicate by listing,. -the union of each -pair of the

.(a)r =A = 8) §;
Ihj- -A b, .ei 0i .ands -*:=
(c)-- (a

-A-= "the_ ,get-ref.fil-f,t,h0S-dh- -dlaSS:
= the set of ,all ,bfown.-;e:yed-.pupils ,in_ your

class: L

-(e)- A= =_ the-set .ot:"zii-l'-odd"-natliral, numbers
B. = set of .a11;-natural= numbers_.

IC 6;_-91=aiid==ii-=:- 40,
tjary): and''11= = i }-

AliStiCtS 00- 'C. :=41E;5;6-,8 ,0;1-11.
-(b) ibie id-;tc-1=

.(a-,h;5,71-
.;(d)7--C = the set -d:0E-iiideby the -1 t-,St consisting=

of all- the boyg.rilii-s -a i 1-the,_bfown='eyed-
- gris n_the- class:

(e): -C =
C (1;6,91
C = , Mary; -Peteil-

Iiiiteact-o=u;;in- get :indicate -,the union -of' A 5rid-1 B-
the :answer to__ a)-:dbuld-ho -Wiittentk'U 1_1

and -ginii foi---the- 'ansWets:

Concept:- The inteiSedtion-of.

(2)- -Cofigidei the -Se_tg = (1 , and :V.= 1-244.,6,-
-8;"10,1-21-. The ,Set = :(2
clement ii,_an --diem iri:_hoth _`Set A-and Sach
-5 set iS,dzillddr-the intersection of gets- k:aiid 13"._ The
_inteigectiori:of -IWO -gets, -A-,and-'11; is -the':Set _of all elenients--

10



.
which -afe Oominoh to rbOthl set k and- set The
intersection of set .A -and_.:set [if may be Indlcatecr jr'-uSe
of the SyMbOlS A A :fi; -'A fl B =is read "A and 0ti of
intersection-l1' .,

Given sets A,
ihte-ree-atiOnS4e0
A =

:{3;9;-15-0,21}
{9;17,`21=;_25}

.E..=
:Indicate -the

,(1)) _iiididaterthe
Tfididate %the-

(d), -Indicate.-the
:Indicate'-the

-AnM4Tei .§

b)
C

e :(3,9)

-c,,,ti,_ancLt_bezoi-:-.2thi4eite the.

intergeOtion ,Of
intersection --of'
intersection of

interieatiOin.Of-
ifiterSeation_of

-sets
sets C ancLAA:,
sets -C and E.

and

e) -e (340-

instead' Set -e-tO-inditatethe ilite-fSeatiOn;_of
6-60-1(1:-:136-!:i.fritteh7A-'n

-and -Siini-larly:_ter the ,reindiiiini_-_---anStieri.

diS-joint_

(3)- If -trio SetS -in =common; the )',-.are
to be The-,interSeetieh-

-the-,pulL =Set ._

In :the ,,tpiioldit4 indicate whether -or not

-(a)- -A-
-the-:Set 'of- natural-- numbers less= than_ 10.

_ the-Set-,Of'=h-atufal_.ntimberS-:greater-fhali-§-.
-(0) A == the Se-t.-6-t-all--etien

the -Set-et-411 .odd -natural number S%
.(d)- = of'-greatei- than 5 and -less

=0. E=,:the-set- =thaii
): -set-of all'-eveti- iiOniberS

Joy;
No tifey-afe

(b)*-- they--are= disjoint.
_CO=

,N0,. they,are not disjoint,:.
(e)--, -No, --the); are- not disjOintc.

=



Venn-Di4eamS

represented; pictorially by the use: of ia
tangle -.to represent the universal, sot -with- ei.iaieS- to'" iekeSent
:SubSets of ,the .uniVerSal theie, are -five -IPOSSibierTwaji:S of
representing pictorially a-,--univel--gal set -afidi subset 6f"-the
universal- set._

.et -A-and set_ B--are_

et- ana, Set Aiiiive an
interSedt iafr _hut not

pfcilief SiihSetS 6E..each,othei-
,

+($)-- Set *is- a. proper -SiihSet
=6E Set

:(4) =Set IS- a lironeil -Siii)Set ref

Set A.

15)- Set.'AiinaT Set -111

sets.- -They are SubSets--of
&dell cOthei-_.



ite
:Figure, I Figure- 211

Ask pitpiZe Ab=peribifir-the ?allowing e-xoreltbee.
In _Figure shade -in-the _area_ _that -represents the

SitS
the-.area__that , represents=

-the ,intersection -of sets-
:In _figure PIT., -Shade -in. -the- area- that represents
-the-: union of =Set ;Aand,1-.

_III, shade lip the-,area-tiint-reiireSenti
,

-the intersection: -S'ets--A ancy-B;
In Eikure "shade in the area that '-represents, the
dnion .g S.'"A-- atid;=t1

, shade in the 'area:tha-t.-refireSentS The _

intersection- of SetS,--A-atici'_13!:-
,:th- i-n- the7-area that nrenieSefitS--the_
interSee-tibii -of -sot A _and the',uniVersal -Set:

-shade -=in: the area: that represents the
union of set _ ,

--.13-andtrthe-pniirerSal: -_set.

(b)

-CO

13 t



,Be low .are- pictorial representations of =a. uniVerSal set and-
-throe Sub-sets of the universal -set, ,with several unions anal

.

intersect ions shaded:in:

The intersect ion -Of set ,kwithz
set

B.

-union-- -of set A- with- Set R.

-A-- U

:1116 union Of set B- with set

B. U -C:

The --interSedifoh -of -set :B :arid:

set C.-

14



The unioly,ef set- -A -(or any set)
with- the universal set

u

The Ail-on ,;of 'set- C -and- the

_union of setS--A--krij-43--

T(A-._U C;

The'- intersection -,of w- ith

-the intersection -,of sets-SA and-
(N

" 11Th,-.- .:.1anor Now1171Ab.=.
ftwomm =Awe ftmo vmm.111 gm .WM/ 111 =MN. MMI.omml Mmot IMm

...mom. .1

Con- cept-: pictorial -- representation of -thfee mutually
-Sect ing-Sets

(a)- -A=U
(b)- A U-C
(c) _Bun C

(d) n c
_(c).

-At the -left is -zt
-Venn represent
the_ universal_ set--U and_
Misets A, 41,__ and'C.-
the-elements -(in" -this case,
,1 F-numerals)- found within=

1-1Titinions -and- intet'section-s-
;

1s-

(f) A U U-C
(0 13U U

-A-fl
(i)- A n U

WI A n 11-_n ,c



.

.

.

.

An 4icri:

(a) (1,2,3,4,5,6,8,10)
(6) (r,3,4,5,6,7,8,11)
(c) (3Sr

(c) (2,3,4,5,6,7,10,11)

:16

(f)
(0.11,2;3 ...IV'
(h) (4,5)-

-U)- (1,4;5,0,8)1
(5)- (5)

4
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II. SYSTEMS OF NUMEAATION

Conetpt:- A system of numeration ic a oplotem :wed -to -wine nuMbere.
'Syst.iri of numeration developed- as a result of the-necesSity
-for-coutiting. -Students- may-enjoy shore-di siitssion -on: the
Egyptian-, 'Babylonian, -and-,Itoainn- systems of nuttier:a ion :before
stndy'ng the Hindu-Arabic system. -Students shotild:be =aware
that other systems of =numeration =ex isted-liefore the-Alec
systemo,:but--too -great an -emphasis -should not be _Placed on
-these i;ystems.

:At -this,:level , student's should be- taught _to:distinguish
between nUmber, sap: hlei or --Conceptiollieh is Independent of
language, -and numeral,, _-Of- symbol 'tsed to -name :inumbar. '1Ve
conld-wri te : any of the s tos_representT=th this
number-or -stones -=,-

[4,_ fk-+

+ -2)

One._-.to-one=correOjiondence if=ekact iy-one_ tkingror
object iSrinatched-with _Ciact ly.--one- other thing or cil:ject
Four letters and four numbers_ -are- in _a one4o=one _--eorreston -
dente :as -roll-cm-Ott:

ab cd-

it ot sets that danAe-liut- -into
-a- on-e-to-one- correspondence: -for example chairs- desks,
floor foonii flag claSsroom-and-sta-r- --state. 'There:1 s_
a Iso- the -Toss ibil ity =of -a one-to-many correspondeneesand-

-many7tO7one-corieSpondenc0.-for---example, techer -to-_,students
and-desks to classroom; respectively.

Tallying:

As _man's possessions inereased,lie. needed some to keep
track of -them. -lie-did -this -by-tallying ;--:he :made =-4,marki or
-a notch on i stick, for each item he had fle:migh-C=hrive- used
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -(13)- to -repreSent -thirteen ot;-jeCtS;,

A--_Short introduction to_the -Egyptian .systems
would provide some historical background to -ShoW-that our
decimal system was but another step in the development _Of-
nOinerat ion. The elementary grades -haire-provided.-SoierFOrk ()-
the ancient number syStemS. Charts of the symbols and theit

17
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Values may be Matte'. writteii- work should,=be assigiied, -but
some pupils might enjoy doing- some as- enrielithent--

:600-011utheeek

The -Egyptians grouPed_the tally "symbols- that -each.
ten- would be represented , as- A This, of ifimed lately

Mado their awning-of numbefs simpler. They Aused -the following
-Symbol's to -name their- numbers:

-9_ rP
l0. ioo 4000- 10 ;600'

Ve-rfical: -Cane& lothS-_
Staff -rope flower :finger

The Egyptian- numerals be :repeated-Iat-id Wefe- ,add itiVe

So that to-- represent -forty;-tWo thousand'; -there
sevehtY=siX, the -EgYpidaiiS`

riinnrn
-to=le_ft yields

AV,i4): = 19009 + 10,000'2-4-_-10;000 +-10;000:-= 404000-

=, 44000 +- 600!-

-Nor +- X100_ + 60-

1-1 n = 10 + -10-4.- 10 + -10 +-10-+
114-

f + r +- i

= 2,000

i0 4._ 10- E.:

300

70

-6
42,376-

Roman -Numerals

"Ronan- numeral, SySteiari-e another system of-numeration
The Roan system used -these Syinbo 1 s

1V XL CD N
1 5 _16 _so ibo- Ski lop°

ThiS system -is repetitiliei additive; SUbtraCtiVe, and
Multiplicative as shOWn-in--the exainpleS;

MO( = 10 + lu + 10 = 30 (show repetition and addition)



.

0_= = 4=

= s,000
(Shows Subtract i on)-

(a line over 1 --mul-=
tiplies -its Value-by 1000)-

Ftherciisec -which May_-be:tised as enriChment-:,

Write

:(a) j lby

9±9-9- AnSters-:- loy -36;.3or 111j

iVrite gayptian ittiMeralsi._
(a) 144863- -10). '-_920

AnsWerS:

(Cl 1 ,:iob

(e)- 40)64

0): hil(i

9-9'9-9f
(b) ( (1

Wi.ite in iiihdu-=Arallic-nunteralsi,

(a) -(b) MDCCLII- -(e)- MCDXXVI

Writ:7''ilk:Roectn nuineraZG:

(a)- 2009,

(d) -XLIV (e).

(b) 468- -(c) -7,304 (d) 10;000

The Hindu-Arabic or Decimal System

lu the -systems of nunieration-described-aboxie new syMbblS -had
to be introduced for larger nth-liter:S. The biauty-o our Hindu-
Arabic system-is that we use -only ten -SYMbolSor-digits to writeany number 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5-, 6-,_7, 8, 9. Therefore, we call
this the decimal- systeM of -numeration _becauSe the word-decimal
comes from the Latin decein, _meaning ten. The fact that we are
able to write any number using only- the-ten digits is-accountedfor by two things: (I) the zero, used as a placeholder (was

19
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introdueed-betWeen:-6004300 :A.D.)- and-12), .he idea- of -Pike-Value:.
The- digits -as ;we'knoW: them--today =Were _not _in- CoMPlete-use_-.until,
the inkrention,ofIir int ing

There--are ten_ symbols- prohablbedauSe- we-have-teri----fingerS
on-our -handS,_ The_ deCimal .SyStem 1S--also dal lecLbaSe_ ten. The
terms -bdee, _acate; and-n-rddix -all meari-thd-'same thing,

Cardinal nuinbert':afe be -tell -Wow many; 13-,4 ;5,0- 'has
four elements Cardinal number- is =four: 'Oidincil--iOnbers-
are-rnninbers :_usedrtO --name; a5r_poSit ion t, rfifur S -the ,Iseconchritunber
in-= [3,445;a.

1

-Pike altie-in,.the-bedimei-SyttiM.

The-_significance-CE thellindn4rabid system
x 1 ieS In -the-concept- of.--Plade--iralUe. Suppose
x we ,.want_ :torzrepresent-_thnUinherof-:-X'_s,at the

left._ ife ,kciuld-_ count -4,-groliPS apar
OrieS -.Votild--write :-doWiFthe_ fiuMera -te-
repreSent thejnumbei--_-af -X"SiaS -43, :Where
4- x- -10-4 3 x 1 = 40,F+ 3-= 43, ThizalSo Shows-
that this -additive,_

10 :(read one - zero)- ins-the detinial
-SyStem--meanS one-ten and- -±eiii-_onet Or 1 -x 10 -+
0 x It note th-ate
/0=re resentS_-.t h e --base nil Yer _arid _-_t

-x
:.c

x

-x-
'

= -x

x

-

x=

-x-

X

-_

_

x=

x;

X

xi

-x-

X=

i x=
, .=-

=

X=

_'x
x_

-

=x=

-X

:X-
.

-X

X

x -_

=

, _=

X'.

-

x ,

'T:it

X

--X

decinial sYstem_ten is' not represented'by_a-riew:digit -6r new- sy:fibo I
but only a ceMbination of- two digitS-_,Alread)i=-6Sed._ thit is impor-
tant since- later -on in base five,_ for-- enniple, 'the-St-Went must
realiie that- there- is no- numeral S. To count the _nuMber of x's
above,_ We _count and group by tens: We will :have- twelve tens and
four-ones,-but when we 'haiie ten_ tens we call this one =hundred.
We =then have:

12 (tens) + 4 (ones) = 1 (hundred) + 2 (tens) +- 4 (ones)
Or

1 00+ 2
and we Write this as 124 and tead it as one hundred twenty-four
(not one-hundred and twenty-four).
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The place= tialueS in=-base be:

ten-,
=thousands - thousands:

'biol..- ;
dreds-: tens

ones f'
or- ,
units tenths

,

-hUn-`,

-dfecithS
.

_ Imo ,=1,066: nici 1
:.

--lo- =

1...
=no_

---.:1640!_lb.i0: --16-_io.id- _

.

10,10e -10- ,

-------- ..

--_,

t
-io

-1, ..,
'_ lo-1 o-

The -- places -to the _right_=of -the ,-one 'S ,p_laCer.are--wilat = xe= comnonly-call the -although_-de:0,_althoUtil_-alr-the---pladeS-care deciMatiPlaces
-liedaUSe--the inditat -pOwerS of tent it sufficient =to say
multiples; of _teal It is ithportant_ that ---isre-are -aware-of the-_pattern-

;the- -table iinvolvinvthe- factors- of ten; The= hree=idats- to, the
left anci-rightz.inean that -the, table dealt -indefinitelk

Wtitin§ a Nunieral as a O and
in Positional NotatiOn

Condept: Writing a numeral as ci polynomial is the Scone as writing
it as- e#ancled numeral:

.F.feuirple 1: Write 385 as a_poiynomial or ad.- cin expiinded
nzimeiv1;

385.

k_ 100- + x 10 + X

.--
The Same- numeral -_wr.l.tten in- positional notation is just

Example 2: Write -1469 -as an expanded- numeral.

position-al notation
1469 = 1 x 1000 + 4 x 100-+ 6_x 10 + 9 x 1

expanded forth

21



Writing;. Reading, and =Spel lingINurnerals

n=_Decimal Naatipin

Concept -: In forining -the ,rizunerals rae usually ririte the digit
groups of- three- (Periods); separated by coifirnas for convenience
in -reading: This iiinera 1-

541 ,462;528,,915=

=o
ti

lend_ as -tive-litiridled- loftyLotie -bill ion', -Eotil
ixiY= Seiren- 1 lien_ -,_:thiedi hundred=- ti.entveight thousand nine

hundred thirteen: _ (Not i the ting"-- diii"---nUriieralS- in-
groups --0-"tbroe thtiS,-ikikeS" them in certain sense based- on--one
thousand.

-:

.:Ntiraolat__ :ti!i-_-OEIX-___f

Meaning: of,_
-2 iiieEik--_ __-

_qther- familiar words----containing
It lie .-s t eni,:or,'Pretik. _. , _ .....

hi Li ion

,--
_

_ _ - -- _ _ . _ _ . _

..-iiieyc_le ;-_iiidiiSlitd-,-_.bicePS_-;
-binionthf)--

tril -1 ion tri, = -trig, :i.1:Ii- lets , triple

zquadrillion

--_

_qtradl,- 4:_ 'quack angle , quadrilateral_,.
-quadruped-
_

Equititi_l i ion_ .quip= . 5 =quintet,- quintuplets, quinary

--Sektiilion
sex-
or
-lidx,

6 sextet

=septillion
isept-
or
hept=

7
_September_, -originally 7th month
, before- JiilinS1' .July- arid-
Augustus' August

octillion :oet- 8

_ _

Octobeli octave

-nonillion _non= 9 nonagon-,
decillion _dec= _ 10 decimal , decade
undeci 1 1 ion i

duodec i 1 lion-
-See -Webster 's New Collegiate
=Dictionary- . _
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.

As -thentioned-before-liie word' and--is,not iiSed--at, ih
read I fig i=whole ht-q feserved-.:for -tead ink_ the

POiht a_ finliiera I- Sikh- aS 329.47; _whith, iS--_read three-
inihdied twentY-Lnine_diid fottyseven _hundtedths; The -fiunietaIs
-betweeh of ten; ekeept :fat -ohe -through- tWenty_, are-
'hyphehatet1=-, in-:forty-Int:re anViiinetY7ti,,,*_-th-teothiindred=iS.
_not _Ityphohated:_, expresSed- in--bi-1 lionS--afid

ate--seen-iri_-the_howSPapet alataSt eifety=daYti we
fathi 1 ihr--with the Otededihg ;table oft.huMber 'lathes

-(whieh wottld flake goo Loiih,lessehl:,_

20.4-

Can anone recid-the nu:Inert:it j8,44e244-:,073kM9_,501;615.

'SttidentS- are aiiiiiSeilz,by--Seei fig Such 1 Ong i'.-
ijie' Op- r-egset), as§

four hundred-fatty-six-, huhdred--fdtty4our
11 ion-- Seilehitiitee ibn , Seirch--hundted-,nine liOn , five,

hundred ftfty=bne=,thotisand,

'Fadt0Si=Ex0Ofi-entS:

Exponents ate iiittoiduced._at --this _Point to =fae 14tate -the
_writ irig_i Of a_ hub-61.51, in expanded:- foria -a-S 1- theit- later

Scieritlfic =notatioh.

Concept:, Factora of a product are nuMbera-which;_ when multiptied,_
_the prodket. uhit the fadtorS bemembets

of the_ set- Of _hatiktal-_,fitimbetS. -in -the bkoiiitild- -x 3_ =--6-;

_2- andi.3 --ate -_faCtorS= of ,6 bedause 3,_ -the-
_-produat -6, a- factor ofd gi3Oen nuither--ma -be
Siii-d-th -be_ a- natural: numbet that.given-
numlier without a_ rethaihdet.; -one andF__the
aro alwaYs_factOtS--of the -nuinber, In ilia:04'6'1101e abOve,_ 2- iS
_a-factot of:6 _because- 6 2- =- -3-, a -hatutal-riiimher;_ -3-1S al_So
a-_ factor-of 6; 4- hOt a_'factet of-:=6 becauSe 6 4 will not
give__a-whole -nuiabet as--the=quotient: -In- the--e.XaMple 2t3 .3.5= -.4-
90r. (the .dot here- meanS---the- Sallie- thing- aS -the eat
C-ation Sigh-, "k")--, 2 factor; of '90--,_ 3 iS -factOr_ of--90,
3 again -is, ii factOr-Of -90 -(3 a _factor tWide);_ and _5 Is a
faCtor of- 90, __Any- product Containing_ one or -Mete of =the- _

factorS 2, .3-, 3-,_ of---5, uSed -no more tithes tlian -shown -hete, I-
_al-so-be a factor -of 90. In other won's-, if -= 90,- a
liSt-of all_ -the -factors of 90__would_-be 1 , _2 3 _ 5-, 2 .3, or 6_,

3-3.5 of 45-,_ and 2 .3.3_.5 _or-90. -Wlieh a. faCtor is rep_dated as
wb alin= write this -aS ThiS-meinis that -5 -is used

aS- a factot 3 -time§ (not that 5 IS Multiplied by itself 3
timeS)-, and equal tor-125. In the tWo-exaiiiPles 'below- express
the power§ in factor form and as a product .

Example 1:
24 2.2.2.2 = 16 (not 2`4= 8)

23
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'EXamp le 2:

In, 163, th-e- 3 is writtenl-smaller_ than .the 10, and -is tritten-
abOVe.:-and=to theTight- The 3 _is-Called an eiti
-10 is the beree,_=10--Of 1000-ii,,a- Power _Of ten: -(in- thig--eaSe--_the-
third-_p6i4er Of- ten) ,_-and is -read 10,,,tos the- third power:

Concept:_ An. exponent indicates ;how thany times we use the base as a_
factor ( not

,z

times we multiply the 'base -tiy it
ExCeptionS ere-,,the-first pei4er_:'Whieh eqUal in value

to the base:, -101 a-nizi`the -thro--power,whidli
is ;alWaYS equal =i 160 ta.-1;

<
are

table:: _(Note -that usually _in;_typewriAteil 'copy;
_a§ _it_-shotild-156:).

i n mher -ti poientf.
_
-SaSe- fiea d _ as Meaning 3 -Equals

104 : i Jteii-eto-..the-
-: itOtiiili,I$ower

i 16;10161,10= 10i0o0 -n-

2
6_ : -6- Square (4

, -oi ,6:ip-- the.
= second --

' -64, 'E.

,

3-.
2-

. 3 '

_ _ _ _

_, :ti4-6 cube(d)):
or--t146--to .the_
-third--powir =

- --
_i-.' .2 -8-

35- --

_

3-

_

three -to the =

-Eitt---_powerii_

3 ".3.3i.3 3- 243

81 eight to the
-first -Power

,

0-
5- _

'0
5

.

five -to -the
ter° ,paiier

The iralUeS assigned to the first and zero powers-Of a base can
-be-made 'reasonable " by deVeloping--a pattern, though_ this IS hot
a "Proof".
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Example 53 = 125,_ Olen, 51

Etho:niple- 2: 'S 15,625,_

&xi/74)4 3 : :If =
""A.

Bxample 1:_ If S1 ,S; SO

5x5x5x5 = .(5x5x5) xS r-
125

1,15,625T-L5_,-=_"3,125

2513 5- = 5

Concept; If the ,exponent is indiva-Sed by Z. the Hera value is equal,
to the ,Prei)ib-u-a_ value -multiplied -by the base. If the exponent
is ,deereased by 1;, the ne& viitUe is equal to the pi,eziioud

divided by- the _ba

Exaiirp_te 102 =- i101'

:Example :If 101 = 10; 10-=-2:1

-A-- riumbei. -then i4ritt

1-4 Pot.itibnal notation: 274

2. -Pdtpiotirt.di-- di.--expcinaed- -for3iiii 2- k_ -100 + 7 -X -id- + 4 x

Exponential form: 2 -x 162 4.- 7 x -101 +

Concept-: ecien-tifie -notation is-a-- method of w.f.- tin0 -number§ as a
product of a ntimber -between one and ten and a- -power of ten.

-1-: 30 =3xN
30 _ 1

= -N 10 -= 10

.. 30 = 3 x 101

2. 400 = 4 x N
400 _

= N- -- 100 -=4

.. 400 = 4 x 102

3. 5000 =SxN
5050 N = 1000 = 103

.. 5000 r- 5 x 103

25



Alb

After prattiSe, -StUdents-w11-begin to- verbalize- the counting
oEf rule let theiii_diScOVer- it := clCrilot _teed- it to---theni!

-Work -iii=lbases other than- ten, should be introduced only to
strengthen an-Understanding-, of'the,,Jeciinai= system for the less able
students, and as enrichment for the .more-dapab tkeesSive time
Spent -doing ioperations other bases would be better --uS-ecl= in

-practise in our own Sy,Stoir=of.--fiutheratien: Purely is enrichment
-material= 7L -subtraction and in f other bases_
are, Shown:- .Work on systems other than base ten is now a part
of 'theSt_eienientary school mathematiCs-ipro-grarriS-; therefore a
minimUin reteadhing

a

-Digit

dOnCept: The numbe-r of d4ita -uded in any_ one Or! the various
bases i`a the same as the base number. Per example, -base

.USe-S _2- digits; _(0=:anci- 1-5=._ The Alitits- uSe0--a-re:

'base _2 -(binary- s)isteiii)-:--

-tiase --(,:luinarY syStemy: =t1, I-, 3, 4-

-base-8- -Octal- sySteifi):1; -2_, 3, -4-, 3,

base (decimal Sr_Stoin): 0-, 1, 6,

12=-(duciOtiinal §iy§-tem) i _6; 2-,, 3*, 4 ,, 5 , =6 7:3 8,
9_,_

Place Value tab.' e§:

Place -value --tableS-for .6t-tho--.where number placeS- In
variouS ba-SeS, Walla -iook like -this.

positional
netation,

exPOnents-

._.. lioiooti- 1-, obo 100 io-- -1

- .

..10x10x10X10==.10klokl0- -10x10- 10- 1 _...

_/
10

_1-
10- =

=1
_ 10 ro° _..-.

26



-13aSe_-8-; lace:Vaities- as- equivalent

. -_ 4096 512 _64 , ._..

. 8.8..8.8 '8.8,8' 8.8 S
.

84 g3
82

81 80

uivalent- -in

6:5.5

.

125 25- ..._:-

-_---._ -5.._5.55_ _545.5-

. . _
5.5

_

_ °_ 5 -._.:

laceiNalueS:'ass;e uiValent _numerals- ten-

. . 16- 8
_

4 _ ] 2 : _ _:.:

..: 2.2 2, 2.2. 2.2 1-

... 24
.

Concept: TO change a numeral in any other base to a base ten
numeral. It is important _for students to remember -that -place
values are dependent On the -base. i .e.

234m.x = 2 x -62 + 3 x 6 1 + 4 x 60
=

2 x 36 + 3 x _6 + 4 x =

72 + -18 + 4 = 94

27
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-X)

Qt:sx xx_sx)

co:0e To :-change -Crimeivt from baSe ten--to erny,-othe24;baSe.
There are -three -methods-which maybe -used to convert 4710, for

_

numeral-example-, intr:i niimeral in,hase' 5.

-Ethafriple

Draw a; picture

x -x x x x x--x -x=x Now group the§e--47

_x x- x x _x (which -we have_-done- before)': :We

-)E x x -x -gi'o-up--,theM_ ithen251_§,_--if

x k_:k x k- =x = -x- x_ Oedessify, grOuPingf-larget-

ic.-ii x x x= x amounts.

+---4i5 _+ 2x1=

-1-425_ x x)
z-x)-

Method" -2i,

Since We -knoW-theiplace-values,inbaSe-_5: are ... 44; -25,_ 5:, ri
We can- -ask, _1:aid-many 125-'3 are in 4? O ?- Hofairliany 25's?:
-One. -Therefore- vie wilt-have -a -1 in -the 25 _place.

47
=25 =

=

Emphasize -that
plaCe- values-
it will be-

if they-put the
aboire the -column§

=simpler-

25

5

41-10
25 1 _:=\

_1 4 2 L

1

4,

1X25
22 .4.

2

0

4.

2x1

28



x x x x)
(x x x -x x)

at-

Subtracting- 25 from 47 we-_get 22. We -find _no groups- of-25 in
22. What can we get? -Fives._ liowmany grOups of ifive in 22?
Four. Therefore We'll have :a- 4- in the five's and 4x5 20:
Subtracting 20 -frem 22-, -We get a difference-la '2-. -There _are-no
fives in 2, but we -1tiaire 2 ones; the 2 then gOe-s in _the One's-place.
Subtracting 2 from -2 -we Of icro anti--our- Problem- is finished.

. -47 it 142

Method 3:
4

9 r 2
,Cx x x Cx -x Divide_x x x) 0-77-

-(x x-_ x -x x):

x, x; 2c)-

x -x

_che- diagram?: ,Yes -(see above, left) floW-_canz=We find _the--nwnber-
of- groupd-of _-.5qiVess-lor-25s-3): in 9;-groups-of five (or-46)?

:What does -this-- ssqliotient" 9. and
remainder 2;thean? -This "quotient"-9
;shows- there are 9: grOiipaf -5 itind 2
-ones remaining. caiv_we ahoW this

X -x. X"- X

6(_;_ x ;kx-1i)- _(x -x x x) 4-
-_-x Divide ST- 9--

x x,x_29 What doedthia "quotient 1,- and
-rethairider 4-rinean? This "quotient!' '1-.9 x- x
means-there _is J.-group of 251 with 4

.1;
. (the- remainde'r);_groups -of--S-left =oVer;

we-al-So have the =2 :ones rfrom--the lirst division. --If -we-divide-
'f-- again- by -5, what will that tell _us?

r 1-
OM.

4

The- qUeStion- asked by this division is, -how-many 5-twenty,fives
-(Or 125's) are-Contained:in -1 twerity=five._ What does:-the "quotient's
Oland remainder-1- mean here?. The "quotient0 0 -means there are.izero
groups of-1-25-with1 group of 25 remaining. Do-we have -to-diVide
again? No,_ for all further diVISiOnS will _ghee quotients of -zero.
What then does the repeated- division-_by- 5, a- s -a whOld; telt us?

_ Answer-: j 1- 12s-I

0 r r
ST-T -r 4 Th:remainder -1 is the number -of 2S's
5779 r 2 The remainder 4 Is the number of S's

.YTT The remainder 2 -is' the number of l's

In other words the remainders ate-the-digits in the numeral we
want; the remainder in the first division is always the digit in the
ones place.
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1,1othcid 3_may alSolie-done

S 1-=47- -R 2-

R -4

=sj 1,_ tt

9-

in the following form

Where :the remainders 'are read'
as shown,

I42S

Ti'inslating,Froh-WBase To AnYlIttfer,Rase

Concept: Change-the-itencrat:_frorn the rgen--bace -t6--bace ten, then
chcin& -the -haw ten humeral- -tci- the dceired-baCe.:

.e. base-ten numeral 'bate --four-numeral=l46seVen
146-seven: 83 1103 four

_method-for-converting- from -one =base -to-- afiotheri without
conversion-r_tor--base-len-coiildmake=.a-good-ienrielimerit topic for in-

Acpendent--deVelopment,

-ExaMple: -Chan-0 32.1 -to a bane :S numeral.

The =converting_is--Alone by dividing thenumber- Written in=the-
°rig ina 1--base_:by the -new:_base number -_to which-the :conversion is
being -made - the -new, lwe-number-must- also-be -expressed, of -as--a
-nineral_in the -original _base

-i.e. 5 -in-base 7-is Sr-lichee-the diVisor--when- changing-base-
7 toAiase--5-1.s=r5.

8 in base 7 is 11, hence the divisor when changing base
7 to 'base 43 must_ be 11.

_The-division i-s- then_perforMed in the original base- with the
method consistent -to- that -of- changing from base_ ten to another
base.

Base- 7

x INIIIMPIMIEN 4, Ell .

0 ilig 9-- Li 1 1 13 15
3 -0 3 6- 12 IS 21 24
4 0 -_, _11 15 22 26 33
5 -0 -5 -13 21 26 34 42
6 0 6 IS 24 33 42 51

45
5 324.77

26
34
34

WI
6

5)77
42

30

Let b = base number

4 1st Remainder = b0 digit

4 2nd Remainder = bl digit



=5 .37,7"'

41] 3rd`-Remaihder-= h
2
digit

0

571-
0

; ;al -4- 4th, nmairAer- = -I),'digit.

Cheek
5247 = 1110 1130 16S10

3247 16S
7

=
10

Addition. In-Various- Bases=

EXOrplei Add- in=hale 8: 438

±22.8

Method I: May be clone with th Jso an-addition table:

Base it
II 1111111.1- 4 iti 6

1

:morm.s.a.s.amaMI urannimuminalMINIIIIIMENZ

Well/
11

ll I
IIIIIMMICHILIIIIEURAMI

ME 3 MU

iti mu Ea 10 11 mg
II 1111134 jo 11 atm
IIIIB INILLIIIIIIiitiatill111ISM '

1 11
IL1I11.111/1111111E1
-1 13--14 -1 -16

or:

Method 2: 43$ + 278

= 40 3 20 + 7

= 40 +20 +3 +7
= 60 + 12
= 60 + 10 + 2
= 70 +2

I 728

31

43s=
4711.

-s-



43 Of course we do-hot go through all this, we think:
+27 3 + 7-= 12, 1 eight -and 2 ones; the 2 (ones) go in th^

1_
one's pla6ei the I (eight) -is added-in the eight's

43 place Icommonly called carrying).. One tight plus -4
±27 eights pluS 2 eights_iS 7 eights:Ahe 7 eights-goes

in the eights plate. Our sum therefore is

tubtt.attiOn_insVallou§_Base§

Concept: -The itmCortantthin4 imsiditradtiOn is that "borrowing'
or-better "'regrouping!' or "exchanging", we work-With whatever-
base we are in, not necessarily ten.

Method Subtracti6n_May be done using -the addition-table; if
subtraction is done by the additive method. Renaming may be
necessary.

i.e. 648

-12
8

61
8

-178

Ask: What must be added-to 28-t6yield
48? From the table=_we find-28 t-28 =
What_ Must be added to-1816yield 68?
FroM-the table-we find 1g-+-58 = 68.
`then: S28 is the difference,

Ask: What,muSt be added to 78-teryield
le_ Upon inspection_of the-additiontable
we find there is no base 8-ntimber which
may be -added t6 78 to produce the sum_18.
Renaming is necessary.

618 = 698 + 18 = S08 + 118 AA: What must be added to 78
-178 =-108_=78 108_7L_ 78 to yield 118? Upon inspection

408 + 28 = 42p, of the addition table we find
28 + 78 yields 118. What must

be added to 108 to yield S08? Since the zeros-in thiS case are place
holders, only the 1 and S digitS must be considered. Upon inspec-
tion of the table. 18 + 48 = S8, the answer then to the problem is
408 + 2g = 428.

A check may be made by adding or changing to base ten, adding
and changing back to base eight.

Method 2:

Example, Subtract, base 8: 61

-17
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Think:

61 = 6(8) + 1(1) = 5(8) + 1(8) + 1(1) = 5(8) + 10(1) + 1(1)
5(8) + 11(1) and 17 = 1(8) + 7(1)

Then: 5(8) + 11(1)
-1(8) _- 7(1)
4(8) + 2(1)

Theretore:

61 5-11 and since 11 - 7 = 2'in base 8,

Answer:

A picture would look like this:

Multiplication In Various Bases

Method 1: Using a multiplication table.

Base 8
x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 0 0- 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 _1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2 0 2 4 6 10 12 -14 16
3 0 3 6 11 14 17 22 25
4 0 4 JO 14 20 24 30 34
5 0 5 12 17 24 31 36 43
6 0 6 14 22 30 136 44 52
7 0 7 16 25 34 43 52 61

2138
ji

10548
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Method -2. Using the distributive low. 2138 x 48

213 or 4(213) = 4-(200 + 10 + 3)_

x 4 = 4x200 + 4x10 + 4x3

14 = 4x3 = 1060 + 40 + 14
40 = 4x10

1000 = 4x200 An§wer: 1_10548

Answer: 10548

SetS-of tables for addition-and' mUltiplication in the various
base§_shoUld-be-construCied-and-u§ed-by-pupils- [Forthele§s
able-student in Mathematics, 1he-base -ten multiplidatiOn table
may be_Made and -used in the everyday ClaSs=situation. Many times
a student understands how to-do an- example, but gets lost bedause
of_a lack -of khoWledge of the fundamental combinations - especially
for multiplication.]

Additional Enrichment Attivitiet:

1. Abacus. The following electric abacus could be-made for the
binary-notation. The materialS-needed would be-7 Chfi§tmas bulbs

(110 volt) and sockets
and apiece of wood
about one foot king.

7 1.--

Depending On their type,
the sockets could-be
mounted on top of the
woo_d or underneath.
In either case, the
lights must be of the

Figure 1

to outlet 4- type which may be con-
nected in pdrallel; that
is, when one is turned
out the others will
remain lighted.

The lighted bult would then represent a 1, the bulb off would
represent a 0; thus figure 1. would represent 00101102 or just
101102.

2. Nim. This ancient game for two may be played with sticks,
pebbles, buttons, checkers, or any other small objects. The
counters, say checkers, are arranged in three rows. The two
players alternately remove checkers according to the following
rules: (1) In each play one player may take away checkers from
only one row. (2) He may take away as many checkers as he wishes
but at least one. (3) He may take away a whole row if he wants
to. The player who takes the last checker wins the game. The
number of counters in each row doesn't matter. For example,let
us play with 3, 5 and 7 checkers in the rows. The arrangement is
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shown below in figure 2 with the binary representation of the
number of-counters.

0 u 0 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 i

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 It
2 2 3-

Figure 2

0 0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1 1

0 0

1 1

2 2 2

Figure 3

This leaves our opponent with
an even combination (2, 2, 2)
and we will win no matter what
our opponent does. Let us con-
tinue the game to the finish.
Our opponent takes three checkers
from the bottom row, leaving us
with

If we take all the counters in
the top row, we leave our op-
ponent with an even combination.

Our opponent takes all the
checkers in the top row, leaving
us with an odd combination.

Summing the l'S above
base-ten) we-get_2, 2, 3.
This Combinatiton-iS-odd

Since it contains an odd
number (3)_. In order to
_win the game we-must leave
our opponent with an-even
combination (all even
numbers or ierot in the
sum). If we remove One
counter from any row, say
the middle one, the result
will look like that in
figure 3.

0 0 0 1 1

0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0

2 1 1

0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0

2 0 0

0 0 0 0 100
100

We just take this whole row including the last Checker and thus
win the game. If we have an even combination our opponent must make
it odd at his move. If the game starts with an even combination and
it is our move we just have tu play and hope our opponent makes a
mistake (assuming he doesn't know how to win every time). If the
game starts with an odd combination the first player can always win,
otherwise the second player can always win. This game can also be
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played at the chalkboard. The teacher May want to take on the
whole class before asking-them how NiM is related_to the binary-
system.

3. The Tower of Hanoi. ThiS is a very interesting game or
Puzzle,-consiSting_of a board i4ith three-pegs and 6-dises as
illuStrated:in figure 4- The_pegS are one.--quaiter jheh dowels
about 4_inehes long;-Set_into-three holes. The6-diseS are

indh--thia=Varying fremva.2-indh dianieter-doWl--to a

three-quartet indh=diameter in stepS of--one.7cluarter inch. .Each

diSc haS a fiVe=sixteenth-inCh center held-.

Figure 4

On one-peg rests a number of the disc§ arranged so that the
largest is on the bottom, the next smaller on top of that and the
next smaller-one on top of that one until the smallest one is on
top. The object of the game is to transfer all the discs from
one peg to one of the other two pegs by: (1) moving only one
disc at a time and (2) making certain that no disc is ever allowed
to rest on one smaller than itself.

If we start with only one disc, it takes one transfer to move
that disc to another peg. If we start with two diScs, it takes
three transfers, the smaller disc needing two transfers, the larger
disc one transfer. In fact, the largest disc will always need only
one transfer, if the moving was done in the least possible number
of moves. The interesting table below shows the number of discs

to start, the number of transfers each disc makes, and the total
number of transfers for the given number of discs.
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Number of
discs on

at Stall.

Number of transfers each disc
makes
(SmalJest,i.. -IrgestOiSc)

Total Number
of

W0g-CT.5,e,

1

2

4

5

.

h

=-

20

0 .

2 =

2 -1 0
2 + 2 + 2 =-

2
3

+ 2
2
+ i

1-
+-2

0-
=

-4 3 2 -1 0
2 + 2 + 2 + 2 +- 2 =

5 4 3 1 0 _
2 + 2 + 2 + 2- + 2 + 2 =

. .

.

n-1 +
2 + =

1

3

.

7

-15

' 31

63

.

.

2
n

= 1

From the table we can see that with four discs to start,
the smallest disc moves eight (23) times, the next larger diSc
moves four (22) times, the next larger two-(21) times and the
largest disc moves once (20). The total number of transfers
is 2n - 1 or 24 - 1-or 15.

Is there a way of telling which discs to move each time?
Yes, using the binary system. Suppose we start with four discs.
Number the discs one to four, from smallest to largest, then
number the moves (24 - 1 = 15) from one to fifteen and place the
binary numerals next to the move number (see table 1).

Each place in a binary numeral represents a disc. The one's
place represents disc number one, the smallest disc; the two's
place represents disc number two, the next larger disc, and so
forth. To find which disc to move, go over from rfght to left
until a 1 is reached. If the 1 were in the third place over, we
would move disc number three.

Now that we know which disc is moved, we must decide on
where to move it. If there are no other digits to the left of
the 1 (the disc we are going to move), as at move 8, we place
the disc on the peg with no other discs on it. If thbre are
other digits to the left of the first 1, count over to the next
1 (which represents a larger disc which has already been moved).
If there is no zero or an even number of zeros between the l's,
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.as -at -move 6, the smaller disc gees on -top Of the larger_disd,

to -which the next 1 referS. If there is an odd number of zeros
-betWeen the ones; as at move 10, the smaller disc goes on the
peg not containing the larger diSo_tO whith the next 1 refers.

Table IgiVes the instructions needed to transfer -the

-tOur-diSds-

Table 1

1 Move disc -1 (smallest)_ onto-empty peg (no-digits to

left Of the 1)
10 Move diSC 2 onto eMpty_peg -(no-digits to left of

the 1)
11 Move diSC 1 On top of disc 2- (no zeros between the

l'S)

100 MoVe diSc 3 onto empty_peg (no digitS to left of 1)

101 Move disc 1, but net ente-diSc 3-(odd number of
zeros between L's)

110 Move disd 2 onto disc 3 (no digits between l'S)
ill_ MoVe diSO 1 onto diSd 2

_

1000 Move diSt 4 onto empty peg

1001 MoVe disc 1 onto:disc 4 (even number of zeros
between l's)

10_ 1610 Move disc 2, but not On disc 4 (odd number of zeros
between l's)

11 1011 Move diSc 1 onto disc 2
12 1100 Move disc 3 Onto disc 4 _

13 1101 Maie disc 1, but not on disc 3
14 1110 Move disc 2 onto disc 3
15 1111 Move disc 1 Onto disc 2 (final move)
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III. THE SET OF NATURAL NUMBERS

The set of natural (or counting) numbers is defined in thig
outline as: (1,2,3 -..)

Properties ,of the-Natural Number

Concept: The natural numbers are closed-Under addition and
multiplication:

In working with -the ,natUtal:_numbers. we -find-certain-things to
be-Always true. Tifgt, -if-we-add;_two-natUtai=nuMbetg the-gUM-is
always a- -unique natural number: This property- -is- called closure;
we say the set of- natural numbers is clesed-With respect to addi=
tion. There are sets of nilifibets Which-dte_not closed-under addi=
tion; for-- example, the set-of-odd numbers is not
dieged Under addition bed-ause 1 t7 is -not a Mentor of the set of
oddinumbets. The-get_ of natural numbets_is not closed-with fes=
pect to subtrAdtion, kg,not a-natural number. The set
of natural nuMberg is algo-closed with respect to- multiplication;
for example, 4x6 = 24, a natural- number. The set of multiples of
5, (5,10,15 ...) is closed with respect to mUltiplidation but the
get of natural numbers <10 is not closed under multiplication.

Concept: Addition and multiplication of natural numbers is
commutative.

The next ptoperty to be discovered is that if we add two
natural Aumb,ers, it does not matter in what order we do it; to
illustrate, 3+4=4+3. This is the commutative property and we
say addition is commutative (reversible).

Multiplication is also commutative, 3.5 = 5.3. There are
also operations which are not commutative; for example, division and

6 2
subtraction are not, for y T; and 4-1 # 1-4.

Concept: Addition and multiplication of natural numbers is associa-
tive.

The next property we are aware of is the associative property.
To add the three numbers 4+2+3, we are using a binary operation and,
therefore, add them two at a time. We then have the choice of
adding

(4+2) + 3 or 4 + (2+3)

6 + 3 4 + 5

9 9

In either case the sum is the same and we say that addition is
associative or the associative property holds for addition. In
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general for afiy natural numbers a, b, and c, (a+b)+t = a+(b+c).
As we might imagine multiplication-is-aSsociative.

(26)3 = 2(63)

12 .3 = 2. 18
36 = 36

Notite that When_we use the associative property, the order
of the fiuMberS stayS_the same. Thds

(3+4)+6 = (3+4)46
(3+4)+6 = 3+(4+6)

.
associative property

(3+4)+6 = 3+(6+4) commutative property

Neither Subtraction he diVision is assotiative.

Concept: Maltiplication is distributive over additien for the
natural numbers.

The distributive property involves-both Multiplication and
addition.; Multipli'dation iSdiStriblited over addition. Thus,

3*(5+4) = (3.5) + (3.4) or (3.5) + (34) = 3.(5+4) represent the
distributive law. A picture-of this is-shown-below.

The general form of the distri=
5 + 4 bUtiVe law is a.(b+c) = a.b +a.c

00000 0000 or a*b + a.c = a(b+c)

3 00000 0 0 0 0
OD000 0000

This postulate is probably the most frequently used (consciously,
at least) of all the postulates. Below are four applitations of
the distributive property. (The algebraic applications in the

illustrations (1) and (2) are intended for Rth grade use.)

6 (1) In multiplying by a one-digit numeral:

12

x4 really means 4*(12) = 4*(10+2) =

48 = (410) + (4.2)
= 40 + 8 = 48

Algebraically this is analogous to multiplying a binomial by

a monomial.

x.(y+3) = xy + x.3 = xy + 3x

40
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(2) In multiplying two two-digit-numerals:

38

x24_

24.38
Or

=

.

(20+4),(30+8)

(20+4)30 +(-20+4).8
32 = 4.8 = 30(204) +8(20+4)
120 = 430 = (30.20)+(30!4)+(8.20)+(8.4)
160 = 20.8 = 600-r+' -120 +160 + 32
600 LT. 20.30 = 912
912

Alftbraidatry this would-be analogoUs to multiplying two -bino-
mials such as:

(ax+b) (cx+d) = (ak+b)cx + ax+b).d

cx(ax +b) + d(ax+b)
_

acx
2
+ bcx + adx + bd

adx
2

+ (bc +ad)x + bd

(3) In factoring we -use the reverse form: ab + ac = a(b+c)
Notice that a is a factor of a.b-and alSo a factor of ac:

8
(4) In division, we think of 8:2 or better ..27 -1111 as 2.7-1= 8.

320
In Another example 2777, this is the same as

2

300+20 = E1 In other words 2. nil= 300+20
2

320
The answer to --- is 150+10 or 160.

2-

CI

484 400+80+4
In -T- =

4
we can divide each tern by 4; in other words,

find a common factor of 4 in each,terM, if we can, then

4(100+20+1) 4
.(100+20+1)

4 T

= 100 + 20 + 1 :.-= 121

Concept: The identity element for multiplication of natural numbers.

Another important property of the natural numbers is that there
is only one natural number which when multiplied by any second
natural number results in a product which is identical to the second
number. Of course this number is 1, for if n is any natural number,
then n1 = n. The number 1 is therefore called the identity element
for multiplication (in the natural numberS there is no identity
element for addition because there is no zero in the natural
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numbers). Frod the identity abbve we can also write

1 1

n
= nn = n

n
=

1

i= 1; where s the

reciprocal of n. Notice
one: Of course there is

numbers so this relation
no number !when n = 0.

n

any number multiplied by its reciprocal is
no number l in 1he set of natural

n

finds -its use later. However, there is
It is also true that n= = n and 14 = 1.

.

Concept: The successor of a number.

An important idea is the_concbpt that each natural number
has a successor which is obtained by adding '1;:iii'bther words,
n+1 is the successor of n or the next-higher consecutive-natural
number: The identity element is very important in division of
the rational numbers.

Concept:- The cancellation law for natural numbers.

In-order that we d6 not pfoduce negative numbers and frac-
tions when we operate on the natural numbers, we postulate the

cancellation lawS. Fof addition the cancellation law is:

if a+b = c+b, then a =,c.

For multiplication the cancellation law is:

if ab = cb, then a z c.

(Notice that when we get to the integers, which include the negative
whole numbers, we will not have to postulate the cancellation law
for addition).

Concept: The natural numbers are ordered.

The final postulate for the natural numbers is that of order:
for any two elements a and h, one and only one of the three
following statements holds

(1) a = b
(2) There is a natural number x such that a+x = h

(3) There is a natural number y such that a = b+y

This is another way of saying either:

(1) a = b, or (2) a<b, or (3) a>b. In other words there is

an order in which the natural numbers can be arranged.
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r ab

et us summarize ,the properties of the natural numbers.

Under Addition Under Multiplication

Closure property: a+b is Closure property: ab is
ra unique natural number a unique natural number-

Commutative-property a+b=h+n- -CoMmutative property ab =1)-a

Associative property a+(b+c) = Associative property a(bc) =
(a+b)+c (ab)c

Cancellation law: if a+b = Cancellation law: if ab =
c+b then a t% c cb than a r c

Identity element: there
is a number 1 such that
a.1 = 1.n = a

Distributive property:
a(b +c) = ab+ac
(b+c)a = ba+ca

Order: a

L



IV. THE SE1 OF WHOLE NUMBERS

The set of whole numbers is defined as the set who elements
are the natural numbers and zero, (0,1,2,3, ...)

Concept: 'ho Put, operations on whole numbers are binary.

An operation in mathematics is usually undefined except to say
it is a use of elements in our set to designate another element
in the set. A binary operation is an operation on just two elements.
Addition is a binary operation; for example, in 3 7,. 5f -we add

7 to 3, then add S to the sum, even though we might do this mentally;
multiplication is also a binary operation. Taking a square root is
not a binary operation but a unary operation because we are
operating on only one element.

Since a mathematical system says nothing about the set of
elements being'numbers, the operations do not have to be addition
and multiplication as we know them, and these operations do not
necessarily have to relate to each other (as the operations of
addition and multiplication on the natural numbers do).

We can think of addition as a combining of two sets of objects
as in oo 0000 = 000000 or we can also

\rd." %.01
-2 4 - 6

think of addition as counting 1 2 3 4 S 6

11 1111 111111

2 4 6

and our common multiplication is usually thought of as a repeated
addition of like addends, as in 2x8 = 8.8 = 16. Rut again, multi-
plication can be defined by the multiplication table and not thought
of as being related to addition at all. Multiplication under the
set of rational numbers cannot he thought of as repeated addition

1 2
(.7 x ?)

Concept: Some operations have inverses.

Sometimes we do things, then undo them. For example, we open
a door, then close it. We turn on a switch, then turn it off. The
second operation is the inverse of the first one. The inverse of
opening a book is closing it. What is the inverse of addition?
Subtraction. The inverse of putting on your shoes is taking off
your shoes. The inverse of "rutting on your shoes" is "no:

putting on your shoes" (this vould be the negation).
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4611,3411W
41.14.11111m-

Select the phrases below that describe operations which
have inverses and write the inverees-

(a) Putting on your coat (e) Multiply

(b) Eat an apple (no inverse) (f) Take off your hat

(c) lake a step forward (g) Add

(d) Smell a flower (h) Jump from a plane in flight

Answers:
(a) Taking off your coat (f) Put on your hat

(c) Take a step backward (g) Subtract

(e) Divide

Concept: SOtraction is not considered a basic operation but is
defined as the inverse of addition.

Thus 8-3 a CD means 3 + = 8. Note that 3 - S cannot be

done for the natural or whole numbers,
The relation between subtraction and its inverse, addition,

is used to check subtraction. To check 10 - 2 = 8 we write an

addition.

Thus, in S + 2 = 10 the result is the number we started with.
This is how we check our subtraction, by addition. This horizontal
form should be used more often in all our work. We also think of

subtraction as a procef.s of taking away.

Concept: Division also is not considered a basic operation, but
is defined as the inverse oftwiltipliceion.

8
Thus .2-

8
= 0 means 2x0= 8. Note that = cannot be

done for the natural or whole numbers.

If 8x3 = 24
/4 ,then ._ b

How else do we think about division? As a repeated subtraction

for example,
12

- 3

groups of 3 in 12

3 12
9

- 3

6

- 3
3

3

45
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12 divided by 3 is 4.

Write each of the following using the inverse operation.

(a) 18:6 = F-1

(c) 56 = 7

n

6 x0= 181 (b) 12-17= 36

ri .7 = 56 (d) = 42
14

12

14.42 =0

Now do we read a division example? 3) 12 is read:

12 divided by 3 equals what?
What times 3 equals 12?
3 is contained in 12 how many times?

We can write a division four ways as

(1) 8:2 (2) -1- (3) 2) 8 (4) 8:2 (ratio). Of these
8

ways, the fractional form 7 is most important because we use this

form in writing number sentences later on. When the division

8
is read, it should be read as "8 divided by 2" or "what times 2

equals 8?" Reading it as how many 2's are contained in 8 is
correct but reading it as "2 goes into 8" leads to complications.

Probably one of the areas in arithmdtic which pupils (other than the
mathematically gifted) ind most troublesome is long division. One
of the reasons is the 4-step algorithm, which the pupils do not
understand (1 divide, 2 multiply, 3 subtract, 4 bring down).

2 Look at the example on the left. We can think0 =

30 864 or how many 2's are contained in 864. In either

400 case we can say about 400 2's or 864:2= about 400. Now

2) 864 400.2 = 800, leaving 64 still to be divided by 2.
64:2 = about 30 and 30.2 = 60 leaving 4 to be divided
by 2. This last division is 4 = 2; the partial quo-

-)

4 tients arc added to give the final quotient of 40e+30+
-4 2 = 432. This is much more meaningful than the older
0 4-step process.

7 Had we divided 864 by 32, we could estimate the partial
20 quotient or 0.32 = 864, say about 20 because 20'30 =

.32IRTT 600. Then 20.32 = 640 leaving 224 to be divided by 32.
-640 224:32 = 7 and 7.32 = 224. The final quotient is
224 20+7 = 27.
-224

0
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bividi, in each example below using partial quotients (in eac
cane entimte answer first).

(a) 18)432 (b) 37)4440 (c) 17)2981T

Ann,:ers: 4 20 70
20 100 100

(a) IS) 432 (b) 37) 44.10 (c) !7) 2987
-360 -3700 -1700
72 740 1282
-72 -740 -1190

5 0 92

85
7

432:1S = 24 4440:37 = 120 2982:17 = 175 R 7

= 175--
177

Concept: The postulates listed for the natural numbers hold for
the whole numbers. however, the inclus;en of 0 gives us an
identity element for addition.

Zero added to any whole number results in that same whole number.

i.e., a+0 = 0+a = a.

Zero can usually be handled easily in the operations of addi-
tion and multiplication and in the inverse operation c.1 subtraction
to give:

(1) a+0 = a
(2) a-0 = a
(3) a-a = 0
(4) ax0 = 0 = Oxa
(5) Ox0 = 0

Let us look at the division involving zero in terms of the
inverse operation multiplication.

0 -

Thus z7= 171 me:Ins 6x 1-7r] = O. From (4) above the only solution

is zero: therefore
0

= 0,
0

or (6) --= 0

Concept: The denominator of a fraction t-ap, net be ::ero.

Now for the example 0 .= 71; this means 0. = 7. Since

by (4) above Oxa must equal zero, there islno number which will
make this sentence true. We say then (7) :a- = no answer or

impossible or we cannot divide by zero. Whenever we see a general
divisor in the literature, we see n /0, which says that we cannot
divide by zero.
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The other possibility in a division would he 96=1 -r this

means 04-1 = 0. From (4) and (5) above, 0,1,2,..., any number
will ma%e this sentence true; there is no unique answer. %e say

0
then (8)

0
= any number or is indeterminate or undefined.

The Number Line

The number line is a geometric representation each number by
a point on a line. There must be the same distance between the
points representing successive whole numbers since the difference
between the successive whole inimbers is the same (one). The arrow-
heads at the ends of the number line are used to show the line
can continue to the right and left (consideration of the numbers
to the left of zero may be deferred until the Sth grade unit on
integers.) The number line is usually horizontal, but may be
vertical or oblique as well.

0 1 2 3 4 5 ...

3

2

'1

0

Concept: Picturing addition on the number line.

Show 3+4 on the number line.

4

1
3

7

4

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

If we start at zero, go to the right 3, then to the right 4,
we have gone to the right 7. To avoid the static nature of the
numbers here, the 3 and 4 (positive integers) may be thought of as
instructions to move to the right. The negative integers would
mean to move to the left. Show 5+ r----i = 7 on the number line.
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4

4

S

4EiIei---e---1----1--1).
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Concept: Picturing subtraction on the number line.

on the number line:

t , 2 1
./(--i--i--1---1--1--ift--->

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

or 2 +0 = 6 as the inverse would look like this:

L 2 3 .

*
1 ; -+ I I I ).0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6
>

Concept: Picturing multiplication on the number line.

Show 2x3 and 3)(2 on a number line:

2x3 = 6

3 3

< tttttt i I )

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

--v---..e---'Ne,-,.--.---,
2 2 2

3x2 7- 6

Concept: Picturing division on the number line.

Show 10:5 and 10:2 on a number line.
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10:5 = 2

5 5

,,,...-........,,,#,.....".........A................N.

0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 S 9 10 11 12

sf--1s--,r.Ps
2 2 2 2 2

10:2 = S

The braces above the number line show be successive subtractions
that 2 groups of S are included in 10, the braces below the number
line show by successive subtractions that S groups of 2 are included

in 10.

Since there are various ways in rounding numbers, the method of
rounding whole numbers is left to the discretion of the teacher.

Mathematical Sentences

A mathematical sentence is a statement using mathematical
symbols, and may be either true or false.

i.e. 8+5 = 13 a true statement
7+9 = 17 a false statement

At this level, the definition of an open sentence should be
simply, a mathematical sentence which contains a variable or place-

holder. An open sentence is either true or false depending upon
the numbers ,chosen to take the place of the variable.

i.e. 6 + n = 11 true if F--1 = 5, because 6+S = 11

false if F--1. S, because 648 = 14

The replacement set is the set from which these numbers may be

chosen. If there are numbers in the replacement set which make the
sentence true, this set of numbers is called the solution set; if
there are no replacements that make the sentence true, then the null

set is called the solution set. The solution set is a subset of the

replacement set. It makes a difference from what set we can draw

our solution set. Suppose we have the sentence 7 + = S and we

want to find the solution set. If we are talking about the natural
numbers only, the solution set is 0, the empty set or null set,
because there is no natural number which when put in place of the
box (or in the box) will make this sentence true. How;ver, if we
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can draw from the set of integers our solution set would be (-2).
The set from which we can draw our solution set is called the re-
placement set. Whenever we work with open sentences we must then
specify the replacement set.

An identity is an open sentence which is true for all per-
missible replacements of the variable(s). Examples of identities
arc:

(a) 1---1+3 = 3+ 1---1 If we substitute a 4 in the box on the

left hand side, we must also substitute a 4 in every box
in the sentence.)

(b) F--- l ... A . A 4. r--1

(c) 3.(y+5) = 5 x y + 5 x 5

(d)( j + 0 = 0

(c) Axl = A

Note: One use of frames such as r-1, A,and V as place holders has
been recommended by leading nation-wide studies for elementary
school pupils and for the slower pupils at the junior high level.
With classes of higher ability in the junior high school, letters
may also be introduced as placeholders or variables as in (c) above.

Tel! which of the following sentences are true, false or open.

(a) 6+5 = 9

(b)
l l + 8 = 10

(c)

(d) 7+5 = 11

Anowcm:
(a) true
(b) open
(c) open
co false

(e) n+8 = 20

(f) 3x2 = 7

sits in the first row.(g) is the tallest
student in the class.

/4
(b) 6+2 =

(c) open

(f) false
(g) open
(h) true

Students should become familiar with the following symbols and their
meanings when read from left to right:

= means "is equal to"
/ means "is not equal to"
means "is greater than"

means "is greater than or equal to"
means "is less than"

5. means "is less than or equal to"
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Practice should be given in reading mathematical sentences
containing these symbols; such as, 5+2 = 7, 2+4 4 3+5, 4+5>S,
7-4<6+2, 10>b. A continued inequality, such as, 2+1<5<4+3 is
most easily read from the middle as: five is greater than (2+1)
and less than (4+3).

Divisibility

A whole number is divisible by a second whole number, if the
first can be divided by the second whole number without a remainder.
The rules (for base ten) which should be discussed at this time
are:

1) A number is divisible by two if the last digit of the
numeral is an even number.

2) A number is divisible by three of the sum if the digits
is divisible by three.

3) A number is divisible by five if the last digit is a
five or a zero.

4) A number is divisible by ten if the last digit is zero.

These rules are helpful in complete factorization.

As enrichment the followine divisibility rules may be introduced:

. A number is divisible by 4 if the number formed by the digits
in the units and tens places is divisible by 4.

. A number is divisible by 6 if the number is divisible by
both 2 and 3.

. A number is divisible by 7 if the difference between twice
its unit's digit and the number formed by its non-unit digits
is divisible by 7. Is 693 divisible by 7? For 693, 3 is
the unit's digit and 69 would be the number formed by the
non-unit digits of 693. Then, twice 3 is 6: 69-6 = 63
which is divisible by 7. Therefore 693 is divisible by -.

If a number is divisible by 4 and 2, is it nec,,ssarfrly
divisible by 8? 28 is divisible by 4 and 2 but not divisible by S.
The rule for S is similar to that of 4 except that 1000 or an
number of thousands is divisible by S.

. A number is divisible by 8 if the number formed by the units,
tens, and hundreds digits is divisible by S.

The proof for the divisibility by 9 is rather simple. Suppose
we take the number 432. This may be written

4.100 + 310 + 2.1 =
4(99+1) + 3(9+1) + 2 =
(4.99) + 4 + (3.9) + 3 + 2 =
(4.99) + (3.9) + (4 +3 +2)
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Since (499) and (39) are divisible by 9 and (4+3+2), the sum of
the digits, is divisible by 9, the original number is divisible
by 9. Notice also that if the sum of the digits of a number were
not 9, or a multiple of 9, this sum would be the remainder when the
number is divided by 9. In general, then

100h + 10t + u =
(99+1)h + (9+1)t + u =

99h + h + 9t -+ t + u =
(99h+9t) +h 4 t + u, the part in parentheses

is divisible by 9, leaving the sum of the digits of the original
number. The rule then :or 9:

. A number is divisible by 9 if the sum of its digits is
divisible by 9.

The divisibility rule for 9 is the basis for the method of checking
by casting out 9s.

A number is divisible by 11 if the difference between the
sum of the digits in the odd places (units, hundreds, and
so forth) and the sum of the digits in the even places
(tens, thousands, and so forth) is zero. Thus 4796 's
divisible by 11 because

7+6 = 13

sum of digits in the 13-13 = 0
-odd places

4+9 = 13

sum of digits in the
even places

. A number is divisible by 13 if the sum of four time the
unit's digit added to the number formed by dropping the
unit's digit is nivisible by 13. The process may be
repeated several times.

Thus 490 is not divisible by 13 because 49 + (4x0) = 49 is
not divisible by 17. 195 is divisible by 13 because 19 + (4x5) =
39 which is divisible by 13.

. It is possible to test the divisibility by 7, 11, and 13,
each, any, or all, by considering the number to base 1000
(the usual grouping by sets of 3 digits) and using a test
like that for divisibility by 11. See The Arithmetic
Teacher, April 1961.
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Primes

A prime number is a whole number greater than one, which is
divisible only by itself and one. A composite number is a whole
number greater than one, which is not prime.

One interesting way of arriving at the prime numbers <100
is by using the Sieve of Eratosthenes. Can you guess how the
Sieve of Eratosthenes works? Cross out 1 then all the composite
numbers. This will leave the primes. The crossing out should be
done systematically. Cross out 1, not 2, but all the multiples
of 2, not 3, but all the multiples of 3, not 4, not 5, but the
multiples of just the prime numbers. The prime numbers <100
as seen below are:

2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23,
41, 43, 47, 53, 59, 61, 67, 71,

29, 31, 37
73, 79, 83, 89, 97.

CO C9 A CP $ $
k (ID 141- lfc X 0 )c
,2'y - ,Zif ) 44i)

A je ;Wf ;54 ;kr 0 -343-
1 )z 0 44' A' X 10 )-Er )hr

.5<9-- Ss Y" 'vs ,s'r Sig' 0 cm'
G 6,2r isa' y,r y .GK G 7 fes jAxi-
71 y2' 73 y4 Tfs" xs -7-7' .3-8" 79 jlEr

8-1- M: 83 ,..8.r t4K ,8-7-

.83" 94- 98- _94? e 915 i79- 4.etr

The prime factors of a number are all the factors of the number
that are also prime numbers. A number expressed as the product of
primes is the complete factorization of that number. Although there
are only two prime factors of 56, 2 and 7, the prime factorization
of 56 must he stated 2 x 2 x 2 x 7.

Practice should be given to point up the difference between
factors of; prime factors of; and complete factorization of a
number. Thus, (1) factors of 12 = (2,6), (3,4), (1,12); (2) prime

factors of 12 = (2,3); (3) complete factorization of 12 = 2 x 2 x 3,
which may be stated as express 12 as a product of primes.

Concept: The greatest common factor of a set of numbers is the
largest factor that is common to the set.

It can be identified by writing the factors of each number and
circling the largest common factor.

Find the greatest common factor of 72, 16, 28.

The factors of 12= 3 x(4)= 6 x 2= 12 x 1;
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the factors of 16 4 x0= 8 x 2 = 16x 1
The factors of 28 = 14 x 2 = 7 x0= 28 x I

The greatest common factor is .

Two numbers are said to be relati-:ily prime to each if
their greatest common factor is one.

Then, 15 and 8 are relatively prime since:

IS = 3 x 3= 15 x(5)
S= 4x2 =Sx

and the greatest common factor is 1

If any number is multiplied by a whole number other than zero,
the product is said to be a multiple of the given number.

i.e. 3 x 6 = 18, IS is a multiple of 3 (and 6)

Coaept: The least common multiple of a vet of ;winters is the
smallest cormon multlple of the 8ot.

(1) Consider the set {3,5). List the multiples in a horizontal
line:

Multiples of 3 3 6 9 12 0
Multiples of S 5 10 071) 20 2S

Then, 15 is the least common multiple or {3,5)

(2) Consider the set {3,,81

Multiples of 3 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 a
Multiples of 4 I 8 12 16 20 28
Multiples of S --- 8 16 32 40 48 56

Then, 24 is the least common multiple of {3,4,8)

A student could mal.^ a card with the first twelve multiples of
1 to 12 in a horizont-1 arrangement to use for finding least common
multiples, as well as for finding least common denominators. This
is often a stumbling block for him in addition and subtraction of
rat ionals.

Order of Operations

Whenever there is more than one operation indicated we must
agree upon the order in which they are to be done. 'Ibis agreement
on order of operations is the following: Multiplication and
division are done first, then addition and subtraction (from left
to right). If we use parentheses or some other symbols of inclusion,
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we consider what is within these symbols as one number and perform
the operation within the parentheses first. if we use more than
one symbol of inclusion we start from the inner one first. In

giving examples to the students, be careful not to get too involved
with negative numbers.

(a) 8x5-12:4 + 5 = r--1

40 - 3 + 5 =
- 37 + 5 = Answer: 42

(b) 12:4:2 =

3:2 =

(Notice here we work from left
to right on the second line; we
do not say 3+5 first then 40-8)

Answer:
3 or 1

(e) [4 + {(8x6)-3}) =

[4 + (4s - 3)) =

[4 + 45 ) = Answer: 49

(d) 4x103 + 2x102 + 5x101 + 6x10° =

4000 + 200 + SO + 6 = Answer: 4256

15x3 - 9
(e)

10+2
+ 14:7 =

45-9
+ 2 =

12

36

12
+ 2 =

3 + 2 = Answer: S

(f) 4 + 3x6 - 18:2 = F--1 Answer: 13

(g) 12:6 + 2x5 - 7 = r---1 Answer: 5

(h) 2(3+9) - 6x1 + 3 = J Answer: 21

(i) [(6+(3.2)} - (36:9)] x 2 = I Answer: 16

The following material may he used to stimulate further
interest in mathematics. It may best he used for enrichment.

Magic Squares

The importance of the magic squares at this level does not lie
in making them, but in using them as motivation for working with
the fundamentals.
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A magic square consists of different numbers arranged in the
form of a square so that the sum of the numbers in every row,
column, and diagonal is the same. Figure 1 shows a magic square
(the simplest) which contains 9 cella (small squares) :Ina is said

to be of oPci,: 3 (3 rows, 3 columns). The
integers happen to he consecutive, beginning
with one.

3 5

4 9

Figure 1

The evidence of the first magic square goes back to China
about 2200 BC and looked like this:

<>) 0--0--0--0-0--0--0--0-0 ;

Figure 2

which of course is the same one as in figure 1 except it has been
inverted. The magic square below in figure 3 appeared in a very

famous engraving called Melancholia by Durer
in 1514. This magic square has some remarkable
qualities, such as: the date the painting was
done, 1511, is at the bottom of the sauare.

16 3 2 13

5 10 11 8

9 6 7 12

4 15 14 1 j

Figure 3

Figure 4

The magic square of order 4 or 4n is made tnis
way. Draw the two diagonals of the sunap.. In

placing the numbers in the cells the first time,
do not place one in any cell that lies along
the diagonals. Start by counting from 1 in the
upper left hand corner and completing each row
from left to right. One is not placed because
this cell lies on a diagonal, the 2 goes in,

the 3 goes in, but not the 4. The 5 goes but not the 6 or 7 (those
cells lie on the diagonal). The S goes in, the 9, but not 10 or
II. The 12, 14, and 15, but not the 13 or 16 (see figure 4).
Now starting in the upper left hand corner again and working from
16 down, place the remaining numbers in the cells the same way. The
resulting magic square whose sum is 34 is shown in figure S. If we
start with 1 and use consecutive integers, the sum of every row,
column and diagonal for a magic square of order n is n + n. For

the magic square in figure S.
4 + 4

34.
2
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16 2 3 13

5 11 10 8

9 7 6 12

4 14 15 1

Figure 5

Ouestions such as these may be asked of the students.

(a) Fitt in the cella below to make the ppwc a magic gaaure.
(The numbers are arranged so that the pupils will not recognize any
order, but will have to use the fact that the sum of one diaconal,
therefore the sum of all rows, columns and diagonals, will be known.
They can then find the missing numbers in a row given four of thp
five numbers in that row.)

30 52 44 IS

16 40 42 4

14 26 38

48 10 56
34 S 20

Answer:

30 53 KM. lti ]
41RIM16 2 8

. 14 5 0fej 24 364S 10

34 46 8 20 22

The magic square above was made by starting with 2, using just
the consecutive even numbers, rotating the magic square 90 degrees
counterclockwise, then removing enough numbers to still make it
possible to complete.

(b) Is the following a magic uare? No. This is not a magic

square because the sum of every row, column
and diagonal is not 34. (The 10 and 1 were
interchanged in a transposed magic square
derived from figure 5).

9 6 3 16

15 1

10 8 11

7 12 13

Figurate Numbers

Another interesting topic related to addition of whole numbers
is that of figurate or polygonal numbers. Since the triangle is
the simplest polygon, we will look at the triangular numbers.

.

1 = 1+2 = 1+2+3 = 1+2+3+4 = 1+2+3+4+5 = .

1 3 6 10 15

The triangle numbers are a sequence of numbers each equal to a finite
series of natural numbers starting with one. (Note: A sequence is
an ordered set of quantities; for example, the triangular numbers
and the whole numbers. A series is an Indicated sum of an ordered
finite or infinite set of terms; for example, 1+3+5 and 1+2+3+...
are series.
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The squar. numbers are equal to the series of odd numbers.
Thus the sequence (1,4,9,16,25...) which makes up the set of square
numbers has the following equations: 1 = 1, 4 = 1+3, 9 = 1+3+5,
16 = 1+3 +5+7, ...

I:I

1 = 1+3 = 1+3+5 = 1+3+5+7 ,....

1= 4= 9 = 16 =

1
2

22 3
2

4
2

The sum of two consecu-
tive triangular numbers
(6+10) is a square num-
ber (16) as shown in
figure 9. The penta-
gonal numbers are formed
by the series of every
third integer, starting
with OPC.

1 = 1.4

1 5

Figure 9

1+4+7 m

12

1 +4+7+10 =

22

What do we mean by mulaplieation? What does 2x3 mean?
Multiplication is a short way of adding. 2x3 means 2 threes
or 3 + 3 = 6. The students should see the picture:

Co

3 + 3 = 6

Notice the picture above is not the same as the one for 3x2 or
3 twos, which would look like this:

g 0 0
2 2 2 = 6
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The product is the same but the picture is different.

Draw a picture of 4x6.

(0.1;) 0 (O1

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

\.oj

Draw a picture of 2x6.

Co_o o o o o o

O o o o o o

2 times a group of 8 circles.

We could also draw these
as little squares instead of circles:

Missing Digits

Draw a picture of 6x4.

Co o I, 6)

(0_ 0 0 -0))

(0 0 0 (2)

(0 o o o)

o o

9raw a picture of 4x4 = 16.

Restoration problems are those which involve missing digits in an
arithmetical example.

Restoration problems may be given in the form below. In

this type, two, or more than two missing digits in one corumn
give more than one solution:

(a) 6?49 6749 (b) ?62 562

+?24? +9240 394? 3943
?59?9 15989 ?8?7 8807

?3312 13312

Alphametics

Alphametics are puzzles given as an exercise with digits re-
placed by letters; each letter represents a single digit and the
same letters represent the same digits. Find the numbers such that:

H fif C U S We will assume whole numbers only are involved
+ P % C U S although this addition hlc thr;:e decimal solutions.
PRESTO In solving this type of puzzle it is advisable to
lay out a plan of procedure, rather than try hit or miss methods.
Let's solve this puzzle.
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Upon observation, we see P<2. If P = 0, we will obtain
the decimal solutions, which are possible, but with
which we arenot concerned at this point. We will

1 assume that P = 1 then. If P = 1, H = 9 or li = S.
If H = 9 there can be no ten thousands from the pro-

cessing column because it would make R = 1 which cannot be because
P = 1. If H . 9, R = 0. Since S gives us HOCUS
3 digits in our solution we will now try to .POCUS
find what S represents. We must actually. P R E S T )f
place each digit in its corresponding blank
as we work along.

S 0 for R = 0
S / 1 for P = 1 1 0

'+ 1

If S = 2 then 0 = 4, E = 8. (E t 9 since H = 9). But then C+C
could equal neither 12 nor 2, S f 2.

If S = 3 then 0 = 6, with one ten thousand for the following
column which we showed cannot be, .. S 3

If S = 4 then 0 = 8, with one ten thousand for the following
column which we showed can be, 4 S X 4

If S = 5, then 0 = 0. But R = 0. S f 5

S = 6, 0 = 2 then 0 + 0 with one thousand from the previous
column, gives E= 5, C= 8, U= 3 1 1

T = 7 and a solution: (If E = 4 ,

then C = 3 and no value of U
will work).

H

P

0 C
sr C

U

U

S 9 2 8 3 6

12836
PRESTO 1 0 5 6 7 2

If S = 7 then 0 = 4, E = 8, C = 3 with one hundred from the
previous column, then no value of U will work. :. sir 7

If S = 8, then 0 = 6 gi"es one ten thousand more which we cannot
have, .. S /8 S if 9 for H = 9.

The same type of analysis for H = 8 can he shown to fail to give
a solution. The one whole number solution then is

92836
12836

105672

For P = 0 the correct solutions are

0.18479
0.08479
0.26958
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Some alphametic exercises in addition (with solutions) are given
below.

(a) R (b) TIT (c) SEND 9567 (d) HAVE 1386
R + V +MORE 1085 SOME 9076

+R WYYY MRINEY 10652 HONEY 10462
SR

(c) FORTY 29786 (f) THREE 79422 (g) CROSS 96233
TEN 850 4. FOUR- 3104 +ROADS 62513

+ TEN 850 SEVEN 82526 DANG17 158746
SIXTY 31486

(h) ADAm 8384
AND SO3
EVE 626
ON 50
A S

RAFT 9571
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V. THE SET OF POSITIVE RATIONALS

Although a rational number is defined as the quotient of: two

integers, .here b # 0, it is not recommended that the student be

given this definition at this level.

In the fraction the 4 is called the denominator (from the

Latin "to tell by name") or divisor and tells by name the size of
the parts we are talking about (here fourths) or we say it tells
into how many equal parts the whole has been divided (4); the
numerator (from the Latin "to connt"), or dividend, tells how many
of those equal parts we are concerned with (3). The fraction line
indicates a division.

There are several interpretations of fractions that are im-
portant. Fire t we cah think of a fraction as a number having a

position on tho !limber line. Thus the fraction ::;-renresents the

number whose position is shown on the graph.

( i r
I

0 .5 1 1.5

3
SPeond, the fraction represents the division 3:4 or 47

4

and can be shown as

7 s

4-----,,---__,

1

a. of 3 = of 1

which clearly points up the relationship 4 .x 4 = 3, as well as
1 3

the relationship T of 3 things is the same as 71. of one thing.

Finally, the fraction ';-can also be thought of as 3 out of 4 things;

the shaded portion of the diagram below :4-of 4 things.

3

A z A
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This idea of 3 out of 4, called a ratio, can be usedto show the
equivalence of fractions. Thus in the diagrams below we can see

12 3that
3

=
6

= . Usually when we write a fraction like4 8 16 T we mean

three fourths of
3
a whole thing.

4

8

12

16

777/ ..;7

original unit

It is important that we know that the whole thing is, because
3

1-of 12 is not the same as -4-of 8. It is rare that we use the

rational numbers in practice except that they represent a
fraction of something.

Subsets Of The Fractions

The word, fractions, refers either to the number or the
numeral. Various subsets of the fractions are in common use.
Some are:

(1) Equivalent or equal fractions - those fractions which repro-
! 12 41/2 Ssent the same number; for eample,

24' 9' 10

(1 12
because 1x24 = 2x12.)

(2) Simple or common fractions - fractions which have integral

numerators and denominators: 2 8 125

3' 5' 1000

(3) Unit fractions - simple fractions which have numerators of
1 1 1 1

one.

(4) Complex fractions - fractions with a fraction in the numerator
2 1 3 0.7or denominator or both: -- 2
3' 3' 5' 0.5

4
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(S) Similar or like fractions - fractions that have the
2 1 8

same denominator: -
a' 3' 3

(6) Unlike fractions - fractions that have denominators which are
1 5

not the same:
2

3' 5' 6

(7) Proper fractions - fractions in which the numerator <
2 18 idenominator:
-, 2- ' 100

(8) Improper fractions - fractions in which the numerator
7

denominator:
3 S

' 5' 3

(9) Mixed number - the inferred addition of an integer and a

1 6 1fraction: thus the mixed number means 3 + -5 = +

as an improper fraction.

(10) Decimal fractions - are fractions whose denominators arc
powers of ten and are understood by the position of the

S
decimal noint; thus 0.2

=
.0 TNT, 127.43

(1x100)+(2x10)+(7x1)+(44)+(344) 127 ig

(11) Per cent (%) - r. common way of naming a Fraction which

has a denominator of 100; thus 5% = 100, S.1 = S
100'

3!. 100 _ 0 250
31/2% = , 100% = TTIF, 2A0 = ToT

loo

If the numerator of a fraction increases (decreases) as the
denominator remains the same, the value of the fraction increases

/ 3
(decreases); thus <

7

If the denominator of a fraction increases (decreases) as the
numerator remains the same, the value of the fraction decreases

3 3
(increases): thus >

G 11

Simplifying Fractions

Concept: The greatest common divisor of two whole numbers is the
largest whole number which divides both without a remainder.

In rewriting a fraction in simplest form (also use the
expressions: simplifying or reducing to lowest terms), look for
the largest whole number which will divide both the numerator and
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denominator of the fraction without a remainder. The greatest common
divisor is the same as the greatest common factor. The greatest
common divisor is not always evident, but students can find it by
factoring the numerator and denominator. Divisibility rules should
be reviewed and the use of them stressed at this point. The mathe-
matically less able students can make effective use of the following
method of finding the greatest common divisor.

When the denominator of a rational is the number 1, it is very
common to drop the denominator and just write the numerator; for

6 .

example, the rational T is commonly written simply as 6, and the
1

rational
1
- is commonly written as 1. When the numerator of a

rational is zero, it is very common to drop the denominator an. write
.

the number simply as 0; for example
0

is often written simply as 0.

The identity elenent for multiplication (one) plays an important
role in expressing equivalent fractions in different forms, in
simplifying complex fractions and in comparing the sizes of different
fractions.

In simplifying fractions we can think of dividing numerator
and denominator by a common factor or as factoring the fraction to
obtain factors of one, as in the following:

assumed factor of 1, not 0
a) 3 7.7-7.1.1 1

- 1 1 P =
120 7.7.7.3.5 IS IS

b) 90 2. 3. 3- S IS
IS

3 I I 4'

It might be worthwhile to write I as an additional factor when
each factor of the numerator (denominator) has been matched with a

' like factor in the denominator (numerator) resulting in a fraction
which has a 1 in the numerator or denominator.

74
Reduce the fraction =- both numerator and denomir..itor are even

6
numbers, so two is a divisor (or factor)

of each:
Z.12 - 12--
Z.13 IS

Again, numerator and denominator are even
'numbers, so two is a divisor (or factor)

of each: 2± _ 6
2-9 9
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Both numerator and denominator are
divisible by three:

74
or

36

24

36

2

2

3

3 2

$-2
$3 3

2

32 2 3 3

Increasing the ferms of a Fraction

If we multiply the numerator and denominator by the same number,
as in 2 x 4 = 8 what have we done? We have decreased the size

Tx 4 12

of each part from thirds to twelfths, at the same time we have in-
creased the number of parts

2
from two to eight.

8

12

P 7
Notice also that

4
1

2
, and we arc really multiplying -Tby one.

Since any number multiplied by one is equal to the same number, the

fraction
17

8
must be canal to

2 4 8

3x x 4 = 122

4,

,xI= 2

3

To compare more easily the sizes of those fractions with which
we are not familiar, we 'isually express them as equivalent fractions
having a common denominator (or numerator). Per cents are used in
this way because they represent fractions whose denominators are
always 100. When we look for a common denominator, we are just
looking for the common multiple of the denominators. To find the

common denominator of lid is merely to find among the naturalT' TUC

numbers a common multiple of 4 and 10.

The multiples of 4 are: (4,8,12,16,20,24,28,32,36,40,)
The multiples of 10 are: (10,20,30,40...}
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The set of common multiples of 4 and 10 is (20,40,60,80...)

Notice that 4 and 10 have an infinite number of common multiples,
the lowest of which, for the natural numbers, is 20. Now rewrit_
each fraction as an equivalent fraction with a denominator of 20
(or 40 or any common multipl). Using 20 has the advantage of
dealing with fractions having smaller numerators and denominators.

3
To answer the question ,T = , we may think of the form,

3 ? 9
4 x . we know we must nultirly the fraction by 1 (the

identity element) in some other form. By what must we multiply

4 to get 20? 5; therefore the 1 must be in the form ;. Then

3 5 15 / / 4Tx:c= 7- similarly,
10 x T

15 15 4 4 15Comparing 7 and 7, we know that 7-> 7- or ,73- <

There are other ways of finding the lowest common multiple
of two numbers without enumerating the multiples of each number.
Find the lowest common multiple (LCM) of 84 and 45. First find
the prime factorization of each number,

S4 = 2.2-3-7

45 = 3.3-5

- Then form the product which contains each distinct factor
that appears, the greatest number of times it occurs in any one
number. Thus the L.C.M. of 84 and 45 is 2-2-3.3-5-7 = 1260.

Operations with Fractions

either the vertical or horizontal form for operating with
fractions may be used - however, it is suggested that the horizontal
form be emphasized.

Concept: Addition with like denominators.

1 2
Add: +

5 5

1 2 1+2Answer: -

whole
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Concept: Addition with unlike denominators:

1 1
Add: +

4 3

Answer: A common denominator must be found.

1 1 3 4_ 3+4 7
4 3 12 12 12 12

whole

'7711111s,..4 ..

T
4, +
3 4 3+4 7

12 12 12 12

whole

Ni N 1 1 1

1

4

whole

r1

,,,,,4
,
3

1

3

While the lowest common denominator is the easiest to use, some
students will be able to find a common'denominator by using the
following form which might not be the lowest common denominator
but is acceptable.

This method follows

, 2 3
i.e. a) + -

3

?
b) + =

4 6

a
the rule:

b

2(5) 2(3)
+

+
d

c

A
+

24

8

24

d+isbc

14
= which may then be

24

3(c)

107
1(6)

5(3)
6 16

4. 15

+
2(4)

4(6)
=

6 (4)

simplified to 77 .

Concept: Addition of mixed numbers.

Vertical

4 i= 4 3
2 6

2 4+3 = 3
3 6

0
= 0

1

6

Horizontal

1 2 1
4 +3 4 + + 1

2 3 2

= 4+ 3 + }

= 4+ 3+ ?;.

, 7 0 1= , = 0
6

2
+

3

+

4- 7,-

= /
, 7

6
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Concept: Subtraction with like denominators.

3 1 3-1 2

S S S S

whole

3
1

S
Concept: Subtract with unlike denominators.

As in additio-, a common denominctur must be found.

3 2 9-4 5 3 2 3(6) 2(4) 18 8 18-8 10
4 6 12 12

or
4 6 4(6) 6(4) 24 24 24 24

which simplifies to
S

12

Concept: Subtraction of mixed numbers.

(A) Mixed number minus whole number

Vertical Horizontal

8 ,-; 8 :i-
1 1 1

.5
- 2 = 8 + - . 1 - 2 = 8-2 + :-T

- 2 1 1

6+-
3

= 6

6 §

(13) Whole number minus mixed numh.n.

Verticql, _/------- Horizontal
6 n 7 5 5

,-. 5 , 6 5
9 8 F. _, = = = ,+6. - =

.. 5 7

Ti

r 1
=.5 K - - o D

6

1

5 6

An alternate procedure for the vertical form may be used in B.

Rule: Add the same fraction to both ,:umbers in order that the
number subtracted is in the form of a whole number.

1

9
9 + (-7 1

9

5
-3 - (3 +

6
1- ) = -4

6 6 51
6
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This involves the basic concept that adding the same quantity
to two numbers leaves the difference between them unchanged.

(C) Mixed number minus mixed number where fractional part of
subtrahend is less than the fractional part of minuend.

Vertical Horizontal

3 3 3 3 1

(1) 6 67- 2i= 6 +7- 2 -7= 6-2 + T- T=
/ 1

2
4 + T = 4 T

4 = 4 2
/

(2)
5 , 5

3 = a (-7
1 5 - 1

- = 5 1
6 3

,

1 2 5 2
- = 3 3

3 6 2 Tr 2 ji"

(D) Mixed number minus mixed number where fractional part of
subtrahend is greater than fractional part of minuend.

(I)

Vertical

2 4 1

4 = 4 77 = 3 -187
7

1 7 7
-2 - = 2 = 2'

2 14 14

11
1

14

Horizontal

7 - - ,- ; * 7
2 .. 1 2

1
4 _ 2 + _ = 4 - . + --

2

/
1 2 1 A 4 7

18 7

14 14

4 7 14 .21. 1 11 11

+ 14 14 14 14 174 + 14 14 + 14 14

An alternate procedure for the vertical form in I) involves the
addition of a fraction to both subtrahend and minuend, so that the
subtrahend is in the form of a whole number.

8
1 1

3

1
/

- 8 - +
3
- = 8 3= 8

2 (

3 3

2 1 3

3
-2 - 2 - + - 2 3 -3
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concept: Alatiplivation of nationals.

a 3Any rational may be rewritten in the form
b
. Thus, .75 =

4'
2 1 10

= 3 =T' 3 3

Multiplication in the set of rationals can be defined as
a c ac

= The product of any twn rationals is the rational
b d bd-

whose numerator is the product of the numerators of the given
rationals and whose denominator is the product of the denominators
of the given rationals.

liXample Picture Shaded Portion

(1) 2x*1 = = =
4 1 4 4 2

Original Unit

3

3(2) x 4
8

3

Original Unit

4

T =
12

8 tr

4

r
, 2 4 8kaL Tx=1g

Original Unit

(4) 3

7

7 x

x

5

13=
357

Original Unit

.

1 6 3

12xC 1

8

3

1 8
Sx = 7

7

1 35
.75 x =

V A. AVAr A/ ANN
AV AV AWM.1

AMON".Ar A.'
V AM.f AVA! AMVAMI
V4MW/Mr AMIN
MIEHMEMEM
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If the product of any two number
reciprocal of the other. ANltipli&at;
for reciprocal.

1 2 2
1A T = 7 1

1 3 7 3
2 -g x = = 21 = 1

21

c is called the
is another name

Concept: Division of Rationals.

There is usually a need for rcteaching division of rationals.
There are three ways to approach this topic:

(1) We realize that a factor x a factor = the product

implies that

or

a

the product
one factor

the other factor

c = a
b

c = b._.

a

Thus, 8x 0 = 24 implies Oa, = S or :LS = 0
0 8

1e have learned that for every n(n/0) there exists a number
such that when multiplied by > gives the product 1. This number
we call the multiplicative inverse of n or the reciprocal of n.

Thus n--
1

= 1; specifically

4x-
4

1 1

4
i= 1 where is the reciprocal of 4 (and 4 is the

1

reciprocal of 4)

3

3= Ts
37= lwhere is the reciprocal of

3 4
(and 7 is the reciprocal of =-)

a

In other words, any number times its reciprocal equals 1.
Now we are ready to talk about the division of two rational numbers.
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By the definition of division

3

2
= mans-= ans

F-1 x = S. Since the reciprocal of
9

is
3

2

x 3 = S. Now, what times one = 5? S.

S x
3

x
2
7.= S. So the number we are looking-for, the quotient

of is in the box and is equal to S x
3-

9
is

2

3 IS=Sx7 = 7

The quotient of two rational numbers is the dividend multiplied
*)), the reciprocal of the divisor. (The division written in this

form, using the symbol has the number on the left as the
dividend.)

(2) The first method involves division as the inverse of
multiplication This second way is showing that division is the
process in which we find the number of times the divisor is con-

tained in t T 's
he dividend. Let us study the question, how many

are contained in one whole thing?

1

1

1 (four-fifth) + /- (of a four-fifth)

From the diagram we see that in one whole thing there is l(four-

-4

1 1
fifth) plus - (of a four-fifth) or IT four-fifths in 1 whole thing.

Thus
1 1 S

= = -
4 4

S
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4
(the

4
refers ton of the unit with which we arc working, a -7,

5

1
not -c of 1.)

4

5
Notice that

5
is the reciprocal of S. In other words a number is

4

contained in 1, a number of times equal to its reciprocal.

2 1 9
(TO 7 (of a

How many 2's are, contained in 1?
3

1 3 9 3

2
, because

9
= 1

.)

3

How many 3's are contained in 1?

1 1 , 1

= because
3

= 1

H
2's I4's

ow many 4 or are contained in 1?
3 3

1 3
because

14 3

14
= TT ecause

14
1.

Now we ask the question S
2
= ? or %Pr ?

2's
In words, how many y are contained in 5? In 1 whole thing there

are
3

of them, so in 5 there are 5x-
2 2

3

2
= 5x3 =

15
.7 , as in method (1).

Again the quotient of two rational umbers is the dividend
multiplied by the reciprocal of the divisor.

(3) The third method of showing the division of two fractions,
like the method of simplifying a complex fraction, involves using
the identity element to.imcrease the terms of the fraction. Thus

9 . 4

5
can be written

2

3

4

5

if we now multiply this complex fraction by the identity
15

element cor multiplication, 1, in the form
IS

or
IS

-

1

15

1

(where 15 is the LCi of the denominators of the two
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fractions), we obtain

2 15
x

1 10 S

4 15 12 T

We could also have multiplied by 1 in the
form

S

4where
4
is the reciprocal of

4

Properties of Positive Rationals

Under addition Under multiplication

Closure: a+b = a rational
number

Closure: axb = a rational
number

Commutative property:
a +h = b+a

Commutative property:
a = ba

Associative property:
a+(b+c) = (a +h) +c

Associative property:
a(bc) = (ah)c

Identity element: There is an
element z in the set such that
a+z = a
(z = zero for the rational
numbers)

Identity element: There is
an element u in the set such
that
ati = a
(u = 1 for the rational
numbers)

Additive inverse: For every
element a there is an element
*a such that
a+*a = *a+a (*a for the rat-
ional numbers is -a)

. ,

Multiplication inverse: For

every element a there is an

element a
-1

such that
-

11.8
-1

= a
,

a = u (a
-1

for

the rational numbers is --)
1

a

Distributive Property
a(b+c) = (ab)+(ac) and
(b+c)a = (ba) + (ca)

Another property of the positive rationals is the density property.
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Concept: The .tensity propertu states that totz:een any two ratirma7
um!ers t!ere is another rational numi'er.

Given any two different rationals, it is always possible to
determine a rational which is greater than one of them and less
than the other rational. For example to determine a rational that

is greater than and less than replace each by an equivalent
11

6

10 12
rational with greater denominator, thus 77 and 5.7 respectively.

11 10 1/
The rational -5 is greater than 777 and less than 2.77. This means

2

11 S
Ti.that .-7,- is greater than 11 and less than

To determine a rational that is between zniy two given
rationals, determine rationals equivalent to each of the given
rationals such that the replacements have the same denominator,

that Vs, they are in the form
a
and

E'
If d is between a and c,

then is between the given rationals. If a and c are consecu-

tive, multiply the nuhrator and denominator of each expression
/a 2c

by 2 so that they arr 'n the form -.1T; and v. The numerators are

now even integers. tre exists an odd integer that is between the
two even integers. this odd integer is placed over the common
denominator, 2b, the cession is formed for the rational which
is half way between the two given rationals. Between any two
rationals, therefore, there exists another rational. In fact,

between any two rationals there exists an infinite number of
rationals.

Given any rational, there is no way of determining the next
greater or the next smaller rational. if any rational is suggested
as the next greater or the next smaller, another rational can be
proven to exist between that rational and the given rational.

If there is no way of determining the next greater or the
next smaller rational, then counting cannot be performed in
the set of rationals in the same manner as it was in the set of
natural numbers and the set of integers. However, as was pre-
viously shown, certain subsets of the rationals, that is rationals

with the sane denominator, can be counted.
1 1

Problem: Picture
T

Answer:

the insertion of
1 3

three rationals 7 3 S 9
1 1

1 16' MP
between and 7

1 5 (There are many
T ITThT-4 others).

9

32
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Concept: Rational numbers may now be added to the number line.

0 1 2

23
16

21

Concept: Simplyfing complex fractions is analogous to the division
of rationale.

We may use the multiplicative inverse of the derominator to
multiply both numerator and denominator.

, 1111
a) 7 7

2

1

2 1
=

1

_
4

3 18

6 2 2 9 q
2

b) =,
6 1n

1 1 4 47 7 T 2
1-7 T.

4 T

Concept: Rase ten notation can be extended to write fractions in
decimal form.

In any decimal numeral each place ism- the value of the place '

to its left and 10 times the t ue of the place to its right. In

discussions of the decimal fractions, place values, to the right
1

iof the decimal point can he presented as powers of 7 in addition

to naming them. Decimal fractions can now be written in three
forms

a) .623 positional

b) 6x.1+2x.01+3x.001 polynomial or expanded form

I I 1

c) 6xf5+2x--2 +3x--3 exponential form
10 10
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,P1c.!pt: Wri;ng a comm-,n fraction as a decimal fraction.

4
means 4:5 or STT. Since 4=4.0=4.00=4.000 and 5 will

not divide 4 an integral number of times, we use 4.0 as 40 tenths
divided by 5, the quotient being 8 tenths.

0.8
5) 4.0

There is no question then as to where the decimal point is placed.
If 4.05 is divided by 5, we can think 405 hundredths divided by 5,

which results in SO lundredtbs, then 1 hundredth, or

.80

.01 4T0.81 as the quotient. In changing to a decimal

5)4.05 fraction we notice that the decimal terminates, that
4.00 is we get a remainder of zero (we could also think
.05 2

05
of it ac r(peating a zero.) Suppose we change 7 to

a decimal

.285714285714 The decimal equivalent of
7
is what we call

7)2.0000
an infinite repeating or periodic decimal

-1 4 because it never terminates and the digits
6u

-56 285714 repeat. We say 7 = 0.285717..

40

-35 4'e put a line over 285714 to show that these

SO digits repeat as.a group. The period or

-49 number of repeating digits is 6.

10

-7

30
-/8

20

I - 1
= .... although we usually write = = 0.33 expressed as:7

4 3
hundredths

= .1111... . .T ...

3
= .22... = ....i ..., the ninths being an interesting set of

fractions. The sevenths are. also very interesting because the
decimal equivalent is the same 6 digits repeated but in a different
order.
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1 3
= 0.142857 = 0.285714 ... = 0.428571 .

...;

Concept: Any common fraction or rational number can be written
as either a terminating or infinitely repeating decimal.

/ 2 2Express
.5

,,-

.5

as tenths: 0.6 7-. (6 and 7' tenths);

1
hundredths: 0.66

3 3
(66 and --hundredths);

thousandths: 0.666 =
3 3

(666 and = thousandths)

Express 3 as a decimal rounded to the nearest

tenth: 0.7; hundredth: 0.67; thousandth: 0.667

Whenever a division is asked for, the form in which the answer
is to he shown should be,cleal, that is, whether to roune off to
a certain place or to express the answer as hundredths or to
leave the quotient as a common fraction.

Concept: Any terminating decimal may be easily orpressed as a
common fraction by the use of the place ialu?s and simplifying.

Thus we can read, wlite and reduce as follows:

28 7

'0 25

12-
1

1 / / 25 10.12=- = --= .÷: = =100 .: 200 8

3

13.5
=

4
34 15 3O. -

4 100 100 4 400 80

6..T 6= 3
3 90 20.6:4. =

..) 10 10 3 30 3

,

=
52

=
13

--
1000 250
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Concept: Writing a repeating decimal as a common fraction.

We see that we can write a terminating decimal as a common
fraction, but can we write a repeating decimal as a common
fraction? Yes, very simply. Suppose we want to find a common
fraction equivalent to 0.434343...

since x = 0.434343...

100 x = 43.434343...

X = -0.434343... subtracting x

99 x = 43

43

99

Find the common fraction equivalent to 0.2555... .

Let x = 0.2555... then

10 x- = 2.555...

and 100 x = 25.555...

- 10 x = 2.S55
90 x = 23

x =
23

90

Concept: Rounding decimal fractions.

When rounding decimals to a particular place, that place must
contain the last digit of the numeral which is written. Any
additional zeroes written would imply a rounding off to the last
place in which a zero appears. Neither may a zero be dropped if
it is in the place rounded to.

R,ind 3.236 to the nearest hundredth

Answer: 3.24 is correct

3 240 is incorrect, for the zero implies a rounding tc
the nearest thousandth.

Round 4.39? to the nearest hundredth.

lnswer: 4.40 is correct

4.409 is incorrect for the zero implies a i;ounding off to
thousandths

4.4 is incorrect for the last digit, 4, in the tenths
place implies a rounding off to tenths.



'to

(A-

Concept: Comparison of size of decimal fractions.

Start with the tenths place and work to the right comparing
the corresponding digits in each place.. If the ph.ce values .

present in the numbers being compared are not in a 1:1 correspon-
dence, zeros may be added to right of the last dieit written.

Which is the larger, 0.1132 or 0.1136?

0 . 1 1 3 2 We must inspect digits in the ten
thousandths place before a decision

t s t t t may he made.

0 1 1 3 6

Answer: 0.1136 is larger.

Which is the smaller, 0.6 or ).61?

0 . 6 0 Some students may need to place a
zero in the hundredths place in order

0 6 I

to compare.

Answer: 0.6 is smaller.

In order to compare sizes of common fractions and decimal
fractions - the form of one type fraction must be changed. Do

not insist that only changing the common fraction to decimal form
is correct - it is (probably) the easiest - but changing the
decimal fraction to common fraction form is just as correct.

Concept: Addition et decimal fractions.

In the vertical form like place values must be under one

another.

Only digits in like place values, may be added.

Vertical

.3

+.04

.34

Horizontal

3 4 30 4 34 ,,
or + =

10 100 100 100 100

It may be necessary for some students to add zeroes as place

holders.

i.e. .30

+ ,04
.34
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Concept: Subtraction o, decimal fractions.

In the vertical form the place values must be under one
another. Only digits in like place values may be subtracted.

Vertical

9.04
-5.05

4.59

Horizontal

64 ,
Or 9+ - D - --- = 7-5+

100 100 100 100

59
4 + ---

100
= 4.59

The rules for placing the decimal point in the multiplication
and division of decimals may be given more meaning by wor!'-- with
the corresponding common fractions.

5 17 85Multiplication: .5 x .17 = or 7 x To =
woo 085

.7
42Division: .6).42 6) 4.2 or

42x100 42 7

.6 .6x100 60 10
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VI. THE SET OF INTEGERS

Concept: An integer is any element of.the set (..., -3,-2,-1,0,1,2,
3,...)

The numbers to the left of zcro are called the negative
integers. The positive integers arc to the right of zero. These
two sets of numbers and zero are the integers.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

...

Concept: The integers maybe shown on the number line.

The arrows at the ends of the number line indicate continuation
in both directions. The sign which shows tha' a number is positive
is a small "+", which is written in front of the number,i.e. +2;
the sign which shows that a number is negative is a small "-", which
is written in front of the number,i.e. -4. Parentheses may be used
to enclose signed ntmbers to avoid confusion with operation signs
i.e. (+2), (-4). /

In some texts,
position as ;}town:

the signs "4" and Are written in a raised

-5 or +3

This method of sign notation precludes the necessity for
parentheses.

"5+4-3

In this outline, the signs will not be raised ind parentheses
will be used where needed.

In common usage, the positive sign is not written, but in
beginning work with signed numbers, teachers would do well to
insist 1-...at it be used, at least until the students do not confuse
it with the addition sign.

Conc pt: Zero is neither r- '.tine nor negative.

When the integers are arranged on a horizontal number line as
previously shown, the direction from zero toward the right is called
the positive direction and the direction from zero toward the left
is called the negative direction.

Concept: When the integers are arranged in the manner previously
shown, any integer 4s greatgr than any integer to its left.

This means that 0 is greater than -16 and also +3 is greater
than -25.
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In symbols: 0 > -16, and +3 > -16

Counting can be carried on indefinitely in the positive
direction and also indefinitely in the negative direction. There
is no greatest integer, and there is no least integer.

Addition

In the set of natural numbers, addition was defined as a
counting operation. This same concept applies to the set of in-
tegers, but the definition is now expanded.

Concept: The definition of addition in the set of integers
involves i.nree cases: (1) a (+1), (2) a t (-b),
(3) a 0 where a is any integer, +b is any positive integer,
-b is any negative integer, and 0 is the integer zero.

(1) The sum a (tb) is obtained by counting "W: consecutive
numbers from a in the positive direction.
(2) The sum a (-b) is obtained by counting "b" consecutive
numbers from a in the negative direction.
(3) The sum a 0 is always the number a.

The use of a number line can be very helpful in introducing
the concept of addition in the integers, and can be used by the
pupils to advantage in performing exercises in such addition.

Examples

(I) (+2)

-5

+ (+4) =

-4 -3

+6

-2 -1

+2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

-3
(2) (+4) + (-3) = +1

+4

-S -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 ,1

(3) (+4) + (-6) = -2

-6

+4

-2 -1
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(4) (-2) + -3) = -5

÷=L--
-6 -5 -4 -3 -1 0 i 2 3 4 5

4

(5) (+2) + (0) = +2 +2

-4 -3 -2 1 0 1 1 3 4

As the pupil continues to perform exercises, he probably will
soon realize that performing addition by counting is impractical
where larger numbers are involved. Methods must be developed to

perform addition in sore manner other than couW1Pct.

The pupil should lie led to realize that the - a two
positive integers is always a positive integer. . adding two

positive integers, the counting begins at a positive number and
is carried out in the rositive direction. The sum must there-

fore always be a positive number. The sum of two negative num-

bers is always a negative number. In adding two negative num-
bers, the counting begins at a negative number and is carried
out in the negative direction. The sum must therefore always
be a negative number.

In adding two integers of opposite sign, counting begins at
the first number and is carried out from that number toward zero.
If the second number is small enough so that the counting does not
go to zero, the sum will have the same sign as the first number.
If the second number is such that the counting goes on past zero,
the sum will have the sign opposite to that of the first number.

The rules that are used in the addition of integers should
not be given to the pupils, but they should ,e encouraged to
develop the necessary rules themselves from what they learn by
solving exercises.

Subtraction

Concept: As in the set of positive integers, subtraction is related
to a corresponding addition sentence.

Thus, 9-5 =0 may be reed as S and what makes 9, or in symbols
5 = 9. Subtraction in the set of integers may be introduced,
similarly, through an equivalent addition sentence. Thus,

a - (+b) = 0 may be written as (+b) 0 = a and a - (-b) = 0
may be written as (-b) +0 = a
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Emnples

1. (+6) - (+8) =

This may be written ns

(+8) + = (+6)

To go from +S to +6, two numbers must be counted in the negative
direction.

Thus : .2

2. (+6) - (-3" = E2

Thus.may be written ns

(-3) + = (+6)

To go from -3 to +6, nine numbers must be counted in the
positive direction.

Thus 7 = +9

Concept: The definition of subtraction in the set of integers in-
volves three cases: (7) a - (2) a - (-b), (E) a - 0,
where a is any integer, 4-1) is any positive integer, -b is any
negative integer and () is the integer zero.

(1) the difference a - ?+b) is obtained by starting at a
and counting b consecutive units in the negative
direction.

(2) the difference a - (-b) is obtained by starting at a
and counting b consecutive units in the positive
direction.

(3) the difference a-0 is always Z.

P.ramples:

1. (4.6) - ('3)

-6 -5

=

-4 -3 -2 -1

-(+3)

+6

0 1 2 3 4 5 6.,1111111111111,
+6+

6 -

(-3)

Or

=

=

+7
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2. (-2)

-7

- (+1)

-6 -5

i

=

-4 1 2 3 4 5 6-3 -2 0

3.

-7

(+5)

-6

I-

- (-3)

S. =4

1-e

-2

-2

=

-3 -2

i

f 1

+ (-1)

or

- (+1)

-1

=

=

oi
-3

-3

+5

otet

-(-3) .

0

f

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

4 -I I I

+5 + (+3) =

I

+8

4. 3 - 0- =

any
a+

any
a+

or

( +5) - 1-3) =

3

-5 -4- -3 -2 -1 0 1- 2. 3 4 5

3 - 0 3

The subtractiiin a - ( +b), where a

positive integer, may be performed
(-1) .

The subtraction a - ( -b), where-a

negative integer, may be performed
(4).

is any integer and +b is
by calculating the sum

is any integer and -b is
by calculating the sum

Subtraction in the integers may therefore be performed by
adding the additive inverse of the subtrahend to the minuend.
The subtraction -6 - (-9) may be obtained by performing the addi-
tion -6 + (-9), which is -IS. The subtraction -6 - (-9) is equiva-
lent to the addition -6 + (+9), which is 3.

The rules that are used in the subtraction of integers should
not be given to the pupils, but they should'be encouraged to
formulate the necessary rules themselves from what they learn by
solving exercises.

Multiplication

The definition of multiplication in the set of integers involves

the following fobr cases: (1) (+a)(+6); '(2) (+a)(-b),
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(3) (-a)(+b); (4) (-a)(-b),_where +a and +b are -any positive
integers, and -a and--b are any negative iniegerS.

(1) Concept: The product of 4a and 4-b is obtained by finding the
sum of "a" addends each ofwhickis the number 4-b.

(4:5).(+5) . (+5)- + (+5) + ( +5) . +15

a

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 -16

(2)- Concept:- The product of +a and -b is obtained byfinding the
sum -of "a"-addends, each of which is -b,

(+3).(-5) = (-5) (-5) (-5) = -15
-5 _ -5 -5

-17-16-15-14-13-12-11-10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
4

(3)- The commutative principle foi multiplication is an axiom in
the set of integers. Thus, (-a)(1.4) = 0.10(-a).

Concept: The product of (- a)(+b) can be obtained by-finding
the sum-of "b" addends each of which is-z-a-

(-2).(+3) = (+3). (-2) = -6
-2 -2 .

-2

-8 -7 =6- -5 -4- -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
_ _

_ I _ _fir

(4) The last remaining portion of the definition of multiplication
pertains to the product of two negative integers. The difficulty
in presenting this portion,,of the definition is that it cannot be
presented in -terms of addition. Some other method must be used
to present this concept of multiplication.

/1method-of determining the product of two negative =integers
is based on two principles, the principle that the product of zero
-and any-integer is zero, and the prindiple that multiplication is
-distributive over addition in the set of integers-.
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Demonstrate the product in the general case, (-a)(-b), where
-a and -b are-any negative integers.

( -a)(0) =AO
(-a)[(-b) + (+b)1 = 0

(-a)(-b) + (-a) (+b) = 0

(-a)(-b) + (-ab) = 0

The only integer that will result in a sum of zero when added
to -ab is the integer 4-ab.

Concept: Therefore, the product of -a and -b must-be the integer
+ab.

The problem Of determining the product of any two negative
integers such .as -3 and -4 can be solved in the following manner:

(-3)(0) = 0. The product of zero and any integer
is zero.

(- 3)[( -4) + (+4)1 = 0. The sum of any integer and its in-
verse is zero.

(-3)(-4) + (-3)(+4) = 0. Multiplication is distributive over
addition.

(-3)(-4) + (-12) = 0. The produdt of -3 and +4 is -12.

The only- integer that can be added to -12 to give a sum of
zero is +12. Therefore, the product of -3 and -4 must be the
integer +12.

Another method of presenting -the concept of the multiplication
of two negative integers is to obseryc the pattern of the
.products of a series of multiplications such as the following:

(+3) (-1) = -3

(+2)(71) = -2
(+1)(=1) = -1
(0)(-1) = 0
(-1)(-1)

If the same number pattern is to continue, the product of
-1 and -1-would-be the integer +1. The product of-two nega-
tives would-be a positive number: (- a)( -b) =

There are various other procedures which may be used to
clarify the concept of multiplication of integers and give the
pupils a feeling that the multiplication rules make sense. Teachers
are advised to consult textbooks and supplemental materials for
explanations and uses of them.
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Division

Concept: If the quotient is an integer, division in the integers
is defined as the inverseoperation of multiplication._

-----
Divisiob by zero is undefined and not permitted. Any division,

aeb = that has a, quotient in the integers, may be ,performed by
carrying out the equivalent multiplication: (c)(b) 74 a.

If the quotient (+a) (+b) = 0 is an integer, Li may-be
obtained by calculating-what integer multiplied by +b will result
in a product +a. That is, (0).( ±1)) = +a. The-quotient which
replaCes O cannot be a negative integer becaUSe:the product of a
negative integer and positive integer is a negative integer. The
limtient_cannot be zero because the product -of any integer and
zero is zero. Therefore, if the quotient Of (+0- e (+b)- is an
integer, it must be a_positive integer. The quotient of . +36)-
(+9) may be- obtained -in the following manner:

(+36) e (+9) = 0

(0)(+9) = +36

0 = +4

If the quotient in(-a):(4)1= 0 is an integer, it may be
obtained-by caldulating-what integer multiplied-by -b will result
in a:product -a; that is, (0)(-b) = -a. The quotient represented
by acan enly be a positive integer because -only a poSitive integer
can be multiplied_by -b-to give a product that is a:negative integer.
The quotient of -36 -9 may, be obtained in-the following manner:

4-36)e(=9)=

( 0) (-9)- = -36-

0 = +4

If the quotients are integers, the-division(+a)e(-b)=-0 is

written as the equivalent multiplication-(0).(-b) = +a and the
division(-a) e(+b)=0 is written as the equivalent tultiiilication
(0).(+b) = -a. In each case, the quotient represented by 0
must be a negative integer, because the product of two integers

with like (unlike) -signs is a positive (negative) integer.

Concept: If the ,quotient of-two integers with like signs is an
integer, it is a_positive integer. If the quotient of two
integers with unlike signs is-an-integer, it is a negative
integer.

The division 0 e a = 0 , if-0 is the integer zero and a is
any integer, maybe written -as the equivalent tultiplidation (0)

= 0. The quotient which replaces 0 must be the integer zero
because if the produCt of two integfts is.zero, one of the given
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integers must be zero. The integer a cannot be zero as division
by zero is not permitted. The quotient 0 a must therefore be
zero.

In both multiplication and division, do not give the rules7to
the pupils, but let them formulate and--verbaliie them-aftei they
-haVe hall_practice solving exercises.

Summary of the-Properties of the Integers: The set of integers
has the following properties:

la) Closure under addition, subtraction, and multiplication
(b) Commutative prOperty for addition and multiplication

AsSociative-property for addition and multiplication
(d) NUltiplication is distributive over addition and sub-

traction
(e)- Identity element for addition and'multiplication
(f) 1nberse element for each integer under addition
(g) There exists no greatest and no least integer.

The integers do-not have closure for division. The integers
do not have inveree elements for each integer under multiplication.
For every integer, a, there doeS not exist an integer, b, such that
their-product is-+1.

The-order of- operations with integers -is also multiplication
and division first in the order in which they appear fiom left to
'right, and then addition and subtraction in the order in which
they appear from-left to-right.

Absolute Value

A convenient way of telling how far from zero a number is on a
number line is-to use absolute value, The conventional symboliza-
tion, may be used and is _read:- "the'- absolute value of x-."

Since -6 -and +6-are equidistant froill zero, then- 1-61 = 1+61 =
which means =6 and-+6 are-both 6 units from-zero.

Concept: The His the number itself if x is positive or zero, and
is -x the additive inverse of x, if x is the negative number.

Theabsolute value of a number then, may never be negative.
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VII. THE COMPLETE SET OF RATIONALS

Although-this unit is planned-fof the eighth grade, parts of
certain topics, such as measurement and square root, may -be intro-
duced in the seventh grade. Much depends on the readiness and
ability of the pupils in a particular class.

Concept: The quotient of any two integers a and -b (b / 0) can be
expressed as the rational number T; .

Like the-integers, the-rationals are either positive +
_

negative -
a a

if a = 0, then 0.

Concept:- The quotient of two integers -that have like signs is-a
positive number.

Therefore, the quotient :4 must be the positive rational + fiT,
=a , a +a

The quotient IV must be -the iThe positive rational + . Thus ;I,
-a a
IT, and + F. are -three different ways of expressing the same -rational

'number, and-it,follows that -:i1-= 1 + E.

Concept: The quotient of two integers that have unlike signs is a
negative number.

a
TherefOre, the-quotient 71.-must-be the negative rational

b
ta a =a +a

The-quotient 7-must also be the rational - . -Thus-.7p :IT, and
a

-
b
ate three different expressions for the Same rational number

and it follows that
+

+b =b

-Just as it is common- practice to drop_tbe '+" sign from -in
front-of the-positive integerS, so it is also comMon:praCtice to
drop-the'"+" sign from in -front of the positive rationals

and +
a
may be written as-b.

In-the set of integers., division by zero is not permitted.
Therefore, in the set of rationals, there does not exist any
number whoSe denominator is zero.

Concept: The set of rationale has the property that for every
rdtional there is an infinite number of different names for
that rational number.

If two different expresSions are names for the same number
they are-said-to be e-quivalent.
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Two rational expressions, and-, are-equivalent if and

only-if ad = cb. Two-rational expressions -are expressions for
the same number if and-only if the product of the numerator of the
first and denominator of the second equalS the product of the
denominator of the firSt and-the numerator of the second. ThiS
is frequently called the cross product test. -Applying-this princi-

+ +a -a
plc, = _wand 7.11T . Through- further application of this

principle, -it can be shown in still-another way that a positive
rational and a negative rational cannot be equal'

+a +a
76- since ab # = ab

+a -a
TIT # 717, since ,,. ab # + al)

Any two rational expressions whose numerators are zero are
0

equivalent: Using the above principle
0
--= b , since Oxb:- 0 x a
a

0 = O.

When arranging rationals on a- number line, the, ositive
rationals are written to the-right of zero and the negative
rationals to the left of zero. The rationals_ which have numerators
equal to zero and denominators unequal to zero.are all equal to
zero.

Any poSitive rational' is greater than any negative rational
or-the rational equivalent to zero. The rational equivalent to
zero is greater'than-any negative rational-,

-Rationals with the same denominatOrsi which make up part of
the rationals, may-be arranged in order as shown in this example
of rationals with denominator- of 3.

5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5
3, 3; 3., :7-, 3; 3., 3, 3.,

When rationals with the same denominator are arranged -in order
as shown, any given rational in this -list is greater than any
rational to its left.

-Addition of Rationals

Concept: Rationale, may be added when the denominators are changed
to a common form, then the numerator of the sum is always the
sum of numerators of the rationals being combined.
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V

3 -1 3 +( =-1) 2
a) + =

7

-5 1 -5 + 2 -3
b) + Or -

1

6 + 6 6 2

-2 -1 -2 + (-1) -3 3
c) -7 +

-

5 5
or -

5

-1 -1 3 (-1) + 4 (-1) -3 + (-4) -7- or - 7d) 71 +
12 12 12 12

Subtraction of Rationals

Concept: Subtraction of rationals may be carried out as the
equivalent addition, using subtraction as the inverse of
addition.

3
+

8

3 4 =3

b) 7
_ 7

1 -4 =1

c) 3

-4

5

=4

+ 7

+4-

+

5(3) +_ 8(=4)_, 15 +(_=32)_ =17 17

41
NT

40

7(-3) + 5(4)

- ----Or -
40 40 40

-21 (-20) =all

-5(1)

35

+ 3(4) _

35-
- NT Or -

5 t 12 7

15 15 15

Multiplication_of Rationals

a
Concept: When two-rationals are multiplied such as Tand 07, the

ac
product is ---.

bd

b)

c)

2
()()

5 -
3 7

(- 4).

(- 1)( -2)
3 5

(2)(5) 10

21

-12 123_

3

or 15

(3)(7)

(3)1=4)

(4)(5)

(-I)(-2)

20

+3

15
- (3)(5)

Student .should be able to formulate the following rules:

1. If the rationals being multiplied are all-positive, the
-product-will be positive.

2. If there arc an even number_ of-negative rationals, among the

-faticnals being multiplied the product will be positivb.
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3. If there are an odd number of negative rationals-, among
the rationals being multipliedIthe product willbe
negative.

Concept: The product of a number and its multiplicative inverse
(or reciprocal) is always 1.

The multiplicative inverse of a negative rational then-must he
negative. For example, if the negative rational is

y2

3-
, its multiplicative inverse is - -2-

2
to check: (-

3

3
= 1

2

(-2)( -3) - 6

(3)(2) 6

Any rational equivalent to zero does not have a multiplicative
inverse since division by zero is not permitted.

Division of Rationals

Concept: In the set of rationals, division is defined as the inverse
operation of multiplication.

2 2 6 / 6

T -5 T T V 12 4
or-

5 5 6 1 15 5

E i)- §

2 5
-a) To = 0

4)
5
(6)

2

or
4

_

l-

-4 4 -4 4

T)() -16

4

3
(1-)

3

4

3

"4"

4

3-

1 IS

-4 4
(---5-) (3)

-16 16-
or -
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4

_5 _/
c) () t--3)"

0 15

22

'Or

, :5

TT

11 2 'Ill, .'

(

2'

1

15

-2 -3 1

_

(

22-33 2

Concept: Students should recognise that the rules for signs in
division are the same as those foi:nmltiplication since the
use of the multiplicative inverse changes the form from division
to a corresponding multiplication.

.Summary of the Properties of all' the Rationais. The folloWng is
a summary of the properties of the rationale:

(a) ClOure for addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division

(b) Commutative property under addition and - multiplication
(c) Associative-property under addition and_multiplication
(d) -Multiplication distributive-over addition and sub-

traction
(e) identity element for addition and for-multiplhiation
(f) Inverse property -for addition and multiplication,

,Negative Exponents

Negative exponents may now be introduced. Review the rules
for multiplication and ivision of powers-of the same base. Extend
the use of the rules to inclUde examples where the greater power is
in the denominator

loot)

10,000 io

10 x 10 x_10 103
10
3-4

= 10'4
lOrx 10 x 10 x 10

10
4

10
_

1

1000 100

10
1

_10
10

1-3 -2

10 x 10 x -10
10

3
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Exponential forms 0 places to the right of the decimal:

10
-1

10-2 10-3 ...

At this point students should see that the ones place is the
balancing point of our number system

... 10
5

10
4

10
3

10
2

10
1

10
0-

10
-1

10
-2

10
3

10
-4

...

c -1 a c5 a o a o a a 0 a a o o aC C C C. 0 0 r C. C C
a- .4 00 4 0 0 .4 00 0 0 a 0

,-,

0 0 a aa c. a a e. a. a a
C. C. C. 0 ,-, C. C.a-0 0

,-,

0 a- a0 T

Concept: In base ten numerals, including decimal fractions, any
place is one tenth of the place to its /eft and ten times the
place to its right.

Scientific Notation

Scientific notation can now be extended to decimal fractions.

.5 = 5 x 10
-1

.01 = 1 x 10
-2

.00236 = 2.36 x 10
-3

Write the following numbers in scientific notation.

a) 5,500,000 b) 639 c) .4372 d) .0057

Answers:

a) 5.5 x 106 h) 6.39 x 102 c) .4.372 x 10-1 d) 5.7 X 10-3

Measurement

Concept:- All measurements arc only approximations of the real
measure.

A measurement can not be exact. A measurement depends on a
calibrated instrument of some kind and a person reading the instru-
ment, so there are chances for making mistakes, one in the calibra-
tion and one in the inaccurate reading of the measuring device. Rut

more fundamentally for each calibration there always is a range of
measures which are assigned to that calibration.
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Concept: Precision is dependent upon the nine of the unit of
measure.

The precision increases as the size of the unit of measure de-
creases; in other words, the smaller the-unit of measure, the
greater the precision.

i.e. A ruler which is calibrated in
1

inch units is more
16

1
precise than a ruler which is calibratea in inch :nits.

4

Error of Meaavre is -the difference between the actual measure
and the measure. as it is read. This -error may not necessarily be a
mistake, but may be due to faulty calibration and/or the approxima-
tion which must be made in reading. Since all measurement is anprox-
mate, we must expect some-error.

Concept: Abnolute error in 4- (read: plun or mimet)-one half the
sMallent unit calibrated.

i.e. A ruler calibrated in one tenth inch-units has an absolate
error of ± .05.

Absolute error may alsb be-referred to as poneible error,
greatest pon4ible error, or tolerance. it cannot be determined
unless the unit of measure used is known.

Concept: The Pelat::Ve error in the patio of the abBOZUte (WPMr to
the total MabOUPC.

Thus, the relative error, tiring the_same measuring device, de-
crea:.es as the total measure increases.

i.e. Using a ruler calibrated in
1
units a line meplures

4
1 1

8

1

2
2

2
in. The relative error then is : 2 or 1:20.

Using the same ruler, a line measures 10 in. the relative
1

error then is
8

: 10 or 1:80.

Concept: Accuracy in related to relative error; an the relative
error decrease:, the accuracy increases.

1

i.e. U
2

Using a ruler calibrated to in, units a 10 in. line is

measured.

1/4 : 10 or R.B. = 1:40

Using a ruler calibrated to 1, in. units a S in. line is measured.

1/4 : 5 or R.E. = 1:20
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The measurement of-the 10 in. line is more accurate since the
relative error is leSS.

-

Concept: Measures which are less than half the distance between
two calibration marks away from a particular calibration
mark, on either side of it, are all assigned the value of that
particular calibration mark.

(A)

A unit

1A.measure of
1-

unit on a unit marked to Tunits .would -be

Assigned-all points of the segment between the and
3

units, as-

shown-by the-wavy lines.

A unit

1 1 3

4 _17

(B)

1
A= measure of

2
--unit on a Unit marked-to --units would=be

assigned to all points of the segMent between and
5
as shown by

the wavy lines.

Students-should be shown-that there is a difference between a
1

reading of a
2
--unit measured with rulers calibrated=with different

degreeS of=precision.

Ruler A

Ruler B

I 1 3

4 2 4

8 2 8

The method for.showing the difference might be to keep as a
denominator the unit of calibration.
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1 2
i.e. TFor-Ruler A, would be used; but for Ruler B, Twould

1
be used to show that the calibration was Tnches.

1. =What is the absolute error-for the measuring devices calibrated
as shown in the following exercises?

1 1 1
ia) Ruler to

8
--inches- b) Cup -to --cup c) %

3
ler to TIT-nches.

d). Altimeter to 10 feet

Answers:

a) in. b)
5

cup c) ±
.

or
1 or

.05 inches d)±- 5 _feet_

Find the relative errors of each of the following:

a)- 36 ft. b) 360 yd. c). 2.5 mm. d) .126 mm.

Answers:

1
a) 7 : 36 = 1:72 b) 5:360 = L

.05
:72 c)

(1 2550
1:50

;0005- S
d) - 1:'752

.126 -1260

3. Which measurement in each pair has (1) the greater precision;
(2) the greater accuracy?

a)_ 8.2 yds. 75- yds. b) .75 incheS, 23.0 feet

c) .32 cm., .46 cm.

-Answers:

'Precision Accuracy

a) first first

b) first second

c) same second

Significant Digits

Significant digits are important to denote the accuracy of a

measurement. Regardless of the placement of the decimal point, a
greater number of significant-digits show a more accurate measure-
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pent. The error is taken as not greater than one-half the place
value of the last significant digit.

Concept: al non-zero digits are significant. Zeros between non-
zero digits are significant. Final zeros ofa measurement
expressed as a decimal fraction (or mixed number) are signi-
ficant.

Zeros directly following the decimal point in a number less
than one are not significant. Final zeros in an integer are not
significant unless there is an indication of significance such as
plus or minus an error. The numerals we use need to be supplemented
with information about the measurement unit in order to have an
accurate meaning.

Exercises: (Units of measurement will be omitted in these exercises)

1) How many significant digits are there in each of the following
measurements?

(a) 482 (b) 30619- (c) 3.14 (d)
(f) 200.0 (g) .0016 (h) .000150

Answers:

2.005

1 -(f)

(c)

4

200

(g) 2 -(h) 3(a) 3 (b) 5 (c) 3 (d) 4 (c)

The number of significant digits can_be shown -in- scientific
notation by using an appropriate number of deciMal-places:

300, which has one significant digit,3 x 102

340, which has two-significant digits,3.4-x 102

4056, which has four significant digits,4=.056 k 103

5000, which has one significant digit,5 x 103

Square Root

Concept: The square root of a number is one of two equal Actors
of the number.

The radical sign,/ means the positive square root and is also
referred to as the principal root.

The square of a number n is n x n = n2
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t.

Perfect squares are squares of the integers

1-

2

3
2

=

=

1

4

9

4-1)-

(-2)-

?

(-3)-

=

=

(=1) 4-1)

(-2).(-2)

(-3) (-3)

= 1

= 4

= 9

etc. etc.

The squares of the integers are always_ positive numbers-.

Concept:- A positive number then has two square roots, one which
is positive and one which is negative.

The square root of 25 = +5 or -5, commonly written 5, which
is read plus or minus -five.

However,/25' = +5, the principal root only..

There are square-root tables in many textbooks which should=be
utilized -in the initial work in this topid, starting with the
perfect squares, then progressing to whole_numbers;

There are several_processes which-May he taught for the
extract- ion of-square root: among them the standard algorithm, the
"guess and multiply" or "trial and error" method, and the averaging
method.

Anyone-who knows-the meaning of square root and can handle long
division may quickly be-taught the averaging method; For example,_
we wish to find the square root of 482. We assume that the square
root-is 20. If this assumption -is correct, the qubtient of 482 2n

should be 20. -If 20 is too small,_the quotient will be larger than
the actual square root; while if 20 is too large, -the, quotient will
be smaller than the actual square toot. When the divisor, 20, and
the cluotient are averaged, the average should approximate more
closely the square root.

!Example shows how the square root of 482 may be obtained by the
averaging method.

24-.1 The average-of 20 and 24 is 22, which is used
as the next divisor.20)482.0

40-
82

80

20
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21.90

22)482.00
44

42

200
198

20

21.95

2195.)48200.00
4390

4300
2195

21050
197S5
12950

10975

1975

The average of 22 and 21.90 is 21.95 which is
correct to the nearest hundredth. This can be
checked by dividing 482 by 21.95

If a more accurate-square root is needed, the
diVision by 21-.95-may be continued for seVeral
more -places, and the divisor and-quotient again_
averaged.

In the preceding example the guest was too- small: Since we
already know the-square root to the nearest_ hundrbdth, let us now
make a guets which we know is too large to show what-happent. Let
-us assume 25 is -the square root.

19.2

25)482.0
25

232
225

70

-50

21.9

22)482.0
44

42

22

200

198

19

25

Lli
22

21.9
22

21.95

In order to keep the division from being carried out further
than is useful we_may point out the following: -In general, if
the divisor and quotient agree in the first n digits 2n digits should
be kept in the quotient. If the division was carried further the
rest of the digits should be changed to zero. Thus, 20 and 24.1,
have only the first digit in common, n=1. Therefore, 2n or 2 digits
will-be-kept in quotient. Thus 24_.1 becomes 24 and-then As used
for averaging. In the first division_it may be necessary to_keep
an extra digit Or two if the first guess -is too far from the
square root, leading to no agreement in the=digits-.
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VIII. THE SET OF REAL NUMBERS

Concept: Any number that can be expressed as-the ratio or quotient

of two integers a and b, that is, in the form, cbi (b X 0) is a
rational number.

A rational may be expressedin,decimalnotatiOn. The rational
ais the quotient resulting from the division a:b. The rational g

may be expressed in deciMal notation by performing-the division-_a:b.
5 _

For example, iT-= 5:S = 0.625

It is possible that the deCimal does not terminate, Examples
of rationals which form non-terminating-deeimalS are as follows:

1
=(a) y 0.33333 ...

(b) = 0.2727272727 ...

=- 0.44444 ...

(d) = 0.2857142857142

Concept: ife rational does not form a terminating decimal, it will
form a non-terminating decimal in-which a digit or group of
digits keeps repeating.

When performing the division a), -the decimal must either ter-
minate or begin repeating by the "b"th digit after the decimal
point. It may begin repeating sooner,-but it must-begin repeating-
by the "b"th digit after the decimal point. For example,_in per-
forming the divisioh 2:7:, each time a digit in the'answer is deter-
mined, the remainder may be 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,-or-6. If the remainder
is zero, the decithal terminates at that point. The .emainder may be
differefit for the first six digits but when the-seventh digit has
-been determined, the remainder must be one of the previous remainders.
When this occurs,, the decimal- must begin to repeat. Therefore, every
rational forms either a terminating decimal or a non-terminating
decimal that repeats-.

Concept: Any decimal that does not terminate and does not repeat
is an expression for a number which is not a rational number.

Three examples of non- terminating, non-repeating-decimals are:

(a) 0.123456789101112
(b)' 1.122334455
(c) 0,112123123412345
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Concept: A number that can be represented on a number line but is

not a rational number is called an irrational number.

Numbers such as Nt2 and n arts not rational numbers. They cannot

be expressed as the quotient or-ratio of two integers, and they form

non-terminating and non - repeating- decimals. -

An important mathematical-question that once faced matheMati-

clans was whether or not irrational numbers were represented by

points on a number line, or would the sett rationals account for

all pointS on a number line. There is an infinite number of
rationals, and-between-any two rationals there is an infinite number

of rationals. If the set of rationals IS repreSented by points on

a number line, it might seem that every point on the number line

would represent a rational number. The ancient-GreekS discovered

that there-were points -on a number line that represented numbers

Which were not rational-numbers. This can be-demonstrated in an

application of the Pythagorean theorem,

The Pythagorean_theoi-em states that the sum of-the squares of

the lengths of the legs-of any fight /riangle is equal to the square

Of -the length of the hypotentise: a
2

+ b
2

= c
2

,_ where-a-and-b are

the lengths of _the legS and c is the length Of-the-hypotenuse. If

each leg is _One unit in length, then

,2 2 2
+ r = c

1 + 1- = c

2 = c 2

= c

The hypotenuse is 12- units in length. A line segthent equal to

the length of the hypotenuse can-be marked off on a-number line. If-

one end of-the segment is at the tete point-On the number line, the

other end of the segment will coincide with a_point on the number

line. This point must represent the numher,/2. When it was proven

that If -was an irrational number, this meant that there was-aipoint

on the number line which-represented an irrational number.

Other irrational numbers' Such as n are represented by_poifits

on a-- number line. n is defined as the ratio of the circumference

of any circle -to its diameter. For any circle, 5-= n. The

circumference is equal to nD. If the diameter is one unit in length,

the circumference is n-units in 'length. The circumference of a

circle whose diameter is one unit may be marked off on a number line,

therefore, n is repreSented by a point on a number line.
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Concept: The set of numbers consisting of all rationals and ir-
rationals is caZZed the set of real numbers.

Every-real number Is represented by a point -on a number line andevery point on a number line represents a real number.- There is a
one-to-one correspondence between the points on a number line and the
set of real numbers. For this reason, the number -line is-called thereal number line.
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IX. RATIO, PROPORTION, PER CENT, VARIATION

Ratio

Concept: A ratio is a comparison of two numbers by division:

The ratio of the number a to the number b (b # 0) is-the

quotient b. This ratio may also be written as a:b. The ratio 6 to

6
11- may be written as TT= of -6:11-:

The ratio is -read: 6 to 11, regardless of the form in which
it is written.

In comparing numbers resulting from measurements, care must be
taken that both numbers in the ratio are measures in the saint units.
The ratio then is merely a number.

Problem: Find the ratio of 1 inch to 2 feet.

1 in 1 in.
Answer:

2-ft. 24 in.-
The _ratio is.1 to 24

Ratios may be-expressed in-reduced form. The ratio -a:b may be

a
expressed in the rational form IT. The concept of reducing a rational

to lowest terms applies to ratios. The ratio t is said to-be reduced

to lowest terms if a and-b have no common factors other than the
number I. A ratio is reduced-by canceling all factors that are
common -to both the numerator and denominator, applying the principle

of equality of rationals =
be b'

Problem: Reduce the ratio 5:15

5 1
Answer: 5:15 = TT = T = 1:3

Further work with ratios in the eighth grade may include the
comparison_of ratios. The numerator and-denominator of any given
ratio may be multiplied-by the same factor in forming an expression
equiValent to the given expression (again zero is excluded). Given
two ratios, the method used to determine which is the greater ratio
is the same method-Used in determining which of two given rational
numbers is greater. The ratios are first each written in the form
of a positive ,rational with a positive-denoMinator. -Expressions
equivalent to the given expressions are determined such that the
thanged expreSsions both have the same denominator. The expression
with the greater numerator is the expression for the greater ratio.
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21Prob-lem: Determine which of the two given ratios, 14 or 75-, is the
greater ratio.

14 63Answer: The following-procedure is carried out: :-.-

21 _ S6 63 56- 14-

16 ;

ri = Tj7; and -.TT> 7,,, Therefore, 7 is a ratio which is-greater

21
than the ratio TT.

Concept: A rate is a ratio which,compares two numbers which result
from measurements-having different units.

Some ratios are-the comparison of two numbers whidh are measures
in different units. Such ratios are usually called rates and include
a specific phrase of the-form "a per b." The rate of speed-of an
automobile is-the ratio_of the distafice traveled to the time taken
in-traveling that distance. If an automobile travels 200 miles in

200 SO4 hours, the rate of speed of the automobile or --mph. Many
4

rates are expressed as ratios-whose denominator is 3, and the units

are indicated: The ratio
SO
-- mph above is read "SO mileS per hour:"

Proportion

aTwo ratios
b

and (or a:b and c:d) are equal if and-only if

ad = bc.- The fact that two ratios are equal may be expressed as

a d
= ir or as a:b = c:d.

Concept:_ An expression for the fact that two ratios are equal is
called a proportion.

A proportion may be written -11. = -(1- or a:b = c:d and in either

example it is read "a is to be as d is to d." Note: Division by
zero is excluded.

9
4

Thus, 7
12-
21

or 4:7 = 12:21; and =
S 10

18
or 9:5 = 18:10

are-proportions.

Concept: If three of the four terms in a proportion are given, the
fourth term can be determined.

Proportions with one unknown term can be solved-by the open
sentence approach. Applying the principle that if a:b = c:d

a
=

c
(or

b then ad = bc, a simpler equation can be written for any

given proportion, and this second equation can be-solved for the
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21
unknown term. For example, if 3:5 = 21:x (ort-= 7), then 3x = 105.

This equation can then be solved by dividing each side of the
equation by 3, resulting in the solution x = 35. The answer can-be
determined.to be a correct solution by substituting it for_the
unknown term in the original proportion.

3:5 = 21:35
(3)(35) = (5) (21)

105 = 105 true

This is called checking the solution.

Problem: If an ice cream mix uses 9 eggs to produce 3 quarts, how
many eggs will. be used to produce 1 gal?

Answer: -1 gal. = 4 qts.

9 x

34
3x= 36

x = 12

Concept: IM a scale drawing, the ratio of a dimension on-the draw-
ing mo the actual-dimension represented by the drawing is
equal- to the ratio of any other dimension.on the drawing to
the corresponding dimension of the object represented -by the
drawing.

For example, length -of drawing of drawing

length of actual- room width of actual room
Rates as-Well as ratios may be used to set up the-proportion, that
is, the numerator-and the denominator of each fraction may be

measured in different units provided that both-numerators are
measured in the same unit and both denominators are measured in
the same unit. Also, the ratio of any two dimensions on the drawing
equals the ratio of the corresponding dimensions of the actual
room in the same order. For example,

length of drawing length _of room-

width of drawing width of room

Per Cent

Concept: A per cent is a rate in which the denominator is always
100.

The term per cent is written-as two words; "percentage" is
written as one word and means the-part of the whole which is_repre-

sented by the per cent. In-bas,Aall standings, the "pct." or
percentage column is really the per cent of the games won by the
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team, expressed as a decimal fraction rounded to 3 places. low
are per cents used? Some common uses of per cents would be:

(a) discount - 25% off
(b) an interest rate per annum (year)- = 4% interest
(c) a commission for selling goods -or- services - 5% commission
(d) the strength of a solution - 3% hydrogen peroxide solution
(e) a relative change - 15% increase in salary
(f) baseball team percentage
(g) batting averages - a player batting 0.300 = often read as

"300"
(h) a means of showing statistics 1. 70% of the graduation class

went to an institution of higher learning or soap is
44 .

o99
100

pure (pure what?)

What does "per cent"-mean? This should lead to a discussion of
the literal meaning "divide by 100" or hundredths, drawings of what
it means and-different ways of writing a per cent. We would want
the pupils to come-up-with a list of-numerals to- show; -for example,
six per cent:

6%:0-06 6:100, 100)6,
' 100'

1

6:100, 6 out of 100, (6 x 100),

1

(6 x 0.01). A picture -is shown
at the right.

1

Why is per cent used instead of ,just d dectmai or conmon
fraction? We use percents because:

(1) per cent gives us a common denominator so we can
compare different fractions

(2) many people do not care to work with decimals or
common fractions when they can work with whole numbers
with the per cent symbol (P)_ annexed, thus, 0.28 or

25
= 28%.

Concept: To express the ratio in per cent notation -the ratio may

first be written as an equivalent ratio whose denominator is

100, such as QUO. This ratio may then be written in the per

cent notation as c%.
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4
For example, the ratio of 4 to 25 is 7. An equivalent ex-

pression for 7 with a denominator of 100 is 76.. This may be

16
written in per-cent notation as 16%. The fraction ird written in

decimal notation is 0.16. By .1)serving the relation between a ratio
whose denominator is 100, its decimal equivalent, and the cor-
responding per-cent notation, the pupil can easily be shown the
method-of changing-a decimal to a per cent. For example,

7
0.07 = 7:

100 =

19
0.19 = 191,

161).

131To = 1.31 = 151°.

From such erlIples the pupil can see that to change a decimal
to per cent notation, the decimal point in the per cent notation is-
two_places further to the right than in the decimal notation.

The pupil should already be familiar-with the procedure for
changing a rational to a decimal by dividing the numerator by the
denominator. If-the-resulting decimal does not terminate within
two decimal places it is common practice-to carry out the division
to two decimal places and-then express any rema,nder in fractional

1 1

form. For example, 7.-= 0.-3,174
200

=
2

The resulting decimal can then be written in-per cent notation.

0..!31 o
..1.= a:nr

a

1
0.627 = 62T.

0 001.
2

= 14
2

Therefore, any ratio can be changed-to'per cent notation by
changing it to equivalent decimal notation and this to per cent
notation. Except in the introductory work of this unit, it is

not necessary-to change the ratio to an equivalent ratio with
denominator 100.

Concept: Given two numbers, a and b, it is possible to find chat

per cent a is of b by expressing the ratio as an equivalent,

decimal and than changing this deeigal to per cent notation.
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For example, when a store sells merchandise, its per cent
profit is usually defined as the ratio of the net profit to the
total cost, this ratio being expressed as a per cent. If a profit
of S216 is realized on goods that cost 8864, then the per cent

S21(
profit is 731g - 0.25 =

Per cent profit- may be defined in other ways such as the
ratio of gross profit to cost of goods sold. In presenting
exercises of this type to the,pupi1s, care must he taken to make
it very clear which two numbers arc to be used in forming the
ratio.

A second aspect of the concept of per cent pertains to
calculating a per cent of a number. If a pupil were asked to

find of .116, he would probably realize that this was a multi-

plication prob,:m and he would proceed to calculate the product

of '-antl .116. If he is asked to find 0.75 of .116, this also is

a multiplication problem and is salved by calk:ranting the product

(,75)(416). If either the or the 0.75 is replaced by the

equivalent notation, ?St, the problem involves multiplication,
that is, finding the product (75%)(416). Finding 75". of 416
is a multiplication problem. In multiplying by a per ceht, the
per cent is first changed to the equivalent decimal or fraction
and then the multiplication performed.

b.obion: Find 165 of 65.

Answer: the 16, may be changed to the equivalent decimal 0.16 and
the multiplication (0.16)(85) performed, giving the product
13.6.

When a decimal is written in equivalent percent notation,
the decimal point is two places further to the right than in the
given decimal. Therefore, in-changing a per cent to equivalent
decimal-notation, the decimal point will be two- .places further
to the left than in the given per cent. If desired, the decimal
may be then changed to a ratio or fraction. Very often it is of
benefit to memorize a list of commonly used fractions and their
equivalent per cent expressions.

A third aspect of the concept of per cent pertains to
determining a number when a per cent of it is given. One method
of solving such problems is by the use of simple open sentences.
For example, consider the problem of determining a number when
it is known that 18t of the number is 90. This information may
be summarized by the equation 0-.18x =-90, or the equation
1Sx
---.. 90. In tLe first equation, the 18t has been-written in its100
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equivalent decimal form and in the second equation-it is written

in equivalent fractional form. Solving either of these equations

gives the solution 500.

The equation-0.18x = 90 is solved by dividing each side by

18k
0.18, The equation

100
= 90 may be solved by multiplying-epch

side-by 100 and then dividing each side by 18, or by firt

dividing each side-by 18 and then-multiplying each side by 100.

There are advantages in'Solving all types of per cent problebs

by the use Of a proportion. In this-approach-the % is first changed

to_a common fraction form.

Problem: Find 25% of 84.

Answer: 25% =
25

=
1

,25

100 84
or

71711

Ck.

100n = 25(84) thi = 84

100n = 2100 n =
84

21
4

n =
2100

-- 21
100

Problem: Find the number if 15% of it is sixty-

Answer:

1515 =
100 20

3_60
20 n

3n = 1200, n = 400

Problem: What % of 45 is 9?

Answer:

n 9

100 45

45n = 900

900 20
n = = 20' 100

= 20%

1 ? 21

4 84

84 = 84

Ck.
? 60

. =
20 400

1200 = 1200

Verbal problems involving per cent may be solved as general propor-

tions.
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Discount: A coat is on sale at 33=Z off the regular price of $75.
(a) What is the amount of discount? (b) What is the sale
price of the coat?

Answer:

a)
_10

a) =
1

1 n

75

3n = 75

n = S25.

b) Sale price = $75 -S25 = SSO

if only question (b) is asked, students should be led to

realize that 3=-6 off the original price means also-66:4% of the

original price is left as the cost of the coat. then:

0
=

a 3

2 _x

75

3x = 150

x = $50 the sale price of the coat.

Per cent change: (The change is dependent upon what a number was
before the change.) A club had-50 members at the beginning of
the school year, but by the middle of year only 35 members
were still active. Find the % decrease in the membership.

Answer:

50-35 = 15

n 15

100. 50

50n = 15(100)

15(100.)
11

n = 30 30% decrease in membership.
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General: There were 100 reserved seat tickets and 300 general
admission tickets sold to a play. a) Find the % of reserved

seat tickets sold.- b) Find the % of general admission

tickets sold.

Answer: Total sold is 100 + 300 = 400 tickets

a) Al 100

100 400

b)

400n = loomoy

100(100)
00

n = 25 ..
25

=

n 300

100 400

400n = 100(300)

n -
100(300)
400

300
n = = 75_

25%

75
= 75% or 100%-25% = 75%

100

CommiSsion: A -real estate salesman works on an 8% commission. How

much is the Commission on the sale of a 820,000 house?

_

Answer: 8% =
8 2

100 25

8 2

100 20,000 or 25 20,000

100n = 8(20,000)
25n = 2(20,000)

8(20,000)
n 40,000

$1600100 h =
25

n = $1600 amount of Commission

A key concept in interest problems is the utilization of the

time factor. There should be an ample discussior of the rate of

interest related to a year. Then develop the idea that 6 mo.
2

interest is only
2

that for a year, 90 days interest is only 7 that

for ayear, 2 years interest is twice that for a year, etc.
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Interest: A man borrowed $3000 for 4 years at an interest rate of
7%. Find the interest for 1 year, and then for four years.

Answer:
7 x

100 3000

100x = 7(3000)

x
7(3000)

100

x = $210 int. -for 1 year

Int. for 4 years-

4 x $210 = $840

Variation

If an automobile is driven along a highway at an average speed
of 50 miles-per hour, the diStance traveled increases as the time

ttraveled increases. As the-number of hourS spent in raveling-
changes, the distance traveled changes. The time and distance
traveled are called variables and are interdependent. AS the
automobile is driven along the highway at an average speed of
50 miJos per hour, it will-have traveled 50-mileS-at the end-of
the first hour, 100 miles at the end of-the second hour, and 150
Miles at the-end of the third hour. The distance traveled is always
the product of the rate and the number of hours traveled. If d
represents the distance traveled-and t represents the time traveled,
thend = 50t. Dividing both sides Of the equation-by t, the equation
d
= 50 resuliS. The ratio of the distance and the time is a

constant.

Concept: If two variables vary in such a way that their ratio is a
constant, each of the variables is said to vary directly at
the other variable. This is an example of direct variation.

Some examples of direct variation are:

(a) The total cost of a number of identical items varies
'directly as the number of items purchased if the cost
of each item'is a constant.

(b) The total interest on a loan varies directly as the
amount of money borrowed if the interest rate is
constant.

(c) The total wages a worker earns varies directly as the
number of hours he works providing his hourly wage
rate remains constant.
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(d) The area of a rectangle varies directly as the length
of the rectangle if the width remains constant.

(e) The circumference of a circle varies directly as the
diameter of the circle.

Problem: If t represents the number of hours spent in traveling
at 60 miles per hour and d represents the distance traveled
during time t, make a 3-rowed table for d = 60t, listing

t, d, and the ratio --for t = 4, 5, 6, 8, 10.

Answer:

t 4 S 6 8- 10

d 240 300 360 480 600

xl

t
60 60 60 60 60

-d-
The ratio constant, therefore this is direct variation.

Denominate numbers: _Review equivalent measures and.changing_from
larger -units to smaller units i.e. feet to inches; and from smaller_
units to larger_i_e_minutes to-houts. Remainders may be expreSsed
either in the smaller unit or in decimal fr-actioh or common
fraction-part-of the larger unit.

The concept of direct variation can be applied to equivalent
measures using pairs of denominations.

Problem: If f represents the number of feet and i represents the
number of inches in the same length, fill in the table and
show that this is an example of direct variation.

f 3
1

4-
2

5.5

i 1 108 15

i
T
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1 1
1-
4

5.5

i 36 108 54 15 66

12 12 12 12 12

Since the ratio is constant -(it is 12) then this is an-

example of direct variation.

f 3 9 4-
2



X. GEOMETRY

In mastering the material in this unit, the-pupil is embarking
on-a new adventure. While much of the geometry studied in this
unit has valuable applications in daily liVing, some is pure
mathematics. Instead of dealing with nUmberS of physical objects,
the pupils now deal with mental conceptS-such as point, line,
and_plane.

If properly taught, thiS unit on geometry_can be a fascin-
ating and stimulating adventure in mathematics. If improperly
taught, it can become a huMdrUm process of-memorizing 150 terms
and-formulaS._

The-pupil must be allowed the opportunity of experiencing the
thrill of Mathematical discovery. Give him only necessary
definitions and then lead him by skillful questioning and-pre-
sentation of problebs to disdover for himself geometrid concepts
and relationships.

The normal seventh or.eighth-grader doeSnot have the tools of
logical proof, but even-at this level-the pupil can be taught at
least one-method-of disproof - disproof by counterexample.

Concept: it statement can be disproved by_producing a_single counter-
e-xathple.

The statement: "Any two_triangles.are congruent if aree-angles
of one are equal to three angleS of the other" can be easily dis-
proved. Construct two triangles whose corresponding angles are
equal but let one triangle have longer sides than the other. The

two triangleS cannot be-made to coincide- and so are not congruent.
The statement is therefore false. Disproof by counterexample is
a simple but effectiVe way of stimulating mathematical thinking and
offering a challenge to even the brightest studentS.

This unit presents the basic problem of being mathematically
correct. However, teaching above the ability level Of the pupils
to be precisely mathematically correct and exact in all topics is
not advisable. It must be remembered that not all students are going

to be mathematicians.

Each student should have for his individual use, a pair of
compasses; a protractor and a-straight edge. -A variety of types

of protractors should be available for student use. Ideally the

straight edge should have no markings, but in classroom use, a
ruler suffices.

Yr

Undefined Termt

Dictionary definitions are-usually circular. The dictionary

definition-of "equal" is "same." The definition of-"same" is
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"identical." The definition of "identical" is "same or equal."
If the-meaning of one of these words was not already known,-the
dictionary would not be of much help in explaining the- meanings
of the other words.

In any series of definitions, the meaning of certain words
must already be-known. It :is necessary to develop an-intuitive
knowledge of the meaning of these words by observing how -they
are used in the language. If the meaning of certain basic words
-can be accepted intuitively, then the other terms can be defined
in -terms of these-basic words.

The study-of geometry begins-with the selection of basic
words, the-Meaning of whiCh arrived-at intuitively. The
undefined terns- are point, straight tine, and plane. The Meaning
of these words is made apparent-by obserVing hew the -words are used
and by examining their basic properties and-characteristics.

Point

Concept: A point has no dimensions. It has neither length, nor
width, nor height. It has a single property and that is the
property of position.

A point can be described by its position. A point can be
described by its position on a one=dimensional line, a two-
dimensional plane, a three-dimensional space, or in a space of
more than three dimensions which, mathematicians have created.

A-point is a mental concept. Its position can be repre=
sented by a dot on a piece-of paper or by a dot on a chalkboard.
The dot is not the point. It represents the position of the
-point. The dot is nothing but a-little ink or a small bit of
chalk having physical dimensions.

As an aid in identifying various points,_ it is_common to use
dots and label the-dots with capital letters for identification.

Line

Concept: A Zine has no height and no width, but it does have the
property of infinite length.

Every place on -the litie has the property of position so every
place on the line can be thought of as a point. A line is therefore
an infinite set of points. A line extends infinitely in both
directions and therefore has no endpoints.
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Concept: -Given two points, only one straight Zine can exist which
contains both points, and there always is one such Zine.

Therefore; a straight line can_be identified by any two points
on that line_ Those same two points cannot both be on any other
straight line.

The symbol AB is-used to indicate the line containing the
points_ A and B.

Concept: A finite portion of a Zine is called a line segment.

It-has two endpoints. The line segment with-endpoints A and B

can be represented by the symbol-At which is read "line-segMent
AB" or just "segment AB".

Concept: An infinite porticin of a line which has only one endpoint
is caZZed a ray.

A ray is identified-by the endpoint and any other point on -it.
-If the endpoint is represented by the letter 0, and-the-letter P
fepresents any other point on the ray, the ray maybe identified by

the symbol ITC which is read "ray-OP." The first letter alwayS
represents the endpoint-, which is alSo called the origin.

It is not necessary to use the

-symbolS_M-oP, and g. It is just
as correct to designate-them as
"line AB", "segment OF", and "ray HG."

The diagram.at the right repre-

sents AB,_ OF, and rg.

A

0

A succession of connected straight line -segments all of
which do not lie-on the same straight -line is called a broken
Zine. If -the first and last line segments are connected to
form a closed path, the figure is called a closed broken Zine.

B C

broken line

G

Closed broken line

Thus we may speak of the broken line ABCD and the closed broken

line EFG. The terms point, straight line, and plane should be left
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undefined. Attempts to define any of-these terms usually result
in definitions which are mathematically incorrect or far too com-
plex for pupils at this grade level.

There are differenceS in methods used to teach the concept
of a curve.

Concept: In higher mathematics all lines are considered as curves
and a straight line as being a special type of curve.

There are texts which refer to broken line ABCD as curve ABCD
and closed broken line EFG as closed curve EFG or simple closed
curve EFG. (See the diagram on the-previous page.)

A sine closed curve is one which does not intersect itself,
and separates the-plane into three sets Of points: the curve, its
exterior and its interior which is called a region.

simple closed curve non=simple closed curve

Points that are contained on the same straight line or portion
of a line are called collinear points. Any two points are collinear.
Given any two pointS, a straight line can be drawn containing these
two points. Lines which all contain the same point are called
concurrent lines. Two lines which intersect are concurrent lines,
and all concurrent lines intersect. Lines which are composed -of the
exact same set of points are called coinciding lines. -When two
lines are identified as being coinciding,, this simply-means that

different symbols are liellTruSed to identify the same line.

Plane and Lines in a Plane

Concept: A plane has the properties,of.infinite length and in-
finite width, but-it does not possess_a third dimension.

It has no thickness. It can be thought of as a perfectly
flat surface.- A plane can be identified by any three points not
all on the same line, or by a straight line and a point not on
that line.

A line divides a plane into two half-planes. All_ points are
either on one side of the line, on the other side of the line, or
on the line.

A plane is a set of points and it is also a set of lines.
Every point in a plane can have an infinite number of lines going
through it.
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Points in the same plane are called coplanar points, and
lines -in the same plane are called coplanar lines.

Lines which contain a common point intersect. The point of
intersection is on each of the intersecting lines. Two inter-

secting lines can be considered as
forming four rays. In the diagram
at the right, the intersection
of lines AB and CD at point 0 form
four rays, OA, OB, OC, and OD.

Concept: Parana/ lines are straight
lines in the same plane which do
not intersect.

It is best to restrict discussion of parallel lines to straight

lines only. [The question of whether or not there can exist parallel
curves is a topic of higher mathematics and is far above the level
of this course.]

Angle

Concept: An angle is the set of all points that are contained in
two rays which have the same endpoint.

The rays are called the sides and the common endpoint is called
the vertex.

An angle is identified by the use of the letters that identify
the rays, the three letters being_arranged so that the letter that
represents the endpoint is the middle
letter. The angle in the diagram is
identified as "angle AOB" or, by the
use of the symbol L , it may be

identified as L AOB. It may also-be
identified as "angle BOA" or "LBOA."

A concise method of identifying angles is by the use of a

single letter or number at the vertex. This is acceptable,

providing ambiguity does_not result. The abofe angle may be

identified simply as "angle O."

The set- of all points contained in two line segments that
have one common endpoint defines a part of an angle. The line

segments are consideree as parts of rays and the resulting figure

is considered as a part an angle. The use of line segments to

form parts of angles is a -"Y valuable tool in introductory geometry

and no great harm results i. m referring to such a figure as an

angle.
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the figure at the right can be
calledl'angle A011" even though it
technically is only a part of angle AOB
formed by rays OA and OB, as in the

-previous diagram.

The sides of an angle are rays and so the sides are always of
infinite length. However, the -use of line segments to form_angles
sometimes leads pupils to believe that the length of the sides has
something to do with the size of an angle. It must be clearly stated
that the length of the line segments used to draw the angle has
no relation whatsoever to the size of an-angle.

Angle DOE and angle CHK in the
adjoining diagram have the same
measure, with the second figure show-
ing more of the rays that consti-
tute-the sides than the first figure
does.

concept: An angle is commonly measured in terms of counterclockwise
rotation.

The amount of rotation necessary to rotate a ray completely
about its-endpoint so that -it coincides-with its original -posi-
tion constitutes one complete rotation. This amount of rotation
is commonly divided into 360 equal units. Each such unit is

called a degree. A degree is
1

of a complete rotation; it is
written as 1°.

.)60

If an angle is ever measured in terms of clockwise rotation,
this must be indicated. In cases where there is some ambiguity as
to whether the measure of an angle is based on clockwise or counter-
clockwise rotation, a small arrow may be used-to indicate direction
of rotation. This is often used for angles of greater than 180°
of rotation.

Counterclockwise
rotation

Clockwise
rotation

an angle y 80°

A 1,4-Wel of an angle may be made which consists of two cardboard

strips fastened together at one end with an eyelet.
The cardboard strips may be considered to be the
sides of an angle, and the eyelet the vertex of
the angle. Manipulation of the model will provide

a means for achieving a better understanding.
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Measurement of Angles

One way to think about the measurement 'of an angle is to
consider it to be themeasure of the amount of rotation that
would be necessary to make the initial side of an angle coincide
with the terminal side-of that angle. Because_positive angle
measure as a measure of counterclockwise rotation is an important
-concept in mathematics, -it may be well to emphasize the corresponding
scale on a protractor. Usually a semicircular protractor has two
scales. Let the pupils receive-training first in the use-of the
scale for counterclockwise rotation, but since, at this level, the
direction of rotation is of minor importance, keep any discussion
and emphasis on an informal level.

A clear plastic circular protractor can be used to measure
angles of any size. However, only angles less than a straight angle
can be measured directly with a semicircular protractor. To calculate
the-measure of a reflex angle by using a semicircular protraCtor, use
the scale which is designed for measuring clockwise rotation. Sub-
tracting the clockwise rotation from 360° will give the counterclock-
wiSe-rotation, Again, since reflex angles should not receive too
much emphasis at this level, this may_be-lept quite informal.

Angles-of certain-size and those tWat fall within a certain
range of sizes have been given special names.

A right angle is an angle of 90° [or one-fourth of a conplete
rotation.)

A straight angle is an angle of 180° tor one-half of a com-
plete rotation.) Two rays that form a straight angle constitute
a straight line.

An acute angle is an angle less _than 90°.

An obtuse angle is an angle greater than 90° but less than
180°.

A reflex angle is an angle greater than 180° but less than
360°.

If two angles have a common ray and a common vertex, and have
no interior points in common, they arc called adjacrnt angles.

Angles as Applied to Lines and Planes

Concept: Complementary angles are two angles whose sum is equal to
a right angle.

Concept: Supplementary angles are two angles whose sum is equal to
a straight angle.
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The two angles do not have to be adjacent. When two lines
intersect, four pairs of supplementary angles are formed. The sum
of the angles about a point on a plane is 360°.

The non-adjacent pairs of angles formed by two intersecting
lines are called vertical angles. It is simple to shod that
vertical angles must be equal.
In the diagram at the right
L 1 + 2= 180°; L 3 +L 2=
1800;4 1 +L 2 =L 3 + 2;

I. 1 =L 3. 4

The other vertical angles
can be shown to be equal by use of this same procedure.

Concept: Two line:: are perpendicular if they intersect to form
right (=glee.

If they intersect at any other angle, they are oblique to
each other.

The definition of horizontal and vertical lines (and planes)
is usually far more technical and complicated than most teachers
realize. It is best to begin be defining a vertical line. To do
this suspend a weight at the end of a string so that the weight
hangs freely. The line in which -this string hangs is called a
plumb line. A plumb line is a verti/ line. A plane which contains
a vertical line is called a vertical plane.

The word "horizontal" has little real meaning unless you
answer the question "horizontal with reference to what?". In most
instances, horizontal is used to refer to a plane being perpendi-
cular to a vertical line within the classroom.

A horiza,ltal line is a line perpendicular to a particular
vertical line or plane.

When drawing lines on a piece of paper, it is very common
to refer to the lines going from left-to right gs horizontal,
and those running from the top of the-paper to the bottom as
being vertical. There is nothing wrong with such usage and the
model is very convenient, but it may be pointed out that whi'e
the paper is on the top of the desk, both sets of lines are
horizontal. They are all in the same plane. When the paper
is posted on the bulletin board, those lines drawn from left to
right can then be considered as being horizontal and those drawn
from the top to the bottom can be considered as being vertical.

The topic of angles may be explored further in the eighth gn:JP.

The following angle relationships are introduced on this level

using parallel lines and a transversal. A diagram, with the angles
nembered for easy reference acht used to show the pairs of angles,

will be much less confusing thad strict verbal definitions.
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Draw line AB is parallel to line CD.
Transversal EF intersects AB at G
and CD at H.

When two parallel lines are
cut by a transversal pairs
of corresponding angles
sand alternate interior angles -

are formed.

A

C <

1 2
> B

4 3 G
II

>D
8 7

F

Corresponding angles - These are pairs of equal angles as
L 1 and L 5 / 2 and L 6
L 4 and L8 L 3 and L 7

Alternate interior angles - TheSe are pairs of equal angles as
L 4 and L6
L 3andLS

In the preceding diagram if we are given one of the eight
angles in degree measure, the other seven may be found by a number
of methods.

i.e. If L 1 = 110°

L-1 + L 2 = straight angle = 180°

By substitution, the value of L 2 = 70°

Now L i = L 3 and L 2 = L 4 since they are pairs of vertical
angles.

Hence L 3 = HO° andL 4 = 70°

Also, L 3 = L 5 and L 4 =L 6 since they are paws of alternate
interior,angles.

Hence L 5 = 110° andL 6 = 70°

Finally, L5 = L7 andL 6 =L 8 since they are pairs of vertical
angles.

Hence L 7 = 110° andL 8 = 70°

Polygon

Concept: A polygon is a closed broken line in a plat.

Almost all are named according to the number of their angles.
The quadrilateral is named for its number of sides,
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Three angles: triangle
_

Eight angles: octagon
Four sides: quadrilateral Nine angles: nonagon
Five angles: pentagon Teh angles: decagon
Six angles: hexagon Twelve angles: dodecagon
Seven angles: heptagon Twenty angles: icosagon

In a polygon, the intersection of two sides is the vertex,
and the line segment joining two non-adjacent vertices is a
diagonal.

Concept: A regular polygon is a polygon that is both equilateral
and equiangular.

It is possible for a polygon to-be equilateral without being

equiangular, for example, a rhombus; and to be equiangular without
being equilateral, for example, a rectangle.

Triangle

A triangle can be classified according to the type of angles
it contais. An, acute triangle contains only acute angles. A
right triangle contains a right angle. An obtuse triangle con-
tains an obtuse angle. An equiangular triangle contains three
60° angles.

A triangle can also be classified according to the number of
equal sides it has. An isosceles triangle has two equal sides
and an equilateral triangle has three sides equal. If its sides
are unequal, the triangle is scalene.

Concept: An altitude of a triangle is the perpendicular line segment
joining a vertex of the triangle to the line that contains the
opposite side.

The word "altitude" has three distinct meanings.

(1) The line segment described above
(2) The length of the line segment described above
(3) The line containing the line segment described above

When the word "altitude" i---7s used, it must be clear from the
context which of these three meanings is intended.

Every triangle has three altitudes. At this point, the pupils
have not yet learned to construct perpendiculars so it probably is
best to have them use a cardboard or some other device with a right
angle to draw in the perpendicular lines that are the altitudes.
It is sometimes difficult for students to understand that the alti-
tudes may be outside the triangle and to construct or draw them it

is necessary to extend the sides. The use of the word "height" may

be helpful in teaching one concept of altitude, as the pupil can see
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that the altitude may be the vertical height of the vcrtex above
the base.

The use of the word height also makes the use of the letter
1

"h" in the area equation A -= .ph seem logical.

Concept: A median of a triangle is the Zine segment drawn from a
vertex to the midpoint of the opposite tide.

Finding the midpoint of the opposite side may pose a problem in
that'pupilshave not learned to determine the midpoint of a line
segment. This can-be done by either measuring or by folding the
paper upon which the triangle has been drawn. The medians -meet
at a single point two-thirdS the distance from ary vertex to
the opposite side. This can be presented just as an interesting
_fact.

Concept: The sum of the angles of a triangle is equal to 180°.

This is an important concept. The easiest way of
this is to tear off the three angles of a triangle and
together to show they form a straight angle. A second
the angles so that their vertices meet on the base and
a straight angle. If the fact that alternate interior
parallel lines cut by a transversal are equal has been
more formal proof may be used. This consists of
drawing a line through r...,- C
parallel to the base of taw triangle.

Ll = L 2 and L 5 = L &because
alternate interior angles of parallel
lines intersected by a transversal

are equal. Ll +L3 +LS=L2 +
L 3+ L 4. L 1+ L 3+ L 5-equals
a straight angle because L2 +/A +/A
equals one straight angle. There-
fore, the sum of the angles of a triangle is

demonstrating
fit them
way is to fold
they will form
angles of
mastered, a

equal to 180°.

Concept: The sum of the lengths of any two sides of a triangle must
always exceed the Zength of the third side.

This can be demonstrated by having the pupils attempt to -.draw
or construct with physical objects a triangle in which the sum of
the lengths of two given sides does not exceed the length of the
third side. The pupils will find the construction impossible under
these conditions and thus will see the need of the restriction given
above.

Concept: The triangle is the only rigid polygon.

The shape of a triangular figure or object cannot be changed

without changing the length of one or more sides. This characteris-
tic rigidity of triangular figures and objects is the reason for use
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of triangular forms of various kinds in construction and engineering
work.

This characteristic also may find use in the concept of
congruency of triangles.

Concept: If two triangles have their corresponding sides and angles
respectively equal, they are called congruent.

Congruent triangles can be made to coincide. In making the
two triangles coincide, any type of rigid motion through space is-
allowed. For example, the triangles in the accompanying diagram are
congruent, even though rotation through three-dimensional space is
necessary to-make them_coincide.
Conversely, as long as the
triangles can be made to-coincide,
they are congruent. .Z.
Concept: If three sides of one triangle are equal respectively to

each of the three sides of another triangle, the two triangles
can be made to coincide and are congruent.

This is actually a postulate, but it is a conclusion easily
arrived at through a disCussion of the rigidity of a triangle and
through physical manipulation and comparison of various congruent
triangles.

Concept: Corresponding angles of congruent triangles are equal.

This follows from the definition of congruence but can be
arrived at also through physical comparison of congruent triangles.

Quadrilaterals

The depth to which this topic is treated will depend upon the
mathematical ability of the pupils. It is not intended that pupils
merely memorize these definitions but that considerable experimenta-
tion be included.

A trapezoid is a quadrilateral which has only one pair of
opposite sides parallel. A parallelogram is a quadrilateral which
has both pairs of opposite sides parallel.

The opposite sides and opposite angles of a parallelogram are
equal. This can be demonstrated by having the students draw
several parallelograms,cut them in half and then place one half over

ethe second half, hold up to a source of light, and actually observe

this relationship. In a like manner, the fact that the diagonals

of a parallelogram bisect each other '71q 10 demonstrated by folding

the parallelogram at the point of intersection of the diagonals
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so that the crease is at right angles to one diagonal and then
repeating for the other.

A rectangle is a parallelogram whose angles are right angles.
To be more mathematically precise, the rectangle can be defined
as a parallelogram one of whose angles is a right angle.

A rhombus is a parallelogram whose sides are equal. To
be more mathematically precise,the rhombus can be defined as a
parallelogram having two adjacent sides equal.

A-square is a rectangle whose sides are equal. A square can
also be defined as a -rhombus whose angles are right angles. If
desired, the more precise definition of a square as being a rec-
tangle having two adjacent sides equal may be used. Because the
opposite sides of any parallelogram are equal, if two adjacent sides
are equal, then all the sides must be equal.

Ciftle

Concept: A circle is the set of all points in a plane which are at
a fixed distance from a fixed point.

The fixed distance is called the radiuS and the fixed point is
called the center. It is very important to include the words "in
a plane" in the definition of a circle. Otherwise, the definition
will be that of a sphere.

All points whose distance froM the center is less than the
radius are said to be in the interior of the circle, and the set of
all such points plus the c6nter.is the interior of the circle. All
points whose distance from the center is greater than the radius
are said to be exterior to the circle and the set of all such points
is the exterior of the circle. A circle divides a plane into three
non-intersecting sets of points, (that is, sets which have no points
in common) the interior, the exterior and the circle itself. Any
point in the interior or any point in the exterior is not on the
circle. This is contrary to much of the language commonly used in
referefice to circles. Very often when we refer to a circle, we
really refer to the circle plus its interior.

Concept: The circle plus its interior forms a closed circular
region.

For example, reference is often made to the area of a circle.
A circle is a curved line. It has no dimensions except length. It
has no area. It is the region which is composed of the circle and
its interior which has area. No doubt the phrase "area of a circle"
will continue to be used, but in using it, the pupil should be fully
aware of the more complete mathematical description which is being
abbreviated in this usage.
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The same applies to polygonS. A polygon is coMpoSed of
various line segments. It has no area. It is the region which
is composed of the polygon plus its interior which has area.

A chord is a straight line segment whose endpoints are points

on the-cirdle. A chord which-contains as one of its pointS the

center of the circle is called a diameter.

The radius of a circle is the distance from the center to
the circle. It is also a line segment whose endpoints are the

center and a point on the circle. The word "radius" is used for

both the distance and the line segment.

A semicircle is half a circle.
It should be represented by an arc
as shown in figure A in the
adjoining diagram and not by figure B
the region shown in this diagram.
However, the latter will no doubt
continue to be referred to as a semi-
circle, although it should be called
a semicircular region.

figure A

figure B

The topic of circles may be extended further in the eighth
grade with several additional concepts.

Concentric circles are circles in the same plane which have
the same point as their center but have radii unequal in length.

A central angle is an angle whose vertex is the center of the
circle. Its sides are rays, each containing a radius of the

circle.

An arc of a circle is the set of
all points on a circle between two
given points on the circle, including
the given points. An arc cannot be
identified without ambiguity by just
the two given points, as there is no
way of knowing which set of points on
the circle is being referred to.
Arc AB could refer to either the top
or the bottom part of the circle. Three

letters representing respectively an
.endpoint, a point on the arc, and its

other endpoint, identify an arc exactly.
However, it is customary to name a
minor arc by its two endpoints only and this is proper if the

convention is agreed upon.
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Thus it follows that a minor arc <180°, and a major arc > 180°.

Measurement and Constructions

The constructions in this unit are tolbe perforMed with the
use of a straight edge-and pair of compasseS only.

The compasses are used to-determine the positions of a pair
of points or a set of points. The straightedge is-used tb determine
the p6sition of points on the line identified by two-given points.

The-pupil should be shown how-to use a pair of compasses to
Mark off two points a distance apart equal to the distance between
two given points, and then how to construct a line segment equal in
length to a given line segMent by marking off two points the same
distance apart as the endpoints of the given line segMent and con-
necting these points with a line segment.

The next step is to construct
a line segment equal in length to
the sum of the lengths of two-given
line Segments. To construct a line

A B Csegment equalIli-length to the sum
of the length Of given segMents AB
and CD, first construct a segment
equal in length to AB. The problem
now-is to mark off the distance
equal to-the length of CD frOM the
end of the segnent just constructed.

The compasses are used to mark off the distance equal to the
length of CD but there is doubt as to exactly where the endpoint
of the second segment is to be located. The pupil knows the region
where it must be located but does not know its exact position.
This can be indicated by constructing in the region where the end-
point of the second segment must be located a small arc containing
many points at the distance equal to the length of CD from the end
of the first segment. The first segment is then extended to inter-
sect the arc. If preferred, a line may first be drawn and then
segments equal in length to AB and CD marked off, starting at a
point arbitrarily Cixed on the line.

The use of an arc to indicate the set of all points a fixed
distance from a fixed point within a certain region is extremely
useful in the majority of the constructions to be performed. When
the location of one endpoint of a line segment to be constructed
is known and the length of the segment is known, the other endpoint
must be located on a circle whose center is the known endpoint and
whose radius is the length of the segment. If it is known that the
second endpoint must be located within a certain region, it is not

necessary to construct the entire circle. Only that part of the

circle within that region is necessary.
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It may be best to have the student first construct the entire
,circle and lead him to the realization that constructing the

entire circle is not necessary whenthe location of the second
endpoint is known to be within a given region.

To construct a triangle congruent to a given triangle or to
construct a triangle given the-three sides, the location-bf three
points must be determined. When a line segment is constructed
equal in length to one of the sides of the triangle or equal in
length to one of the given line segments, its endpoints constitute
two of the necessary three-points. The problem is simply to
deterMine the third point.

A B-

Given triangle ABC in the above diagram, DE is constructed
equal in length to AB. Point P will be located the distance
equal to the length of AC from point D and the distance equal to
the length of BC from point E. Point F must be located on a
circle whose center is D and.radius is equal to the length of AC
and it must also be a point on the circle whose center is E
and whose radius is equal to the length of BC. When these two
circles are constructed, their intersection will be the point F.

The intersection of the two circles will actually result in
two points. Connecting these points to the segment DE will result
in two triangles, each congruent to the given triangle. Since

only one triangle is desired, it is only necessary to construct
arcs in the one region-where it is desired that point f will be
located.

If the pupil can construct a triangle congruent to a given
triangle and if he knows that corresponding angles of congruent
triangles have equal measure, he is ready to learn how to con-
struct an angle equal in measure to a given angle.
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An angle is determined by

threeJpoints, one point on each
ray and the endpoint common to
each ray, The point whiCh is the
endpoirit must be indicated. If
it is kn-own that points A, B, and
C, are on a Certain angle, and
that point B is the vertex, and
that Aand C-are on different
rays, the angle can be constructed
by drawing ,a -ray -from point B

through point A and a ray from
point B through point C.

B

B

A

C.

C

Three points also determine a triangle. The three given
points can be considered as being the three vertices of a triangle.

In the accompanying diagram, let B and C be fixed points
on the sides of angle BOC. To construct an angle KHL equal in
measure to given angle BOC, construct HK equal.in length to OB.
Point H will be the vertex of the angle being constructed.
Point L will be at the distance equal to the length of OC from
point H and at the distance equal to the length of BC from
point K.

$

0
K

Drawing in the line segments produces a triangle congruent to
triangle BOC. Corresponding angles of congruent triangles have
equal measure so angle KHL is equal in measure to angle BOC.
Extending the sides HK and HL produces the rays that correspond
to rays OB and OC.

Once the fact has been established that this procedure
results in the construction of an angle equal in measure to a
given angle, the procedure may be simplified in that it is not
necessary to draw in segment LK. To construct an angle equal
in measure to a given angle PQR, mark off S and T so that the
length of ST = length of PQ, and then determine point U so that
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length of TU = length of QR and length of SU = lengthof PR.
Once point U has been determined, draw rays from point T through
S and from point T through point U.

p

An angle is bisected by a ray
if the ray is in the interior of
the angle and if the ray forms two
angles of equal measure within the
angle. The method of bisecting an
angle involves the construction of
two congruent triangles within the
angle. Extending the side common
to both triangles results in a
ray within the original angle which
forms two angles equal in measure
with the sides of the original
angle.

S

Given angle ABC, determine a point E on ray BC and a point
D on ray BA so that BE is equal in length to BD. Determine a
point K which is equidistant from the two points D and E. Draw
in segments DK and EK, and BK. Extend BK to indicate ray BK.

The three sides of triangle BKD are equal respectively in
length to the three sides of triangle BKE so the two triangles
are therefore congruent. Angle CBK is equal in measure to angle
ABK because they are corresponding angles of congruent triangles.

step 1 step 2
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Ray BK is in the interior of the angle and It forms two angles

of equal measure with the sides of angle ABC. It, therefore, bisects

angle ABC. The procedure may be simplified as in the preceding three

step diagram since it is not necessary to-draw in segments DK and

EK.

The method of determining
the midpoint of a line segment by
construction is arrived at
intuitively by constructing
several points equidistant from
the endpoints of the line segment
and observing that all such
points- are on the same line. By

constructing two, such points,
joining them with a line segment
and extending the segment until
it intersects the given line
segment, the midpoint of the .
given line segment is determined.

The construction can then
be simplified by not drawing in
the segments from the endpoints
of the given line segment. See

diagram at the right.

A
C

Erecting a perpendicular at a given point on a line consists
of bisecting a 180° angle. A perpendicular to a line forms a

90° angle with the line. If it forms one 90° angle, it must
form two 90° angles because the two angles must be supplementary
and the supplement of 90° is 90°.

The given point on the line may be considered as being the
vertex of a 180° angle and the two parts of the line may be con -
'sidered as being the rays forming its sides. To construct two
90° angles at this vertex, simply bisect the 180° angle in accor-
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dance with previous instructions for bisecting angles. These
steps are shown in the accompanying diagram.

C

step 3

B

As shown in the three diagrams below, the construction of
a perpendicular from a point to a line consists of constructing
two congruent triangles, the three sides of one triangle being
equal respectively in length to the three sides of the second
triangle. Measure ofLEFC = measure ofLDFC because corres-
ponding angles of congruent triangles have equal measure. These
angles of equal measure are also supplementary so they must
both be right angles. Therefore, the segment CF is a perpendi-
cular from point C to line AB.

First construct two equal segments from point C to line AB,
intersecting AB at points D and E. Bisect DE. The two triangles
formed are congruent because length of CD = length of CE, length
of DF = length of EF, and length of CF = length of CF. LIFC
andLDFC are equal in measure and supplementary, and are, therefore,
right angles. CF is perpendicular to AB.
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The construction may be sim-
plified by not drawing in segments
CD and CE. See diagram at the
right.

Since two points determine a
line, CF is determined by point C
and the intersection of the second
set of arcs. If these two arcs
intersect very near C, it will be
difficult to draw CF accurately.
Thus, for accuracy, it is well to
have these arcs intersect closer A D F E B
to line AB than to point C, or
even on the other side of AB.

C

.

Measurement of Distances

Concept; The distance between two points, unless otherwise
indicated, is always interpreted to be the length of the
straight line segment whose endpoints are these two points.
The shortest distance between two points is the straight
line distance.

At this time it may be well to discuss with pupils the fact
that the distance between two points on the surface of the earth
is usually interpreted as meaning the distance along the surface
of the earth. This is not the straight line distance. The
shortest distance between two points on a sphere (the earth is
not a perfect sphere) is along the great circle route, a great
circle being the set of all points on'a sphere contained on one
plane which has as one of its points the center of the sphere.
On the other hand it is true that for relatively short distances
on a sphere, the straight line distance serves as a good approxi-
mation for the arc distance.

The shortest distance between two parallel lines, parallel
planes, a point and a line, and a point and a plane is always the
perpendicular distance. This conclusion can be arrived at

intuitively.

The topic of measurement of distances should include finding
the perimeter of any polygon. Rather than using specialized
formulas for perimeters of figures, the concept of the sum of the
lengths of the sides of the polygon should be stressed. Students

will be able to formulate their own perimeter notation.
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topic of measurement-of distances should include the
measurement of the lengths of diameters'and circumferences of
circles. The circumference of a circle means the length of
the circle (the circle is the curved line-itself). The -length of
the diameter of a circle can be measured easily enough, but
measuring the circumference which is the length of a curved
line, ppse.5 a problem. One method of measuring the circumference
is to cut the region bounded by the circle from heavy paper or
cardboard and-measure the circumference with a cloth tape or
flexible steel tape. The teacher may have to use some ingenuity
in helping pupils devise ways of measuring circumferences.
the use of tin cans may be helpful. The measurement of the
circumferences are then compared with the measurement of the
lengths of the diameters. Allow the pupils to discover the
relationship. At first, they should be able to see that each
circumference is a little over three times the length of the
diameter. With more precise measurements, the circumference
should always be fairly close to 3.14 times the length of the
diameter.

Concept: The ratio of the circumferenc^ of a circle to the length
of its diameter is a constant. This number is called pi and its
symbol is n. This is the only correct symbol for that number.
It is an irrational number.

Such irrational numbers do not have much meaning to pupils
unless they are compared to some rational number. Performing
numerical calculations involving pi involves converting pi to some
rational number, approximately equal to pi, if the answer is
required to be a rational number. However, if a rational answer is
not required, it is not necessary that pi be approximated. A
circle with a diameter of 3 inches has a circumference a 3i inches.
Pi is a real number. A line can be 33 inches long. However, we
usually prefer the use of rational number as answers so pi is

approximated as 4, 3.14 or to as many decimal places as desired.

Approximations of pi have been calculated to 500,000 decima: places,
that is the approximations and pi differ by an exceedingly small
number which has zero's in at least the first 500,000 decimal
places.

This extreme accuracy is of theoretical importancA only for
practical purposes 2, 3 or 4 places suffice.

Measurement of Areas

The method of determining the area of a rectangle is arrived
at intuitively. Have the pupils cut out 20 or 30 one-inch

squares and define the area of a one-inch square as one square
inch. By determining hot: many of these squares will cover the

surface of various rectangles, the formula for the area of a
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rectangle can be formulated by the pupils. Next, have the pupils
make a supply of half-inch squares with an area of one-fourth
of a square inch. They can then determine the area of rectangles
whose dimensions contain the fraction one-half. This will verify
the formula for the area of the rectangle they previously deter-
mined.

If the pupil will draw several parallelograms with the same
base but with different altitudes, he can arrive at the conclusion.
that the area of the parallelogram is very much dependent on.the
length of the altitude. By constructing several parallelograms
with the same altitudes but different bases, he can see how the
area is dependent on the length of the base. The formula for the
area of a parallelogram is derived by converting any parallelogram
to a rectangle which has an area equal to that of the parallelo-
gram.

As shown in the accompanying diagram, any parallelogram
ABCD can be converted to,a rectangle by dropping a perpendicular
from D to AB, cutting off triangle AED and then placing triangle
AED along CB so that AD will coincide with CB. The resulting
figure is seen to be aq-ectangle because the opposite sides are
still equal and the angles are all right angles. In general,
an equivalent rectangle can be obtained by dropping any perpendi-
cular cutting both bases and interchanging the positions of the
two sections formed. Good pupils may wish to investigate very
oblique parallelograms in which no perpendicular cuts both bages.

The length of the base and the length of the altitude of the
original figure have not been changed. The area of the rectangle
is equal to the area of the original parallelogram. The area of
the rectangle is found by the equation A = lw. In the case of
the parallelogram, its base corresponds to the length of the
rectangle and the length of its altitude corresponds to the width
of the rectangle. Therefore the area If the parallelogram can be
calculated by use of the equation A = ,h, where "b" is the length
of the base and "h" is the length of the altitude of the parallelo-
gram.

D
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Again, this and the following developments should be kept
very informal with emphasis on the discovering of the relations
through the use of models, cut-outs, and other concrete materials,
much of which can be pupil made.

The formula for the,area of a triangle may be derived from
the concept that any two congruent triangles can be arranged to form
a parallelogram. Therefore, the area of a triangle is _

one-half the area of a parallelogram with the base and altitude
equal to the length of the base and altitude of the triangle.

Given triangle ABC, in the
accompanying diagram, draw CD
parallel. and equal to AB, and
draw BD, forming another tri-
angle CBD and the parallelogram
ABDC. The two triangles formed
are congruent (the three sides
of one are equal respectively
to the three sides of the other)
and can be made to coincide,
so their areas are equal. The
area of the parallelogram can be
calculated by the use of the
formula A = bh, so the area of
the original triangle can be
calculated by use of the formula

A = 51 bh.

Concept: The area of a triangle depends only on the lengths of the
base and the altitude. It may be unchanged by changes in the
lengths of the other two sides. AU triangles with the same
base and equal altitudes have efyal areas.

Triangles ABC, ABU, ABE,
and ABF all have equal areas
because they have the same base
and equal altitudes. A model
in which AB is ruled line segment
on a sheet of cardboard and AC
and BC are rubber bands is useful
in showing various possibili-
ties.
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In the eighth grade, the area of a trapezoid may be considered.
The formula for the area of a trapezoid can easily be derived from
that of a parallelogram by considering two congruent trapezoids
which are placed together after one has beer rotated through 180°.
Thus, in the accompanying diagram, ABCD and EFGH are two congruent
trapezoids which are placed together after-one has been rotated
through 180°. Thus, in the accompanying diagram, ABCD and EFGH
are two congruent trapezoids with bases b and b and altitude h.
Trapezoid EFGH is rotated and placed adjacent to trapezoid ABCD
so that FG coincides with BC. A parallelogram is formed with base
(b+b') and altitude h. Its area is h(b+b'). Therefore, the area

. 1
of the trapezoid ABCD is yi(b+b').

A b' B

h

b C

B(G) b H

D C(F) b'

An alternate way in which the formula for the area of a
trapezoid could be developed involves the use of triangles and the

formula for the area of a triangle, A=7bh.

Any trapezoid may be divided
into two triangles by drawing a
diagonal. In trapezoid ABCD at
the right, drawing diagonal DB
forms triangle ABD and triangle
DBC. Altitude DE drawn from D
perpendicular to AB is equal to
the altitude from B to side DC.
The two triangles have equal .

altitudes. The area of the trape-
zoid is equal to the sum of the
areas of the two triangles. Thus,

1 1 1hA = bh + b'h = (b+b') as before.
2 2 2

b.'

The formula for the area of a circle, A = rr
2
, may be introduced.

Again, it involves the number pi, which must be approximated if a

rational answer is required. Otherwise, pi is not replaced.
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Proportions as Applied to Similar Triangles

If the three angles of one triangle are equal respectively to
:he three angles of another triangle, the two triangles are similar.

:oncept: If two triangles are similar, one is like a scale drawing
of the other. The lengths of the sides of one of the triangles
are proportional to the lengths of the sides of the other
triangle.

The ratio of the length of.one side of one of the triangles to
:he length of the corresponding side of the other triangle is equal
:o the ratio of either of the other sides of the first triangle to
:he length of the corresponding side of the second triangle. Any
;uch pair of equal ratios can be expressed as a proportion. The

:orresponding sides are therefore said to be proportional. The ratio
,f the lengths of any two sides of one triangle equals the ratio of
the lengths of the corresponding sides of the other triangle, taken
in the same order.

As an aid in determining
which sides of two tri-
angles are corresponding
sides, one triangle may
be rotated about a ver-
tex or revolved about a
side until the angles
of the second triangle
are arranged in like
manner to those of the
first triangle. For
tcample, given triangle
Ka4 and triangle NOP,
to determine which are
the corresponding sides,
triangle NOP is rotated
so that its angles are
arranged in the same
order as those of
triangle KL14. (See

diagrams at the right.)

Indicate the three pair
of corresponding sides in
triangles KLM and NOP.

AnsWer: KL and NO are
corresponding sides.
UN and OP are
corresponding sides.
KM and NP are
corresponding sides.
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Given that triangles
ABC and DEF are similar
triangles, write as many
different proportions as
possible, applying the
principle that correspond-
ing sides of similar
triangles are proportional.

Answer: AB:DE = BC:EF
AB:DE = AC:DF
AB:BC = DE:EF
AB:AC = DE:DF
BC:EF = AC:DF
BC:AC = EF:DF
BC:AB = EF:DE

BC:EF = AB:DE
DE:AB = DF:AC
DE:EF = AB:BC
DE:DF = AB:AC

DE:AB = EF:BC

C

EF:BC = DE:AB
EF:BC = DF:AC
EF:DE = BC:AB
EF:DF = BC:AC
DF:AC = DE:AB
OF:AC = EF:BC
DF:DE = AC:AB
DF:EF = AC:BC
AC:DP = AB:DE
AC:AB = DF:DE
AC:BC = DF:EF

AC:DP = BC:EF

Answer the following questions.

(a) If triangle ABC and DEF are similar triangles in which
AB = 8, AC = 14, DE = 12, and EF = 15, write a proportion
that can be used to determine the length of BC, and solve
this proportion for BC.

(b) Find '..he length of DF by use of a proportion.

Answers:

(a) AB:DE = BC:EF (b) AB:DE = AC:DF

8:12 = x:15 8:12 = 14:x

120 = 12x 8x = 168

10 = x x = 21

BC = 10 DF = 21
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In the diagram at
the right, angle FGH and
angle IIIJ are right angles
and FJ and GI are straight
lines. Is right triangle
FGII similar to right
triangle HIV

Answer: Angle 1 and angle 2 are equal because they are vertical
angles and vertical angles are equal. Two right triangles
are similar if an acute angle of one triangle equals an
acute angle of the other triangle.

Identify the three pairs of corresponding sides of the similar
triangles in the previous question.

Answer: Sides FG and IJ are corresponding sides.
Sides GH and HI are corresponding sides.
Sides FH and HJ are corresponding sides.

14

A boy scout was given the task of determining the distance

across Lake T shown in the diagram above from point A to point B.

He first paced off an arbitrary distance of 155 feet from B to C

at right angles to line segment AB. He then paced off an arbitrary
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distance of 14 feet from C to D at right angles to BC. With the
aid of a homemade transit and a fellow boy scout, he sighted from
point D to point A and determined point E. By measuring, he found
BE to be 150 feet and EC to be 5 feet.

(a) Are triangles ABE and DCE each a right triangle?
(b) Does angle CED equal angle AEB?
(c) Are triangle ABE and triangle DCE similar triangles?
(d) Identify the three pairs of corresponding sides

of triangle ABE and triangle DCE.
(e) Write a proportion that can be used to find the

length of AB and solve the proportion for AB.

Answers:

(a) Triangle ABE is a right triangle because he
marked off BC at right angle to AB. Triangle
DCE is a right triangle because he Marked off
CD at a right angle to BC.

(b) Angle CED and angle AEB are equal because they
are Vertical angles and vertical angles are
equal.

(c) Triangle ABE and triangle DCE are similar
triangles. Any two right triangles are similar
if an acute angle of one of the triangles equals
an acute angle of the other triangle.

(d) Sides BE and EC are corresponding sides
Sides AB and CD are corresponding sides
Sides AE and ED are corresponding sides

(e) AB:CD = BE:EC
x:14 = 150:5
5x = 2100
x = 420

Lake I is 420 feet from point A
to point B.

A second boy scout was assigned the task of determining the
distance across Trout Creek from point II to point K. He paced off

H

20

P

an arbitrary distance of 40 feet from K to M at right angles to BK.
He paced off an arbitrary distance of 20 feet from M to P at right

angles to KM. With the aid of a homemade transit and a fellow boy
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scout, he sighted from point P to H and determined point R. By
measuring, he determined KR to be 30 feet and RM to be 10 feet.
(a) Are triangles HKR and PMR similar triangles?
(b) Write a proportion that can be used to determine

the length of HK and solve the proportion for HK.

Answers:

(a) Triangles HKR and PMR are similar triangles.
Angle PRM is equal to angle KRH because they are
vertical angles and vertical angles are equal.
Triangles HKR and PMR are right triangles and
right triangles are similar if an acute angle of
one of the triangles is equal to an acute angle
of the other triangle.

(b) RM:KR = MP:HK
10:30 = 20:x

10x = 600 Trout Creek is 60 feet wide
x = 60 from point H to point K.

Polyhedrons

In the eighth grade, some of the informal i4eas about solids
may now be organized and extended. The purpose of this section is
to teach the concept of a solid, a polyhedron, regular and irregular
polyhedrons, the method of classifying polyhedrons, and definitions
of vertices, faces, and edges of polyhedrons.

Before the work in this unit is introduced, pertinent topics
from the previous year's work should be reviewed including the
concepts of point, line, plane; line segment, polygon, names of
common polygons, regular polygon, congruent, and definitions of
common polygons.

The topic of polyhedrons is introduced by first discussing what
is meant by a solid. A geometric solid may be something quite
different from what the pupil may have been used to calling a solid..
This concept of a geometric solid should be introduced carefully in
simple logical steps beginning with what the pupil already under-
stands. During the previous year, the pupil has been introduced to
the concepts of point, line, plane, and line segment. The topic of
solid can be introduced first through the use of these terms.

The questions and activities begin with a discussion of tho
simplest set of points, other than the null set. This is the

set which consists of a single point. The next set discussed is
the set consisting of two different points. Any two points identify

a line and they identify the set of points contained on that line.
Two points also identify the line segment whose end points are the
two given points. The next set of points taken up is the set of

three points not all on the same line. Such a set of points identi-

fies a plane and the points contained on that plane. These are sets

with which the pupils are already familiar.
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The next set is the set
of four points, no three of
them contained on the same
line and not all of them
contained on the same plane.
Such a set of points identi-
fies a solid.

When each of four given
points contained in such a
set is connected to each of
the other points, four triangles
are formed, and each point is
the vertex of three triangles.
Each of the triangles is in a
different plane.

The portion of any plane contained in the region bounded
by a triangle is called a triangular region. The four given
points in the above set form four triangular regions. These
triangular regions, called faces, are so connected that they
form a closed surface which completely encloses a portion of space.

Concept: A solid is any closed surface which completely encloses
a portion of space.

Notice that a solid is a surface. This concept of a geecric
solid may be quite different from the concept of a physical solid
which most pupils have. A geometric solid has area but it does

I not have volume. When we refer to the volume of a solid, we are
actually referring to the volume of the interior of the solid.

This can be compared to what is meant by the area of plane
figures such as a circle. A circle is the set of all points in
a plane a given distance from a given point. A circle is a
curved line. It has no width or height, only length. It there-
fore has no area. When we speak of the area of a circle, we
actually are referring to the area of the region bounded by the
circle.

Some solids are closed surfaces formed by portions of the
planes bounded by line segments joining four or more points not
all on the same plane. The given points are called the vertices
of the solid.

The line segments joining any two of the given points are
called the edges of the solid.

The regions bounded by the line segments in each plane are
called the faces of the solid.
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Solids may have flat surfaces or curved surfaces. This
unit contains a discussion of (1) the common solids which are
composed of nothing but flat surfaces, (2) some that consist of
both flat and curved surfaces, and (3) one which is only a
curved surface.

Concept: If a solid consists of nothing but flat surface, and if
all these surfaces are polygons, then the solid is called a
polyhedron:

The simplest polyhedron is the one described above, with four
vertices and four triangular faces.

Polyhedrons are classified according to the number of their
faces. The four-faced polyhedron is called a tetrahedron. Below
are the names of some of the more common polyhedrons.

five faces pentahedron
six faces hexahedron
seven faces heptahedron
eight faces' octahedron

nine faces nonahedron
ten faces decahedron
twelve faces dodecahedron
twenty faces icosahedron

If the pupils mastered the names of the common polygons last
year, they should have no difficulty mastering the names of these
common polyhedrons. Except for the quadrilateral, the prefixes
of the names of the common polygons .are the same as the prefixes
for these common polyhedrons.

Certain polyhedrons are called regular polyhedrons. A regular
polyhedron is a polyhedron all of whose faces are regular congruent
polygons and whose polyhedral angles are all congruent. A polyhedral
angle is the configuration formed by faces of a polyhedron which have
a common vertex.

Any polyhedron which is not a regular polyhedron is called an
irregular polyhedron.

Concept: There are only five regular polyhedrons: (1) the regular
hexahedron (a cube), (2) the regular t-trahedron (a pyramid),
(3) the regular octahedron, (4) the regular dodecahedron, and
(5) the regular icosahedron.

The faces of the regular tetrahedron are triangles. The
faces of the regular hexahedron are squares. The faces of the
regular octahedron are triangles. The faces of the regular
dodecahedron are pentagons. The ...aces of the regular icosahedron

are triangles.
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Tetrahedron

Hexahedron

Octahedron

Prisms

Icosahedron

Dodecahedron

The purpose of this unit is to introduce the concept of
prism, right prism, oblique prism, and give the pupil experience
at recognizing polyhedrons which are prisms. As a preparation
for the introduction of this material, the concepts of parallel,
parallelogram, corresponding parts of congruent figures, perpen-
dicular, and the descriptive terms triangular, rectangular, penta-
gonal, hexagonal, and the like should first be reviewed.

Concept: A prism is a certain type of polyhedron. A prism is a
polyhedron with two congruent and parallel. faces, similarly
placed, called bases, and whose other faces, called lateral
faces, are parallelograms formed by joining corresponding
vertices of the bases.

The first three diagrams below represent prisms. The solids
'represented by the remaining diagrams are not prisms. To the
right of each of these last three diagrams is an explanation as
to why each cannot be considered to be a prism.

Prism Prism
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The solid
at the right
does not have
two parallel

bases so it is
not a prism.

The solid at the right is
not a polyhedron so it is not a
prism.

The solid at the right does not have two
parallel bases so it is not a prism.

A prism is triangular, rectangular, hexagonal, and so on
according to the shape of the bases. Most pupils are familiar with
triangular prisms because this type of prism is used a great, deal
in science classroom demonstrations to refract sunlight and disperse
it into its spectrum colors. It should be emphasized that this is
only one of many types of prisms.

Prisms may be classified as being right prisms and oblique
prisms. If the lateral faces are perpendicular to the bases, the
prism is a right prism. If the lateral faces are not perpendicular
to the bases, the prism is an oblique prism.

It would be well to have the pupils experience recognizing
right and oblique prisms when viewed from various angles.
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Pyramids

The purpose of this section is to introduce the concepts of
pyramid, regular and irreplar pyramid, the difference between
a prism and a pyramid, and to give the pupil experience at recogniz-
ing pyramids.

concept: A pyramid is a certain type of polyhedron. A pyramid is
a polyhedron with one face a polygon and the other faces
triangles with a common vertex.

A pyramid is a polyhedron and a prism is a polyhedron, but a
pyramid cannot be a prism and a prism cannot be a pyramid. A prism
has two congruent and parallel bases. If two faces are parallel,
the remaining sides cannot be triangles with a common vertex.

In the pyramid the polygon is called the base and the triangles
are called the lateral faces. The common vertex of the lateral faces
is called the vertex or apex of the pyramid.

Hach of the figures below, except the last one, represents
a pyramid. Hach of these pyramids has one face a polygon and the
remaining faces triangles with a common vertex.

Pyramid

Pyramid

Pyramid

The diagram at the right does not lepre-
sent a pyramid. If one face is selected
as the base, the remaining triangular

faces do not have a common vertex.
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The last figure canno- be classified as a py,amid, because,
although any face chosen as the base is a polygon and the remaining
faces are triangles, these remaining triangular faces do not have
a common vertex.

The altitude of a pyramid is the segment from the vertex of
the pyramid perpendicular to the plane of the base. The altitude
can also be defined as the length of such a segment or the perpen-
dicular distance from the vertex to the plane of the base. Pyramids
may be classified as regular pyramids or irregular pyramids.

If the base of the pyramid is a regular polygon and if the
altitude passes through the center of the base, then the pyramid
is a regular pyramid. If the base is not a regular polygon or if
the altitude does not pass through the center of the base, then the
pyramid is an irregular pyramid. In the preceding diagrams, the
two pyr.a.'ds at the left represent regular pyramids. The remain-
ing two pyramids illustrate irregular pyramids.

There is no restriction on the shape of the base of a pyramid
except that it must be a polygon. Also, there is no restriction as
to the location of the vertex of the.pyramid as long as it is not
located on the plane of the base. It is therefore possible to have
rather odd-shaped solids that are pyramids. The figures below and
on the next page are a few examples.

Irregular pyramid Irregular pyramid



Irregular pyramid

Cones

The cone is the first solid studied in this unit which is not
a polyhedron. A cone has one flat surface and one curved surface.

Concept: Consider a closed curved line in a plane and a point not
on that plane. Imagine all the possible line segments drawn
to every point on the closed curve from the given point. The
surface formed by these line segments plus the region bounded
bithe given closed curve is called a cone.

The region bounded.by the closed curve is called the base Rif,
the cone and the carved surface is called the lateral surface. The
given point which was not on the plane of the base Is called the
vertex or apex of the cone.

A cone is most often thought of as having a circular base. This
is not a requir, ,ent of a cone. The base of a cone can have any
shape as long as it is a region bounded by a closed curved line in
a plane. If the base of a cone is circular, the cone is called a
circular cone.

The altitude of a cone is the segment from the vertex perpen-
dicular to the plane of the base. The altitude can also be defined
as the length of such a segment or it can be defined as the perpen-
dicular distance from the vertex to the base.

Cylinders

The purpose of this section is to introduce the concepts of
cylinder, circular cylinder, and right and oblique cylinder.

Concept: A cylinder is the solid formed by the union of the regions
enclosed by two congruent closed curved lines contained in
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parallel-play. )0 similarly placed and the surface, formed by
aZZ the line segments joining corresponding points on the mo
congruent curved lines.

A cylinder is not a polyhedron. It has two flat surfaces and
one curved surface. The comparison of a cone and a cylinder is much
the same as the comparison of a pyramid and a prism. The comparison
of the relationship of the cone to the cylinder and the relationship
of the pyramid to the prism should be made evident to the pupils at
this point because such comparison is=made-again later in the section
on volumes.

A cylinder is most often thought of as a solid with circular
bases. However, there is no requirement that the bases of a cylinder
be circular. Like a cone, the bases of a cylinder may be of any
shape as long as they are regions bounded by closed curved lines in
parallel planes, are congruent and are similarly placed. Below are
two examples of cylinders whose bases are not circular.

A circular cylinder is a cylinder which has circular bases.
A cylinder whose lateral surface is perpendicular :o the baseS is
called a right cylinder. If the lateral surface is not perpendicular
to the bases, the cylinder is an oblique cylinder. Below is an
example of an oblique circular cylinder and a right circular
cylinder.
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Sphere

The concepts contained in this section are those of a sphere.,
interior of a sphere, exterior of a sphere, radius of a sphere,
diameter of a sphere, hemisphere, great circles, and small circles.

A circle was defined as the set of all points in a plane a
given distance from a given point.

Concept: A sphere is the set of all points a given distance from a
given point called the center of the sphere.

A sphere is a surface. It is a closed surface completely
enclosing a portion of space, and is therefore a solid.

Concept: The radius of the sphere is the distance from the center
to any point on the sphere.

Radius is also the name given to any line segment whose end-
points are the center and a point on the sphere, and it is the name
given to the length of such a segment.

The interior of the sphere is the set of all points whose
distance from the center is less than the radius.

The exterior of the sphere is the set of all points whose
distance from the center is greater than the radius.

Concept: A diameter of a sphere is any segment whose endpoints are
points on the sphere and which contains the center of the
sphere.

It is also the length of such a line segment or the distance
between the endpoints of such a line segment.

A hemisphere is half a sphere bounded by a great circle.

Grea, circles and small circles are certain parts of spheres.
A good method of introducing the topic of great circles is by first
discussing the intersection of a plane and a sphere. If a plane
intersects a sphere, the intersection consists of either a single
point or of a circle. If the intersection consists of a circle and
if the plane contains the center of the sphere, then the circle is
called a great circle. A great circle is the set of all points
contained in the intersection of a sphere and a plane containing the
center of the sphere.

If the intersection of a sphere and a plane consists of a

circle, and if that plane does not contain the center of the sphere,

then the circle forming the intersection is called a small circle.
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If the surface of the earth were a sphere, then the earth's
equator would be a great circle. Its plane would contain the
center of the sphere.

Surface Areas of Solids

Concept: The surface area of a polyhedron is the sum of the areas
of aZZ its faces.

Students should be introduced to this concept, but at this
level, only the surface area of a rectangular prism need be-
considered.

As enrichment material, the surface area of a right circular
cylinder may be developed: The bases of a right circular cylinder
are circular regions whose area can be calculated by the equation

A = nr . To demonstrate one way of calculating the area of the
lateral surface of the cylinder, cut the lateral surface of a right
circular paper cylinder perpendicularly from one base to the other
base and lay it out flat. This flattened lateral surface will form
a rectangle.

The area of a rectangle is the product of the length and the
width. In the case of this rectangle, its length is equal to the
circumference of the base of the cylinder and its width is equal to
the height of the cylinder. The area of the rectangular region is
therefore equal to 2nrh, where r is the radius of the circular base
and h is the height of the cylinder.

The area of each base of the cylinder is equal to nr
2
, so the

entire area of the cylinder is equal to the sum of the areas of the

two bases '..2nr
2
) and the area of the lateral surface (2nrh). Thus

A = 2nr(r + h), where r is the radius of the circular base and h is
the height of the cylinder, or the perpendicular distance from the
plane of one base to the plane of the other base.

2nrh
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Volumes of Solids

(In the eighth grade, or as part of a second cycle devoted to
geometry in the seventh grade, the topic, volumes of solids, may
be extended beyond the volume of a rectanglar prism.)

The concepts introduced in this section include volume, volume
of a prism, volume of a cylinder, volume of a cone and volume of
a pyramid. The material to be reviewed as a preparation for this
new work should include basic units of volume and the volume of a
rectangular prism.

A geometric solid is a surface. Therefore, when we speak of
the volume of a solid, we are actually referring to the volume of
the space enclosed-by a solid. In this section, when reference is
made to the volume of any solid, it is understood that reference is
actually being made to the volume of the interior or the space
bounded by that solid.

The topic of volumes should begin with a reveiw of the basic
units of volume, including the cubic inch, cubic foot, and cubic
centimeter. Models of these units are useful. These and other
models may be used to give a concept of the relative sizes of the
various units used for expressing volumes.

After the basic units of measurement of volumes have been
reviewed, the topic of the volume of a rectangular prism should be
reviewed. Again, physical models are helpful.

The equations to be used in calculating the volumes of most of
the solids can be developed only intuitively at this grade level.
This includes the equation for the volume of any prism.

In presenting the concept of the volume of a prism, first
consider a prism whose altitude (perpendicular distance between
the parallel planes containing the bases) is one inch. If the
area of the base is X square inches, then the number of cubic
inches which could be made to fit on this base would be X
number of cubic inches. If the altitude is doubled, the number
-of cubic inches contained in the volume will be 2X. The pupil
should soon be able to see that the volume of the prism will be
equal to the area of the base multiplied by the altitude. This
can be expressed by the equation V = Bh, where B represents the
area of the base and h the altitude of the prism.

This equation is valid for all prisms, both right and oblique.

The equation to be used in calculating the -olume of a
circular cylinder can be developed in the same way as that for the
volume of the prism. The result is the same equation V = Bh. In
the case of the circular cylinder, the area of the base is calculated
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by use of the equation for the area of a circular region A = nr
2

.

Therefore, in the case of the circular cylinder, the equation for

the volume may be written either as V = Bh or V = nr
2
h, where r is

the radius of the circular base and h is the altitude.

Experimentation can be used to develop the concept of the
equation to be used in calculating the volumes of pyramids and cones.
This involves the selection of an open pyramid and an open prism
whose bases have the same area and whose altitudes are equal. Fill
the pyramid with water or sand and pour into the prism. Repeat this
until the prism is full. It should take exactly three-pyraMids
of water or sand to fill the prism. This demonstrates the fact
that the volume of a pyramid is equal ur-one-third the volume of
a prism which has a base the same area as the pyramid and whose
altitude is equal to that of the pyramid.

The equation for the volume of a pyramid is therefore V = ..Bh.

The procedure can then be repeated using acone and a cylinder
whose base and whose altitude are each equa to that of the cone.
It should take exactly three cones of water cr sand to fill the
cylinder, demonstrating that the volume of the cone is equal to
one-third that of the cylinder. The equation for the volume of the
cone is equal to one-third that of the cylinder. The equation for

1

the volume of the cone is therefore V = -1
3 3
$11 or V = -ar

2
h.

Space Visualization

A unit on solid geometry may include a section of space visual-
ization, pertaining to prisms, cylinders, cones and pyramids.
Students may be given exercises in drawing representations of solids;
making models, for which patterns are available in reference
materials; and drawing representations of the intersection of a
plane and various solids. Some of the better students may be
challenged by exercises to develop their own patterns for making
-'id models.

Coordinate Geometry Using the Number Line

Review the number line for integers and rationals, stressing
the equality of divisions for the integral points. Recall that sets

of points may be graphed. The set (-3,2,3,4) is graphed

Itflittftli,
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
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The student should be familiar with set builder notation.
Thus, {ala = 6} is read as the set of all a such that a = 6 and is
graphed as

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Also, (x13 s.. x 9) is read as the set of all x such that x is
greater than or equal to 3 and less than or equal to 9. The graph
is

-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Solid large dots at the ends of the line segments indicate that
the end points are included in the graphed set. Again, (Y1-4<Y<S}
is read as the set of all y such that y is greater than -4 and less
than 5. The graph is

O

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

The circles at the ends of line segments indicate that the end
points are not included in the graphed set. Finally, fyly<41 is
read as the set of all y such that y is less than 4 and graphed as

O

4 1111111 ill f

-S -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 S

Coordinate Geometry Using the Number Plane

Some practice with the common number-letter grid on a road map,
used to locate the region in which a required city or town is found,
may be used to introduce the concept that two items are needed to
locate a position on a plane. Points on a number plane are identi-
fied by using two number lines intersecting at right angles. The
same units of division should be used on each number line. By con-
vention the x axis is drawn left to right and the y axis is drawn
perpendicular to x axis. Arrows must be drawn at each end of axes.
The point where y. and y axes intersect is called the origin and is
the zero point on each number line.
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Concept: Each point in the number plane is identified by an
ordered pair of real numbers with the x value given first,
then the y value: (x,y), called the coordinates of the
point.

There are several ways of visualiz!ng the manner in which the
coordinates are used to locate the position of a point on the

- coordinate plane.

One useful way is to consider the point as being located by
the intersection of two perpendiculars. One perpendicular is
erected at a point on the x axis given by the x coordinate, and the
other perpendicular is erected at a point on the y axis given by
the y coordinate. The figure below shows how the overhead projector
and three transparencies may be used to give practice in locating a
point on the number plane. The first transparency has the two per-
pendicular axes drawn on it. The second is a sheet which is divided
"vertically", half transparent and half blue; and the third is a
sheet which is divided "horizontally", half transparent and half
yellow. The first transparency is kept fixed and the other two are
moved ever it to locate points in the number plane.

The above diagram shows the transparencies arranged to locate
the point (3,2) on the number plane.
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The axes divide the plane into four quadrants, which may be
identified according to signs of the numbers in the ordered pairs.
All value5 of x to the right of the y axis are positive and to the
left negative. All values of y above the x axis are positive and
below negative.

Identify the quadrant in
which each of the following
ordered pairs lies:

(a) (4,5), (b) (-3,2),

(c) (- S, -3), (d) (7,-5)

Answers:

(a) I, (b) II, (c) III, (d) IV

Points may be chosen so that when straight lines are drawn
rectangles, and other geometric figures may be identified.

Piot on a sheet of graph paper each of the following sets of
points which form the vertices of polygons. In each case, join the
points in the order given, join the last point to the first,
identify the polygon formed.

(a) (0, 0), (+4, 0), (+4, +3)
(b) ( -S, -2), (45, -2), (+6, +3), (-6, +3)
(c) (-1, 0), (+4, 0), (+5, +4), (0, +4)
(d) (-4, -5), (-1, -5), (-1, -2), (-4, -2)
(e) (0, 0), (7, 0), (7, 4), (0, 4)

Answers: (a) Right triangle (b) Trapezoid (c) Parallelogram
(d) Square (e) Rectangle

Perimeters and areas of rectangles and squares may be found
using coordinates, taking care that vertices chosen will make the
sides parallel to the axes.

Plot the points, (-3,-2), (4,-2), (4,3), (-3,3), and join
the points in order.

To find the perimeter and the area of a rectangle it is
necessary to have the measure of its length and width.

Counting the units in the diagram on the neNt page we have
1 = 7 and w = 5.
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,

AS

Then P = 2(1+w)
P = 2(7+5)

P = 2(12) = 24 units.

(-2,3)

-6 -5 74 -

S

4

,y

A = lw
A = 7(5)
A = 35 square units

(4,3)

vt , P

2-

1-

11 1 1 1

,-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4

-1

d 1

(-3,-2)

-3

-4

+

(4,-2)

x

5 6

Right triangles may be graphed - again with judicious choosing
of vertices in order that the two legs (base and altitude) are
parallel with the axes. (The altitude to the hypotenuse is not
considered in problems at this level of coordinate geometry.)
Perimeters may be found, using the Pythagorean theorem to find the
hypotenuse, using only values which do not result in irrationals.
[Three of the many Pythagorean triples are (3,4,5) (5,12,13)
(7,24,25). Any multiple of the sets will result in rational values
for the three sides.]

Plot the points (1,1),

(4,1), (4,5) and joint the
points in order.

In order to find the
perimeter of the triangle the
measures of the lengths of the

three sides are necessary.

c , 2
=
. 2

a + o c

5
2
+ 4

2
= c

2

9 + 16 = c
2

4

3

2

(4,5)

(1,1) (4,1)

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 5
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25 = c
2

5 = c

Then P = 3+4+5 = 12 units

In order to find the area, the measures of the base and altitude
are necessary. We have b = 3 units, h = 4 units.

1
A =-2. bh

A =
1

(3)(4)

12
A = = 6 square units

Graphing Open Sentences

In the graphing of open sentences, the first graphs may be
those which result in lines parallel to the x-axis or y-axis.

Concept: The x-axis is the line containing the set of all points
such that y = 0; the y-axis is the line containing the set
of all points such that x = 0.

Using a set of coordinate
axes, draw and label the
following sets of points.

(a) The set of all points 4
units above the x-axis
(b) The set of all pcints 2
units below the x-axis
(c) The set indicated by the
equation y = +5
(d) The set indicated by the
equation y = -3
(e) The set indicated by the
equation y = -5

y
.+5

=+4

+3

+2

+1

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1_ +1 +2 i3 +4 +5

=-2

v=-3

arrows at the ends of =-
the . s which represent the
several sets indicate that there
is neither a greatest nor a least
x coordinate of the points in
these sets. Thus some points in
the coordinate plane which satisfy

y = -3, for instance, are (-50,000, -3), (-10,.-3), (-5, -3),
(8, -3), (25, -3) and (1,000,000, -3). Contrast this with graphing
open sentences on the number line.
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Using a set of coordinate axes, draw and label the following
sets of points.

(a) The set of all points 3 units to the right of the y-axis
(b) The set of all points 2 units to the left of the y-axis
(c) The set indicated by the equation x = +5
(d) The set indicated by the equation x = -5

1
(e) The set indicated by the equation x =

Answer:

In

11

x

..1
NI

I
U
x

.4.

N
e

A

+

+4

+3

+2

+1

NI
+
it
x

In
11

x"

. -4 -3 -1
_

-2

-3

-4

-

+1 +2 + +4 + +

Graphing - Equalities

In graphing equalities a
table of values should be made
first.

Graph x = y

x y
-2 -2

-1 -1

0 0

1 1

2 2

x

x
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Graph x = 2y

y x

-2 -4

-1 -2

1 2

2 4

Graphing - Inequalities

Concept: The graph of an inequality consists of part of the plane
bounded by one or two lines.

Graph x S 4. [More precisely, graph ((x,y)lx < 4)]

Answer: This consists of all 11"

points to the left of the y-axis,
the y-axis, and up to and in-
cluding four units to the right
of y-axis. The solid line at
x = 4, indicates by convention
that x = 4 is included in the
graph of x < 4.

4 -3 -2 - 1 2 3

-3

Graph -3 < x < 5. [More precisely, graph ((x,0I-3 < x < 5)1

Answer: This consists of all
points up to but not including
-3 co the left of the y-axis,
the y-axis, and ull points up
to but not including 5 to the
right of the axis. The dashed
boundary: x = -3 and x = +5,
indicates, by convention,that
x = -3 and x = +5 are not
included.

11
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Graph -4 < y < 3

Answer:' This consists of all

points below the x-axis up to
but not including y = -4, the
x-axis, and all points above
the x-axis up to and including
v = 3. The dashed line at
y = -4 indicates that y = -4
is not included, while the

sol ic: line at y = 3 means that
y 3 is included in the graph.

= 3.1 4

There are a number of enrichment exercises which involve the
use of graphs. Some of these follow.

1. Using lined graph paper, follow the directions below for
playing the Game of Battleship or Sinking Ships.

This game, best played
by two pupils or two teams
of pupils, emphasizes the
location of a place by co-
ordinates. On one chart each
pupil outlines his four ships
as shown, making sure that
his opponent cannot see this
chart. Ships may be placed
in a horizontal or vertical
position, and can be referred
.to in order of size: carrier
(5 consecutive intersections),

battleship (4 consecutive
intersections), destroyer
(3 consecutive intersections),
submarine (2 consecutive
intersections).

One cc'testant starts with
a salvo of four shots in an
attempt to locate his opponent's
ships. As he announces each
shot, such as B5 or 118, his
opponent tells whether it is a
miss or a hit. If n hit is

scored, the opponent tells the
type of ship hit. The offensive

player then records his shot on

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

A

AIN,

BCDEFGHIJK

A Possible Diagram
:Or the Game of

Battleship
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his blank chart. For a miss he records an X. For a hit he
records a number indicating the number of squares occupied by his
opponent's ship. The defensive player records each of his opponent's
shots by writing an X on the chart on which his own ships are marked.

After one contestant completes the first salJ, the opponent
akes his turn with four shots. Play continues by turns until one

,,layer has sunk all his opponent's ships. A ship is sunk only when
the number of hits is the same as the number of intersections it
occupies. However, if it is the person or team who began the game ,

who first succeeds in sinking all its opponent's ships, the second
person is entitled to an equal number of shotS in an attempt to
tie the score or, in case he needs fewer shots than did his opponent,
to win.

Duplicate copies of the blank chart might be furnished by the
teacher.

II. There are available many outlined figures containing
appended sets of coordinate points which when graphed will
produce a picture. Students enjoy this type graphing and
while having fun they are also learning.

For example, in the following exercise, if the points are
connected as indicated a house is added to th, scene.

Locate the following points on the diagram below and connect
each point, in each group, to the succeeding point in the order

(a) (1,8) (3,12), (5,7), (13,8), (13,3), (5,1), (5,7), (1,8)
(1,3), (5,1)

(b) (3,12), (11,12), (13,8)

.s.....,_ 14 /'\---.

)
- ,------"---

12

10

I It .1
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
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Glossary of Terms for Geometry

Altitude of a cone.% The segment from the vertex perpendicular to
and terminated by the plane of the base or the perpendicular
distance from the vertex to the plane of the base.

Altitude of a cylinder. A segment from the plane of one base
perpendicular to and terminated by the plane of the other base
or the perpendicular distance between the planes of the bases.

Altitude of a parallelogram. A perpendicular line segment joining
a point on any side of a parallelogram with the line containing
the opposite side.

The length of this line segment.

The line containing this line
segment.

Altitude of a prism. A segment from one base perpendicular to and
terminated by the plane of the other base, or the perpendicular
distance between the planes of the bases.

Altitude of a pyramid. The segment from the vertex perpendicular to
and terminated by the plane of the base or the perpendicular
distance between the vertex and the plane of the base.

Altitude of a trapezoid. A perpendicular line segment joining a
point on one of the parallel sides with the line containing
the opposite side.

The length of this line segment.

The line containing this line
segment.

Altitude of a triangle. The perpendicular line segment joining any
vertex with the line containing the opposite

The length of this line segment.

The line containing this line
segment.

Angle. The set of all points contained on
two rays which have the same endpoint.

C'
8

a'

A\ \
E<

Angles !adjacent). Two angles in the same plane having a common ray
and a common vertex and whose interiors have no point in common.

Angle (acute). Any angle whose measure is less than that of a right
angle.
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Angles (complementary). Two angles such that the sum of their
measures is equal to 90°. The two acute angles of a right
triangle are llways complementary.

Angles (equal). Angles having the same measure.

Angle (exterior). An angle such that one side is the ray containing
one side of a polygon and the other side is the ray which is
opposite to that which contains an adjacent side of the
polygon.

Angles (mace by a transversal).

In the figure, lines AB
and CD are intersected by
the transversal EF. Angles
3, 4, 5, and 6 are interior
angles. Angles 1, 2, 7, and
8 are exterior angles. Angles
3 and 6, and angles 4 and 5
are the pairs of alternate
interior angles. Angles 1 and
8, and angles 2 and 7 are
the pairs of alternate exterior
angles. Angles 1 and 5,
angles 2 and 6, angles 3 and 7,
and angles 4 and 8 are cor-
responding angles.

C .3* 6

7 8

Angle (measure of). The measure of an angle is the measure of the
amount of rotation of the initial side of the angle about
its vertex necessary to make the initial side coincide with the
position of the terminal side. The unit of measurement is the

1

0 v
degree which is

36
of a complete rotation. In more advan-

ced work, counterclockwise rotation is taken as positive.

Angle (obtuse). Any angle whose measure is greater than that of a
right angle and less than that of a straight angle.

Angle (reflex). Any angle whose measure is greater than that of a
straight angle but less than 360°.

Angle (right). Any angle whose measure is one-half that of a
straight angle, or 90°.

Angle (straight). Any angle whose sides lie on the same straight
line extending in opposite directions from the vertex. Any

angle whose sides are opposite rays. Any angle whose measure
is 180°.

Angles (supplementary). Any two angles such that the sum of 'their
measures is equal to 180°.
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Angles (verti&al). Two angles such that the sides of one are rays
opposite to the sides of the other,

Arc. A segment of a curve, particularly a circle. The length
of such a segment.

Area. The number of times a given unit (such as a square inch) is
contained in the given region.

Areas of plane geometric figures.

Circle A = Trr
2

Triane_ A =
1
bh

Parallelogram A = bh 2

Rectangle A = lw

Trapezoid A = h (b + bt)

Areas of solid geometric figures.

2Cylinder A = 2T;r + 2arh or A = 2rrr(r+h)

Cone A = zr
2
+ zrs or A = zr(r + s)

Axiom. An assumption.

Axis (coordinate). A line along which or parallel to which a
coordinate is measured. The horizontal axis is usually referred
to as the x-axis and the vertical axis as the y-axis.

Axis of a right circular cylinder. The segment joining centers of
the bases, or the line containing such a segment.

Axis of a right circular cone. The segment joining the vertex
to the center of the base, or the line containing such a
segment.

Bisect an angle. To determine a ray in the interior of the angle

which forms two angles of equal measure with the side of the
original angle.

Bisect a line segment. To determine a point on the line segment
equally distant from the endpoints.

Centimeter. One hundredth part of a meter.

Chord of a circle. Any straight line segment whose endpoints are
points on the circle.

Circle. The set of all points in a plane a fixed distance, called
the radius, from a fixed point, called the center.

Circumference of a circle. The length of a circle.
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Closed circular region. The set of all points on a circle and in
the interior of the circle. The region bounded by a circle
including the circle itself.

Closed plane curve. A curve which completely bounds a finite
portion of a plane called a region.

Collinear pcints. Points lying on the same line.

Compass (more correctly a pair of compasses). An instrument used
for measuring distances between two points or for describing
circles.

Concentric circles. Circles lying in the same plane having a common
center.

Concurrent lines. Lines which have a pcint in common.

Concurrent planes.
common.

Three or more planes which have a point in

Cone. A solid consisting of the union of the region enclosed by
a closed curved line in a plane and the surface formed-by
segments from erery point on that line to one point not on
the plane of that line.

Cone, circular. A cone with a circular base.

Cone,-oblique. A cone whose axis is not perpendicular to the base.

Cone, right. A cone whose axis-is perpendicular to the base.

Congruent figures. Figures which can be superposed, that is, placed
one upon the other so that corresponding parts coincide. Some-

times taken as an undefined concept.

Coplanar lines. Lines in the same plane.

Coplanar pints. Points in the same plane.

Cube. bounded by six planes, with its twelve edges all
equal and its face angles all right angles.

Cubic centimeter. The volume of a cube each of whose edges is one
centimeter in length.

Cubic inch. The volume of a cube each of whose edges is one inch
in length.

Curve. A curve is a path consisting of a set of points. In

higher mathematics a curve includes a straight line, but in
this unit a curve will be described as a path no part of which

is a straight line segemnt.
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Cylinder. The solid formed by the union of the regions bounded
by two congruent closed curves in parallel planes and

similarly placed, and the surface formed by the parallel
segments joining all corresponding points on the congruent
closed curves.

Cylinder (circular). A cylinder with circular bases.

Cylinder (oblique/. A cylinder whose axi. s is not perpendicular to
the bases.

Cylinder (right). A cylinder whose axis is perpendicular to the
bases.

Cylinder (right circular). The surface generated by revolving a
rectangle about one of its sides. The solid bounded by such
a surface.

Decagon. polygon having ten interior angles. Apolygon having
ten sides.

Decahedron. A polyhedron with ten faces.

Degree. A unit of angular measure. See Angle, measure of.

Diagonal of a polygon. Straight line segment connecting two non-
adjacent vertices.

Diameter of a circle. Any chord containing as one of its points
the center of the circle.

Diameter of a sphere. A segment whose endpoints are on the sphere
and which :-tains the center of the sphere.

Dodecagon. A polygon having twelve interior angles. A polygon
having twelve sides.

Dodecahedron. A polyhedron with twelve faces.

Dodecahedron, regular. A dodecahedron all of whose faces are
congruent regular pentagons and all of whose polyhedral angles
are congruent.

Edge. A line segment which is the intersection of two plane faces
of a solid.

Exterior of a circle. The set of all points in the plane of the
circle whose distance from the center is greater than the
radius of the circle.

Exterior of a sphere. The set of all points in space whose distance
from the center is greater than the radius of the sphere.
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Face of a polyhedron. The region enclosed by a bounding polygon
of a polyhedron.

Foot. unit of linear measure equal to 12 inches. The point of
. ersection of a line with another line or a plane.

Great circle. The circle formed by the intersection of a sphere and ,

a plane which contains as one of its points the center of the
sphere.

Hemisphere. A half of a sphere bounded by a great circle.

Hepta-. Prefix meaning seven, as in heptagon (polygon having seven
sides) and heptahedron (polygon having seven faces).

Hexagon. A polygon having six interior angles. A polygon having six
sides.

Hexahedron. A polyhedion of six faces.

Hexahedron (regular). A hexahedron all of whose faces are squares
and all of whose polyhedral angles are congruent.

Horizontal. In a plane perpendicular to a plumb line.

Hypotenuse. The side opposite the.right angle in a right triangle.

Icosa-. Prefix meaning twenty, as in icosagon (polygon having
twenty sides) and icosahedron (polyhedron having twenty faces).

Icosahedrc. qular). An icosahedron all of whose faces are
equil iangles and all of whose polyhedral angles are
congruent.

Inch. A unit of measure of distance or length equal to one-twelfth
1

. of a foot or
36

of a yard.

Interior of a circle. The set of all points in the plane of the
circle whose distance from the center is less than the
radius of the circle.

Interior of a sphere. The set of all points in space whose distance
from the center is less than the radius of the sphere.

Kilometer. A unit of measure of length or distance equal to one
thousand neters.

Leg of a right triangle. Either one of the sides adjacent to the
right angle.

Line. An undefined geometric configuration w.iose properties

are length and position.
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Line (broken). A succession of straight line segments connected
end to end, not all of which are in the same straight line.

Line (closed broken). Any broken line which forms a closed path.

Lines (coinciding). Lines having identical sets of points.

Lines (concurrent). See concurrent.

Lines (intersecting). Lines which have one and only one point in
common.

Line (horizontal). Any line which is perpendicular to a given
vertical line.

Lines (parallel). Lines in-the same plane which do not intersect.

Line segment. A finite portion of a line containing the points
between two given points, and including the two given points.

Lines (skew). See skew lines.

Line (vertical). The plumb line.

Line (plumb). The line in which a-string hangs when supporting a
weight at one end.

Median of a triangle. The line segment joining a vertex to the
middle point of the opposite side.

Meter. The basic unit of linear measure of the metric system;
the distance between two marks on a platinum bar preserved
in Paris. It is equal to S9.37+ inches.

Millimeter. One thousandth part of meter.

Nona-. Prefix meaning nine, as in nonagon (polygon having nine
sides) and nonahedron (polyhedron having nine faces).

Oblique. Neither perpendicular nor parallel, such as oblique lines
and oblique planes.

Octa-. Prefix meaning eight, as in octagon (polygon having eight
sides) and octahedron (polyhedron having eight faces).

Octahedron (regular). An vctahedron all of whose faces are congruent
equilateral triangles and all of whose polyhedral angles are-'congruent.

Parallel lines: See lines, parallel.

Parallel planes. See planes, parallel.
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Parallelogram. A quadrilateral with its opposite sides parallel.
The opposite sides lie on parallel lines.

Penta. Prefix meaning,five, as in pentagon (polygon having five
sides) and pentahedron (polyhedron having five faces).

Perpendicular. Two straight lines are perpendicular if they form a

pair of equal adjacent angles. The property of lines and

planes which intersect at an angle of 90 degrees.

Perimeter. The length of a closed curve or a closed broken.line.

The sum of the lengths cf the sides of a polygon.

Pi. The name of the Greek letter 7; which corresponds to the Roman P.

The symbol IT denotes the ratio of the circumference of a circle

to its diameter. It is an irrational number whose common
22rational approximations include 7, 3.14, 3.1416, and 3.14159.

Plane. An undefined unbounded geometric configuration which has
the properties of length and width but has no thickness.

Plane figure. A geometric figure every point on which is contained

in the same plane.

Plane (horizontal). A plane perpendicular to a plumb line.

Planes (parallel). Two planes which do not intersect.

Plane (vertical). A plane containing as one of its lines a vertical

line.

Point. An undefined geometric configuration which is nondimensional.

It has the property of position.

Points (collinear). See collinear.

Polygon. A plane geometric figure formed by a closed broken line.

POZugon (equiangular). A polygon whose interior angles have the

same measure.

Polygon (equilateral). A polygon whose sides are equal in length.

Polygon (regular). A polygon whose sides are equal in length and

whose interior angles are equal in measure. A polygon wnich

is both equiangular and equilateral.

Polyhedral angle. The configuration formed by the lateral faces

of a polyhedron which have a common vertex.

Polyhedron. A solid which is the union of regions, called faces,

bounded by polygons.
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Polyhedron (regular). A polyhedron all of whose faces are regular
polygons and all of whose polyhedral angles are congruent.

Postulate. An assumption.

Prism. A polyhedron with two congruent, parallel and similarly
placed faces, called bases, and whose other faces, called
lateral faces, are parallelograms formed by joining cor-
responding vertices of the bases.

Prism (oblique). A prism whose lateral faces are not perpendicular
to the bases.

Prism (right). A prism whose lateral faces are perpendicular to
the bases.

Protractor. A semicircular plate, or circular clear plastic,
graduated in degrees and used to measure angles.

Pyramid. A polyhedron with one face a polygon and the other faces
triangles with a common vertex.

Pyramid (regular). A pyramid whose base is a regular polygon and
whose altitude passes thratigh the center of the base.

Pythagorean theorem. The-sum of the squares of the lengths of
the legs of a right triangle is equal to the square of the
length ,of the hypotenuse.

Quadrilateral. A pol.gon with four sides.

Radius of a circle.. The straight line segment whose endpoints are
the center of the circle and a point on the circle; the length
of any such line segment.

Radius of a sphere. Any straight line segment whose endpoints are
the center of the sphere and a point on the sphere; the length
of any such line segment.

Ray. If points A and B are on the same line, the set of all points
on the same side of A as B and including the point A form the
ray AB.

Rays (opposite). If points A, B, C are on the same line, and A
is between B and C then ray AB and ray AC are opposite rays.

Rectangle. A parallelogram with one angle a right angle and therefore
all of its angles right angles; a quadrilateral all of whose
angles are right angles.

Rhombus. A parallelogram with adjacent sides equal.
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Semicircle. One-half of a circle; either of the parts of a circle
cut off by a diameter. Not to be confused with a semicircular
region.

Similar figures. Figures having all corresponding angles equal and
all corresponding line segments proportional.

Skew lines. Nonintersecting, nonparallel lines in space.

Small circle. The intersection of a sphere and a plane which inter-
sects the spheregbut which does not contain the center of the
sphere.

Solid. A closed surface completely enclosing a finite portion of
space.

Space. A three-dimensional unbounded region.

Sphere. The set of all points in space, a fixed distance from a
fixed point. Sometimes usc'l as the set of all points whose
distance from a fixed point is not greater than a fixed
distance.

Square. A rectangle with two adjacent sides equal, therefor^ all
its sides are equal.

Square inch. The area of a square oac:1 of whose sides it one inch
in length.

Square centimeter. The area of a square each of whose sides is one
centimeter in length.

Straight edge. An instrument used for determining points on a
straight line identified by two given points.

Surface. A two-dimensional region.

Tetrahedron. A polyhedron of four faces.

Tetrahedron (regular). vA tetrahedron all of whosi faces are con-
g. -t equilateral triangles and all of whose polyhedral angles

,agruent.

Transversal. A line intersecting two other liLes at two distinct
points is a transversal to those lines.

Trapezoid. A quadrilateral which has two and only two sides'
parallel.

Triangle. A polygon with three interior angles. A polygon with
three sides.

Triangle (acute). A triangle each of whose interior angles is acute.
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Triangle (equiangular). A triangle all of whose interior angles are
equal in measure.

Triangle (equilateral). A triangle all of whose sides are equal
in length.

Triangle (isosceles). A triangle with two sides equal in length.

Triangle (obtuse). A triangle one of whose interior angles is an
obtuse angle.

Triangle (right). A triangle one of whose angles is a right angle.

Triangle (scalene). A triangle with no two sides equal in length.

Triangular region. A region bounded by a triangle.

Vertex of an angle. The point common to the two rays forming the
angle.

Vertex of a polyhedron. The intersection of three or more edges
of the polyhedron.

Vert,x of a polygon. A point common to two consecutive sides of
the polygon.

Vertex angle of a triangle. The angle opposite the base of a
triangle.

Vertieql line. See line, vertical.

Vo:-,ic21 angles. See angles, vertical.

iolume of a solid. The number of unit cubes which can be contained
in the space bounded by the solid.

Volumes of geometric solids.

Circular cone

Circular cylinder

Cube

Prism

Pyramid

Rectangular solid

1V =
3
:Bh or V =

3
mr2

h

V = Bh or V = ur 2
h

V = e
3

V = Bh

V = Bh

V = lwh
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XI. STATISTICS

Statistics is a branch of mathematics which deals with the
collection, organization, presentation, meaningful analysis, and
utilization of data.

The topics in this unit afford opportunities to inv ,t the

pupils in interesting, challenging, and enjoyable mathemL_Ical
activities both inside and outside the classroom. One suoh activity
Is the collecting of data, presenting it in the form of graphs,
and summarizing it in terms of mean, median, and mode. Such data
could be a tabulation of pupils' favorite interests and activities,
favorite television programs or. stars, o: it could be a voter pre-
ference in an upcoming school election. This could involve activititt,
in selecting representative samples of k, group and performing the
anpling:

Statistics can be fun. The pupils may enjoy presenting the
same facts in different ways to create different and contradictory
impressions. (Some examples of such statements are: "Half of the
class scored 80 per cent or less on the test"; "Half of the class
scored 80 per cent or mom on the test"; "The most frequent score
on the test was 80 per cent.") All of these statements are based on
the same set of data but each may give a different impression of how
well the class did on the test.

The pupils usually enjoy collecting and wringing to ciasF
graphs that may give false impressions, and by learning how to
recognize poorly made graphs they learn how to make graphs properly.

This unit also affords the opportunity to reinforce the study
of other subjects. For example, in giving the pupils data with
which to prepare graphs, the data may be selected from almo.,t any
other field such as economics, geography, physical education,
science, and social studies. In presenting the data to the pup,ls,
the data itself may be discussed. Also, the pupils may collect the
data from other courses and bring it in for use in mathematics class.
Cross-subjects activities of this nature are educationally rewarding.

Statistics tell us what has happened, what is happening, and
aids us in predicting what is most likely to happen.

The pupils may be asked to list various examples of data-
collecting and of activities based on, or greatly influenced by,
data and statistics. A few such examples are determining insurance
policy premiums, government budgets, television program ratings,
sports data of all types, the stock market, and pupil examination
grades, averages, and final marks.
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.A discussion ofdata and statistics probably would not be
complete without mentioning the role of the electronic computer.
The two greatest values of a computer are that it has a huge
memory capability and that it can do lightning-fast computa-
tions. A computer can be fed great quantities of data upon which
it can quickly perform various operations to give the desired
information. A computer is not "intelligent" in the usual sense of`
the word, but it is very, very fast. It can perform computations
millions of times faster than the human brain. This is its greatest
value in the field of ".'a and statistics.

Often, short cuts Are necess;.ry in collecting data. In
determining how many people are watchino. certain television programs
on a given evening, it is a physical ah- economic impossibility

to contact 180 million people in the United States to fi d out how
many are watching each program.

In attempting to determine how many people afe watching
certain television programs or in attempting to predict the outcome
of an upcoming election, the process of sampling is used.

Concept: In statistics, a sample is a subgroup selected Porn a
larger group that in under consideration. The object in
selecting the sample is to mak.- the selection in such a manner
that it is representative of the larger group.

That is, the results obtained by collecting data from the sample
will give the same information as if the data had been collected
from the entire group. Such a sampling is called a representative
sampling. Selecting a sample that is representative can be quite
difficult. In selecting a sample to predict the outcome of an
election, different results would be obtained if the sample consisted
of predominately Republicans or predominately Democrats. The sample
would not be representative if it consisted of predominately men
and one of the candidates has a strong appeal to women.

There is always un.ertainty about the data obtained from
samples because of the uncertainty as to whether or not the sample
is representative of the entire group.

Many factors must be taken into account in selecting a sample.
How, when, and where the sampling is done and the size of the
sample all affeeL the results of the sampling. Selecting a sample
and performing a sampling so that it will be representative can be
quite a difficult task.

Tabulation of Data

Data is tabulated so as to put it into a more usable form.

Many types of data may be easily tabulated by the process of
tallying. The ages of pupils in a mathematics class may be tabulated
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in this way. Suppose the ages of the pupils are: 15, 15, 14, 15,

13, 13, 13; 14, 15, 12, 15, 14, 15, 15, 14, -14, 13, 13, 16, 15, IS,

14, 14, 15, 14, 13, 14, 14. This may be tabulated as follows:

Age Tally marks Number

12 1

13 11-14. 1 6

14 . TH.L. rtia. 10

15 11-34. 11-14. 10

16 1 1

There are several ways of tabulating data. The previous illu-

stratian showed how to list in some type of order all the different

numbers that occur in the data and then show how often each score

occurred by the use of tally marks.

Concept: The number of times each number appears is called the

frequency-of that number.

This type of tabulation of data is called a frequency distri-

bution. Cumulative frequency shows, for any given score, the

total frequency of all scores up to and including that score.

Give': the following grades
received by pupils on a certain

examination: 85, 80, 80, 84, 79, 82, 77, 81, 76, 81, 76, 80,

77. Make a tabluation showing -the
tally, frequency and cumulative

frequency.

Answer:

Tally Marks Frequency Cummulative Frequency
Score

85 '11 2 2

84 -1
1 3

83
0 3

82 1 1
4

81 11 2 6

80- 111 3 9

79 1
1 10

78
0 10

77 11 2 12

76 11 2- 14-

14

Sometimes the data is a set of numbers that differ so greatly

that it is necessary to collect
similar scores -into groups. For

example, the weights of 20 male adults in a certain group may be

as follows:

158 162 148 167 169

144 151, 152 155 157

166 180 177 -168 156

171 -173 183 1S9 165
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Score Tally Marks Frequency Frequency

65-73 1111- 4 23-

0-65 -11 / ' 25

25

For each of the following, make a tabulation of tally marks,
frequency and cwmnulative frequency, first deciding whether or not
grouping should be used. If grouping is used, group into five .

grcups.--

(a) The number of children in the families of the,pupils in an
eighth-grade arc: 1, 4, 1, 3- 2, 6, 1, 2, 2, 3, 2, 4, 2, 1,
-1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 5, 2, 1, 4, 2 1..

(b) The number of telephone calls 4.adc from -each of 30 different
-telephones in a day is:

5 18 6 3' 0 12

14 19 5 7 3 2

0 1 9 14 6 11_

8 3 7 7 9 5

4 0 2 _13 14 5

(c) The average gasoline mileage of each of 25 new cars, in
miles per gallon-of gasoline; is:

17.4 21.6 13.1 14.0 13.6

21.0 18;4 15.2 13.8 14:6-

15.5 16.7 16.8 15.9- 13.9

14.2 i5.7 17.3 18.8 19.1

24.0 27.0 26,3 25.8 24.4

(d) The height cf each of the-boys in_a ninth grade gym class,
to the-nearest inch, is:

68 _69 56 63 69 .69 56

63 62 58- 60 63 66 59

64 66 61 52 SS 57 61

62 64 68 60 59 50

Answers:
Tally
marks Frequency

Cunmulative
Frequency

Children

(a) in family

6 1 1- 1

5 1 1 2

4 1111 4 ' 6

3 1111 4 10

2 1131 1111 9 19

1 T-1.4.1. 11 7 26

26
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No two men have the same weight. A frequency distribution
that did not group the data would give no further information
than the raw data itself. When it is obvious the* the data
should be grouped, the first problem is to decide into how many
groups the data should be,divided. This decision should be
based on the range of the data, the number of items forming the
data, and the purpose for which the data is to be used. There
are no hard and fast rules to use to determine the number of
groups, but 10- to 15 groups are very often convenient. The data
above ranges from 144 to 183 or a range of about 40 pounds. The
data could be divided into 10 groups with an interval of 4 pounds
each. The boundaries of the intervals should be defined so that
there is no doubt as to where an item belongs. BeloW is a fre-
quency distribution of the above data divided into 10 groups.

Weight Interval Tally -Marks Frequency Cummulative Frequency_

180-183 11 2 2

176-179 1 1 3

172-175 1 1 4

168-171 III 3 7 -

164-167 III 3 10

160-163 1 1 11

156-159 -1111 4 15

152-155 11 2 17
148-151 11 2 19

144-147 1 -1 20

20

If the data had been grouped into 5 groups, the summary would
be as follows:

Weight Interval Tally Marks Frequency Cumulative Frequency

176-133 III 3 3

168-175 1111 4 7

160-167 11 -11 4- 11

152-159 11-1.1. 1 6 17

144-151 III 3 20

20

The fewer the number of groups that are used, the greater the
information that is lost.

As another example, the following are the grades received by
pupils on a mathematics test: 98, 88, 93, 84, 76, 77, 84, 92,
65, 73, 88, -92, 96, 100, 87, 86, 42, 58, 69, 77, 76, 80, 90, "80, 66.
This data may be tabulated in groups as follows:

Score Tally Marks Frequency Cumulative_ Frequency
92-100 11-44.1 . 6 6

83-91 114-1.11 7 13

74-82 1141 1 6 19
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Number Tally
(b) of callS,______- marks Frequency

16 - 19

___---

11 2
12 - 15 1H4.. 5
8 - 11 -1111 4
4 - 7 /141 1141 10-
0 - 3 1141 1111 9

30

Cummulative
Frequency

7

il

21

30

Miles per Tally Cummulative
(c) gallon marks Frequency FrequencY

:25.1-28.0 III 3 3=
22.1 -25.0 11 2 5
19;1-22:0 III 3 8
16.1=19.0 1141 1 6 14
13.1-16.0 11A4_1141 1 11 25

25

Height Tally Cummulative
(d) in inches marks Frequency Frequency

66-= 69 1141 1 6 -6
62 - 65 T141 11 7 13
58 - 61 1141 1111 9 22
54 - 57 111- 3 25
50.7 53 11 2 27

27

Representation of Data

The newspaperS and various reports contain examples, of the most
common types of graphs used _as_a-pictorial representation of
data: -bar graphs; broken Zine graphs, and-circle graphs. -Almost
any-type of data. can be-represented_by_more than one type of graph,
but each type of graph has_its advantages in representing specific
types:of data.

Concept: The bar graph is often-Used to repreSent isolated-number
facts.

For instance, a bar graph:may be used to represent the heights
of the 10 highest-mountains in North-America or the length of the
world's longest rivers,. Such data is composed of-number,facts
assigned to relatively unchanging items.

Concept: When the data is composed of number facts assigned to
changing items and the purpose of the graph is to show the
direction_orchange, the broken Zine-graph is very useful.
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Broken line graphs can be used to show trends, cycles, change_
in a-variable or relationships between variables.

Concept: Circle graphs are useful for representing the relationship
between-portions of a whOle and the whole.

For instance, a circle graph is useful for representing the
items that make up a family budget'. The data represented by
circle graphs-is often giyen as a ratio.of a part to the whole ex-
pressed as a per cent. Such datamaralso be- -represented by a
rectangular distribUtion graph which employs the use of a rectangle
instead of a circle. -In circle graphs and in rectangular distri-
bution graphs, the area of each-region of each graph is drawn
proportional to the data._

If a circle graph is-used to represent a family budget, and
20=per cent of the-budget is for rent, then 20-per cent of the circle

must be used to represent'the rent portion -of the budget. Here
again, what is -meant more nrecigely_is- that 20 per cent of the
circular region-must be used for-thiS purpose. To-do this,_central
angles are drawn at the center of the circle. The sum of all_
Such angles_Will,be 360% The angle used to form the portion
of the Circle -reptesonting_tent_-will be 20per cent-Of 360° or 72°.
An,angle of 72° is drawn at the center of the circle intersecting
the circle to form a sector which is 20 per cent of the entire
circular region.

In making bar=graphs, the-bars may-be drawn either horizontally
or--vertically. The width of the_bars is the same and-the width
of-the spaces between=bars is the same-.

One problem with both broken line graphs and bar graphs is
that of determining- what scales to use. One Method-of deterMining

the-scale is-as follows. Determine what is the-largest number that
has to be represented on the graph. Determine hoW many graph-paper
units are available to represent this number_ DiVide the largeSt
number that must -be repreSented-on the-graph by the number available
graph-paper-units. Each.unit on the graph paper should represent
the nearest larger convenient number. For-instance, if the number
148,842 is the greatest number that must be represented on the
graph, and if there are 15 graph, paper units available, then
dividing 148,842 by 15 gives a quotient of about 9,900. Each unit

on the graph paper should then represent 10,000 for this-scale.

Frequency distributiong of grouped data may be represented by
a histogram.

Concept: A histogram -is somewhat Zike a vertical bar graph, except
that there are no spaces between-the bars.

The intervals_ are marked off as the-horizontal axis _and the

frequency is shown on the vertical axis.
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A convenient interval length is one-whidh will yield a
maximum of ten to twenty intervals, though in the initial work
six to ten intervals are an ample number with which to have-
students work. Adjacent intervals have.a common endpoint. End
points should-be chosen with care in order that data fall within
-the intervals; at times this is imposSible and by convention any
data falling on an endpoint will be assigned-to the lower interval.

Scores on Test Tally Marks Frequency

92 = 400
-83 -91

7

_ ----.--

114-1.
11-1.1, 11

74 = 82 ri4.i. 144 .- 1 -11
65 - 73 1111 4
56 - 64 1-11_ -3
47 ,. 55 1 1

There are no scores
between-0 and the
47 - 55 interval. This
portion of the graph may
be omitted. and this is 12--
indicated-by-the zig -zag
Portion On the_horizon- 11 -_---
tal scale. The use of
graphs in which a 10
portion of the_graph has
been omitted can lead to -9
false impressions of-the
data being repreSented.

=-7-ThiS is diScussed in a 8
later-section.

Joining the mid-
points of the upper
bases of a histogram
results in a-broken
-line -graph called a

frequency polygon.
The midpoints them-
selves represent the
meaningful data. The
line segments connect-
ing_the midpoints are
used simply to show
trends-in the-varia-
tion-of the-data from
one midpoint to the
next midpoint. The
points on che -line seg-

ments connecting mid-
points -do-41ot repre-

Sent meaningful data.

3 7-

2

38 47 56 65 74 83 92 100

Tesr-Scores
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Reldtive frequency is the-percent of the total number of
scores that a frequency represents.. Decimal numerarS-id used on a
vertical line at the right of a histogram or frequency polygon, to
illuStrate relative- frequency.

40

Interpretation- of'-Graphs

Care most be exercised-when interpreting graphs. A common
Saying can be-slightly altered_to say that graphs do not lie
-but liars use graphs. The meaning behind this saying can be
demonstrated by the two graphs-below. Graph A shows the-priCe-
of Brand X on the first of each of three consecutive years.
Graph-B-shows-the price of Brand'Y on these same dates. At

first glance, it might appear that the percentage increase -in
Brand -X.has been far greater than the percentage increase in
Brand Y during the same period.

Brand X

544

534

524

514
a.)

'az: 504

494

7D 484.

11

0

o. oo

A

co

oo

Brand Y

.601

584

564.

415)
44

524

g) 5 o4.

(1' 484

24

01
NO NO No
0, 0% 0.-

A closer examination of the graphs show that Brand X in-
creased from.0-.48 to $0.54- whi-le Brand Y increased from $0.48 to
$0.56. Brand Y actually had an increase in price $0.02 greater
than Brand X-.

-How car, graphs beiged to create such false impressions? An

examination of the graphs shoWs that the two graph's do-not have

the same vertical scale. Graph A has a vertical scale in which one

unit represents one cent. Graph B has a vertical scale in-which one
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unit represents two cents. *The zig-zag portion of, the vertical
scales shows that a portion of each graph has been-omitted. Ih
each graph the portion that haS been omitted is different from the
portion that has been omitted in the other graph. This makes the
difference in vertical scales less obvious: Omitting a portion of
a graph is not necessarily an indication

that an attempt is being made
made to create ajalse impression. Omitting a portion of a graph
is very useful when the purpose of the graph is to show a trend or
cycle in a variable and the variation__ erdentage-wise is quite small.

Pupils should beaSked to look for illustrationS in which sta-
tistics are used to show only what is desired, i.e., "4 out of 5
dentists recommend -=", which might mean only fiVe were asked or
only a certain..5.are being considered. The inference is being
suggested however that of all the dentists in the country, 80%
would.recotmend grand Q.

Measures of Central Tendenty.

Central tendency refers.-to-the-part of the distribution at which
many-of the scores are concentrated.

Concept: The mode is the number which occurs most frequently in a
set of data. A set of data may-have more than one mode.

Concept: The mean is the arithmetic average of a set of data and
is obtained-by finding the sum of all the-nuMbers in the set
and dividing by_ the cardinal number of the set.

Concept: The median is the middle number in a set of data which has
been arranged in order of size.

If the set of data contains an odd number of elements, the
median is the value of the middle-number. Thus, if there are n
elements in-the set, where n -is an odd number, and these are

arranged in order of size, the median occupies noSition- n
2

+ 1

If the set of data contains an even number of elements the
_mgian may be found as- follows: when n is even and the numbers
are arranged in order of size, the median is-the arithmetic mean

of the nUmhorS in the poM.tiohs,74- and z + 1.

Let us see how an analysis of data may be made.

The following is a set of SalarieS of 12"employees:

$5,200 $5,800 $5,400 $5,600
$5,700 $5,400 $5,200 $5,500
$5,500 $16,400 $5,600 $5,200
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Arranged in increasing order the salaries are: $5,200, $5,200,
$5,200, $5,400, $5,400, $S,500, $5,500, $5,600, $5,600, $5,700,.
$5,800, $J6,400. The most frequent salary is $5,200. Therefore,
the mode is $5,200. The middle salary is $5,500. Therefore, the
median is $5,500. The arithmetic average or mean is $6,375.
Notice how much higher the mean is than either the mode or median.

data:
Each of the following is a true statement, based -on this

. The most coMmon'salary among the employees is $5,200.

. Half of the employees receive a salary of $5;500 or more.

. Half of the employees receive a salary of $5,500 or leSs.
, The average salary of the employees is $6,375.

Each-of'these.statements is a summary of the same data; Yet
the impression-given by each of these statements can be entirely
different. In this example the median gives the most accurate
average as an indication-of central tendency. The reason that the
mean is so high is due to the $16,400 salary in the=data. If this
salary-is changed to $5,700, the mode remains unchanged, the
median remains unchanged, but the mean -drops from $6,375-to.$5,483.
This- demonstrates the effect that one number can have on-the mean
of a set of _data.

The mode of data that has been grouped in a 'frequency diStri-
bution would-be the interval with the greatest frequency. After the
data-has been grouped-there is no way of determining-the most
frequent number in_the original set of data.

The median of data that has been grouped cannot be preciSely
determined but the following i-s-a deScription of-how it can -be
approximated.

Interval Yearly Salary Frequency

$9,000 - $10,000 1

$8,000 - $8,999 4

$7,000 - $7,999 6

$6,000 = $6,999 15

$5,000 - $5,999 40
$4,000 - $4,999 35

N = 101

There are 101 salaries. The 51st salary will be the median
salary. lhe Slst salary will be in the $5,000 - $5,999 interval.
It can, therefores'be stated that the median salary is in the range
$5,000 - $5,999. Counting down from the top, the 51st salary would
be the 25th salary in the $5,000 --$5,999 group. Counting from the
bottom it would -be the 16th salary in that group. An approximation

4.5
of -the median salary would be

2
of -the way from $5,999 - $5,000
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or 4015

5
of the way from $5,000 to $5,999. This would give an

approkimate=Median of $5,387. This is only an approximation because
the calculation is based on the assumption that the salaries are
evenly distributed within the group, which probably is-not true.

An approximation of the mean of a grouped frequency distribu-
tion, may be obtained by assuming that each number in each group has
the value of the midpoint of that group. The mean is then calculated
in the midpoint.

each
manner. A shortcut would be to multiply the midpoin

of each group by the frequency of that group, add all these products,
and then divide the sum by the total frequency. This is an approxima-
tion of the mean because it is-based on-the assumption that all the
data are evenly distributed about the midpoint in each group.

Concept: 2'e mean, median, and mode are numbers used as values
typical or representative of a set of data.

Students and-parents are often -donfused-$v-percentile "scores"
-given as results of standardized tests. The .,planation which
follows should help to clarFy the meaning of percentiles.

.
One method 'of-indicating what portion of the pupils are below

a-certain_pupil is=by the useof percentile rank. If 4,000,pupils
'take an examination-and one pupil ig ranked 1,200, then-2,800 or-
70 per cent of the-pupils taking the test are below him. His

percentile rank is given as 70. This means that 70 per cent of the
pupils are belowhim. -Percentile ranks are used a great deal in
scoring standardized examinations, the purpose of which is not
"paSs"-or "fail" pupils but-i.:6 indicate ability compared to all the

other pupils.

Data-and-Data Collection

Data for statistical analysis can not be collected in a blind

and unthinking manner. There are pitfalls to be avoided Merely
in the collection of data, before any mathematical operations are
-performed on this data:

The process of collecting data can be very expensive. For

example, television broadcasting networks wish to know how many

_people are watching their programs. If 25 million people are

watching television in the United States on a certain Tuesday
evening, it would_cost a network a huge sum of money to contact all
25 million viewers and inquire as to which program they were

watching. The task of contacting 25 million people in one evening

is a practical impossibility. Instead of contacting all 25 million

viewers, only a small sample, perhaps 2,000 viewers, are contacted

and asked what program they are watching. This is called sampling.

Firms that specialize in this activity are called television rating

services.
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If a television rating service contacts ,,,u0 people in-
different cities in various sections of the country, and if 27 pez,
cent of the people contacted are-watching a specific television

.program, (loco this-n;ean that 27 per cent of all television viewers'
in the United States are watching that particular program?

Answer: No, not necessarily
.

If a sampling is made in such-a.manner that the results are the
Same- as_ would be obtained if _each person to whom the question:per_
tains was -contacted, 'the sampling --is- called a- representative' samPling.
There are-many factors--that will'determine whether!orinot -a
sampling will-be representative. -Such- factors as how,the-sampling
was taken, when it was taken, where it was taken, and the size of
the =sampling are a few such factors.

Each of the following is an= example of a-sampling which is not
representative. The- 'results of the sampling are different from the
results that would be -obtained if-each- person to-whets the question

;pertains was contacted., For each sampling, indicate why- it is not
a .representative

(a) In attempting -tcy,predict the outcome of an ;upcoming presi--
dential electiOn, 20,000 high school pupilS in 100 high
schools across Ithe country-Were-asked. which = candidate =they
wished to see olected.

(b), To determine hewimany,people in the United States watched
a certain tele*Visioe,program each-week; 42 people-in
seven different cities-were- interviewed:

Answers:

(a) The question was asked ok the wrong pzople. High-school
students are not old enough to vote and will not be-voting
in the election. The question should:have been:asked of
people who =actually will be voting in the election-.

The- sampling is too small. The ruunber of people
=questioned is toe small and the number of Cities
involved in the sampling is too-small to be representative:

(b)
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*II. PROBABILITY 4

-The-imateriall suggestedz=aa- an, *lanai 'torte
in the Eth=_Igra-4, Probability should be approached on the ;junior
high-Adi41 ori-=anittletty-4ntuitiiie-41asis:

--A_='diacUSiioiv.of4uch-itokdaaS:- probably; :tight; =chaticei_ it a
good starting point. ;Nit what is ei t *beni-the fo llew_ing,:s e=
ments-are,made?'

probabV-4ain,-,te=aight-.
-1=1:isight=.gev-atierie'eatir

'(e); There Is a chance sy father will take

Cd) =ft-might snow in July in -- New York=City._
(e) He haa_a- chance --te,..ka to the center of the -earth ,:tomotrow

Tiero: iheuld,-,_ba, an -overall- dicussonrcgaing:thc:-statements-
.rnd an emphiiis on the 1ikclihoOdof the events Tentioned--;'really
eceuriagi_ "The_-`1ikeithetid-_-Cf!=the-first -three-eitentaliapiiening:la
forsioablelJihi le =the likeiihood:=_OUthe :last tio-fi,--Sor:=_alr

_

eprietica_1=:putieies-,- nonexiatent-i-,

pipetlinents-ifivolVint-the :tossinve&zeeivifrA7luan--,vffeative
:labo.ator approach to probability Soli- of =the-fajai-mental: concepts
of probibility can-he illustrated l On,an,=informal-,-_intuitive --bas
in auCh --cetn=tetaitige oi'Ver;

When.:_a.cOiniaTeSSed3,inr,the--_ai-iYthe-;probability of its
landing `.;-=the same is the jrobability its landing-,

one side of a fessed_
coin facing upward when the eoin,==',1 Oda It is asSuiled-,-that-:the_ coin
will not land: on its edge Mier-afire; i'whearai coin is tossed there
ate_ only t.o poscible oluleemee,,_-,efther =0*--,_ coin will land hOdi- up
or it will lipid tailc up In deterilning the probability-ot a

--tos sed coin turning up h=eadi e_,hea4a-ziay,--beCalled-the-,fiVerahle
oUideMai_ .Then, 'there_ are -,:two fiesaible-ciUtcefkaa,- one -of'1rhieh-i
-faverable-

onecpt _The-measure of the probability of a-tpeeilio Olite6e:e
occurring i-o the,-_ratio_korthez-riumber-'-erfaver-abla elOOTIC-13-

to the-trunibor df-paiiibles,otiti** '
weer,- l'Iav"oliable-_-oiitcadoir
-numberc _LToryezPle----outcomen--

theslifobabilit)i -ofileadS -4. =In -detetiining
the probability of the reiat eaitebeing-tai4s-4_-tai la is taken as the

OUt &me:-
=

.of the röbability tif =_tai
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1.; .....aa/1\

{Yuen a _coin is tossed twice;, there are ,f5ariloilile.oiit=
:comes: 1); It, the
Oyi-den* -heda and 'their not =tke :same outcomeas tied t4 ands thOri;hee. are two _different out=
comes.

Instead .of tossing one c'o`im_ twice, ire ilia)! toss t-wcY-:leeins,,Oneo
and: get the same irirObabilities of different clenoMiliatiba
are used,- _it easier :for---gtudent---te, see- that fiet the

'115;

The_;probe each,of -the _.four -outcomes as-as:Jo ows

-0-i;

-(t, 1)=

a.-coin. -isis rcisecktwice--the-prohabi-i-ity--of .gettiag
one -in-_- either,

are -6)661?1-&atittiiiiie-g:
there- c.rtei=fkotir -_-pe-g-gi tile out -two. of.; i _ _are_ -fa.i'iorah 1 e

the ittie Of-'fa-verahie _out conies,:te:, -auteoir.eS.
or

ik'hea-,a- 'Coin. is _togsecr in
eight = outcomes:;

he air three -times, -there_ are,

'(Hi, ; -t)-;
. -(T--_f T 11) t

the-:01_1-ehabldit)i ;of; threeAleAdg--Li

e

tico =heads aiid =one -s.

The -41_tiiihahtlity,-=of' -ohe head; :and: -rt.

_The prphahilit_y_, :of the coins, -_turning,up the "same

_

A-;_tree d'1, 41* ray uses 6- shothe -,possitiie -out coinesi-:-
-Chiig, for Ohe:_ro-S1- of .three..ciiffereat-_
coi=ns= we -may make jthe ffollOiring,diagram-:



,.

-i-stt!An- 2ed:,(616.=

__

Ice_ a'e:ail--==th-e-.- paths Tat = to°=rigfit ;t64ist--_,-thei,o6ti.ctileS--.
There; aje-_,1--_wa-_,IS:-.-one_--eciii:Eihiak :fall =, _-_-_-__- =There are 4,--kakS
..i=jeeil*,-iita-, lair; =_01;_!0-i-,-;,(iti, 7):,-,, -:(T i T) ; There- :itie
eight,ways---th-feef-e-ciitiS,tm'ay,- !fal-1,-,-(H-H-11)-- :(11=11 --7,.-,(ki ;H) i, , (II -,Ti

..,

- ,(T01;1!):,-- ("!'_P;T);,-;Cr=4-T;10-; (1.--;--Ti-T) i.

=

341 Coin

concept: _If- anzeVent-fhas_-= only tzaOrzpee'Vible_--outdoince -and- that event
iS repeated -i2 the -±izi.ther- et, poediiiLe ed4Ueneee
or. = i iaua'i OubemeS,_ti-e=i24-:::

four-iiides:Ahere -,afez-=2:
sequences- ..:16Oivaddat is tOsSecrir-_fiite--=t-

-there are -2 or- OutcotheS,

Co- ncept: Ta_deteriniizeltha*easUraef3Cuade-ee--Of-a-z- epeeffic- dUtemire,,
the Only- -inferthationi,rhodeaii-e

i
ithe-totql-kuither of ,bloe4ble

outcomes and the-nuibOi of:thee6 Oat0 Onee that are _faeorabl e .
If al-Z`_ the -pOseibie outcomes- are _faVdraiiie k, then the lirebabili-

_

of the faVorable oiuteeine- If:none 6 L'',the
-1=

outcomes ris- favorable; the,prebab-iii_ty a_= favorable event is
00. .Therefore;- ther-Tanye of the-Ineezeuree",_ofthe7probabirlitiee;

of .evente-ie: :from: eerorta One:-

Concept: The probability of success plus the probability of failure
is aluiaye equal to 1.

-Atiotherl!Opdlarrfmethod_tot studying_,tifeheork-_ek,tirebabili-tk

_-aice_=- ,d-ifterent= =Cofer. The :reason=
-042i-s:.-xkit _the _outcome= =of a 3 .on, the; first .die:and a 2 on= the
second die -i-S----not-_th-6,`Se-f-ne--eutebilie= -=a,=2 on =-the---firSt-_,-die-ra0:-
3: on sne secon(FiIid
outcomes:.
difficulties= -in this -concept-.

ty,eonS idering.3-th 6-.66-tee-KO if-roliiiik---,two---alEEetentiY--c6ibre-d,,

dice Ordered:-

--Ther-,t1S-e--Ofi-ordere-diliemberiairS-;-=9i11=2-he to:,Stre-ss
=fiumb-e-rTat_fie-=6;idereaY_nenker'Tai` is the

nuinber'on. the' :.red die rand =the-aecond_ number is. the number :on the-



.

to-41.6 i,-the-- Oki:tared-1i* rs- s(3,; -2), and (2; 3)-.
)

are- different_
Oiddice ffibek :fairs refofe di ffe:Oii c outcomes:
When two differently _eolofair;d16Oaie 30: possible
outcomes: The of :ail -- o`utcoine occurring -.is ,the .ratio of

,k-gdyrRie spa:605_4.o- a= ,possible- outcomes:,

If ,the - outcomes' are--taken__01?6 the tilts OE :the -_face, uppermost
,_when '6,0, i ,,Oriip10- s-_-0-4-ee is

_

Total_ of -36 outcomes

=the-corpecce-;,iir.tho,fpivcediii4- di-agr-car-i= tO_ find= answcz
to

=(a)= :Find - the-probabi_1 "ity rof:=-* totai ot-4eiren-
(b)' `Find -.the fprobal;ihty.of =d total: < :two= showing _

thi66: Of -"S-4- §hOt4ing-

(a)= Reading_-the =sainplc-='sEiacc -i a sec ,that ,there _arc six possible-
riay* to-.get

hence,-the =_-0!=ob-ability

'Again --14c-461ilritodea 44-0-
_

_

-_(c);:' =glee =theio-are -two-fo;licOiriOS of 'tkitee
and five outcomes of siz. The ;t4a11_156§,s:Ibie,-

thirty six, so -the probability is:= T _'.T,



I factbeitiof--(e),Weren-reworcled,..:to -.three
ty: -botluiiiteoikeil are

,same time.

In = exercisesthee use the
_

=
of -Tavorableoutdonet-Pioabitity' =

number-of -Tossib_le '-outcomes--

_

(Mi. 7'4,7 oeub_idat die- _iiiimhered_ f- through
Ociit# the :die: *i

tarozipir?:

a); 1116=Inumber--Jshowing-is--fone?-
=b)'

`- The'_iiuinber ahowing = =is

:Ansi 4eit

Using =a standii 52 card= deck,of_Idoiyis- find, i3iiblioti-iitrg. of
the- foilouring wards- ;being drOth the_. :coj.;d:f-i 47
replaced:-)°

die

_The, queen, of :diamonds -.or: clubs=,

26
=(d)-

rOne-:seriouommorymiseoneentiorofprobabilityliertails:
to the probability, independent-= events.
six h eadif. Coop ith-a t- -the:
probability.=of heads coming; =up as seventh :time is= -very_small
When the coin -ii---TfOis .a-si:ireiiith_.tii*_,the--,o-ittcbiiiei-:of =the_ pre
vious tosses have_ no, effect on =_this :toss:
of -the previous toss. = When == the: = coin -is- tossed =a = seventh- _time, _the

heads 'is, st111---_-4.,- Of course;. when.
_ _,

a coin. the _- buinberref-4Ossib OUteoilei

is 2 =or' 128.- The _iiiiitotiklity:=4:::geittrigt
-tosses

128-.- 7/1 040er,, aftert--_the'-

iiirobabilritii-.Off;heaas on the --eyeiiiii.:L,tOs=i4,

-distu-sionof eithei
twb,.-eii&its;-Oecurrintrityd-the-m*abii



.
.aonaerit,i If tto--epen# .a-re:'whittialik-exclusive, that a-

'1,0-6:sible,-fOi,,,--both- to odour _at- .the--iorie- the-430baei t'u
of _Oiie or the other -- event <occurrzng -is the-szbn-of prob-&'.

event:-
-_ -

1016_ -a eitheil':ne4(icii,
tai ls_ -' turning up is

2: *hen, fi-:;e6ii)
_ :

_

one -die e:;probahr-lity--:of

-0-=-On--

(A): -+-

Concept:: tlity-- 6 flb:roth.. of ;two
.-ezienta- Od411.*:iigry.-e -or 'the-

Of 'the econd - event.. 1?- p),

Ajofil _ieif=1164-4iboin,

4)4), en- _fife. dO

,-0- 0.41?.a. 4 -i 414)112)5,

are- =five -,choices -for-aqswer-...toreachAueston; anc1::theghas::119.11(lea
as to what_ the- answer to .a question is;= the of
getting ;it__:defrect as.t:_ =lf 4here--are:-twcriquestions--4o:_whichl,he:

"(160--hot` -knowi-the kii-S7wei=406----111#4)abii"ity-=Of his getting both

u-correct ..:is:(4-14-s1)-i,ok:1-24.. If '.there_ are' i twig; _

to which he knew ihe._ of:his-,:tettink
all; -fiVe,_0iiet-t _4: If. there" :are ten,
questions= to whi °ch .he= does - not :the: -,ang-iie fi,t he ;probability

ten questions

I14 (1): (1) E (1)S,',S S ,S s s_ ;765;625 j

Simple ezercises.such as= *61:1-eisting3 are

A
_

66rffeiri a--t,White ,b laok socks._ .

the that the- &ob, t e
.

,,Oieked?

,Wheit )4_ black sock . wvll be
:.15.40ed?-

!Answer:,__ -Black; =
_

as-

-Ibtr



A- ijoinezii4ulx- a- three-three- two ;dimes,
five pennies in her =wa`llet: :What °' :the_.piVobab'ilitk that she_arill.
draii out =a quarter : onrher tire*

:Answer:-_

The ,above = diagram repre6 enieLa the= dial .divided
24% -C 1)-=

When -th0_ Fiat- is 'the ,piobabili -ty
of `it.=stoppii:g on to. Oil,. _(d)%cin A;.

(0): t ttei:432-Si, -A; ,D °in three successive §pins?

Ansgeis

_

enrichinent ;material. -teneherinarl4iSh=lia, suggest
stncletitS they With: SedtititS:_lwhiih
:Simniate outcomes tossing th-fee---.66 in§ or- two dice:
-th-e;ang ek- -the sectors` should ` be -° such__, =as to --give the correct
probabilities .of _the i s


